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Enclosed for your review and comment Is the Environmental Assessment (EA) on the U.S. 
Deportment of Agrlcunure. Animal and Plant Heanh Inspection Service-Animal Damage 
Control UnWs (APHIS-ADC) Predatory Animal Damage Control Proposal on Public lands wnhin 
the Bureau of land Management's (BLM) Rock Springs District. This EA was prepared to fulfill 
the requirements of Section 102 of the Notional Environmental Policy Act. The EA aiso includes 
the biological assessment on the effects of the proposed action on endangered and 
threatened species In compliance wnh Section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act. The EA 
was prepored by the BlM. Rock Springs District with the cooperative participation of the APHIS-
ADC. The EA documents the environmental Impact analysis of the APHIS-ADC animal damage 
control program in effect since 1985 (Mematlve B). as well as the APHIS-ADC proposed 
program changes (Proposed Action and Anernotive A) to enhance the protection of domestiC 
livestock against excessive predation on public lands wnhln the BLM Rock Springs District. 
As you may recall. in April of 1992 the Rock Springs District Issued a Scoplng Notice Informing 
the public that n was beginning this environmental impact analysis process and asked for 
public comments on concems and anernatives. In June of 1992. a public meeting was held In 
Rock Springs by the BLM and APHIS-ADC to provide the public wnh further opportunny to 
express their cancems and to ask questions. On the basis of the comments received . the BlM. 
in cooperation wnh APHIS-ADC. has prepared the enclosed EA to identify and analyze the 
potential environmental consequences of proposed and anemative animal damage control 
activities on public lands. 
The BlM and APHIS-ADC wont to be sure that the general public and users of the public lands. 
understand the proposed and anemative means of predatory animal damage control and the 
control methods that would be used under each. In the furtherance of this objective. the BLM 
and APHIS-ADC will hold on open house followed by a public hearing. Planned agendas for 
each are: 
Open House · Individual public one-an-one discussions wnh APHIS-ADC perl;onnel. 
questions and answerl;. and demonstrations of control methods. 
Public Hearing - Introduction by the BlM. APHIS-ADC presentation of their proposed 
animal damage control plan and alternatives. and formal public comment. 
r-
The open house and public hearing will be held at the following locations and times: 
Facility Dote and Time 
Rock Springs 
Evanston 
Kemmerer 
WMe Mountain Junior High 
Foothill Blvd. 
Rock Springs. WY 82901 
Evanston Senior High School 
701 W. Cheyenne Drive 
Evanston. WY 82930 
Kemmerer High School 
1525 West 3rd Ave. 
Kemmerer. WY 83101 
December 6. 1993 
Open House 3 to 6 p .m. 
PubliC Hearing 7 to 9 p .m. 
December 7. 1993 
Open House 3 to 6 p.m. 
Public Hearing 7 to 9 p .m. 
December 8. 1993 
Open House 3 to 6 p .m. 
PubliC Hearing 7 to 9 p .m. 
To ensure that your concerns have been considered. please .review the EA and. ~ you have 
any comments . submit them in writing by January 6. 1994. to. 
District Manager 
Bureau of land Management 
P.O. Box 1869 
Rock Springs. Wyoming 82902-1869 
2 
. 'd at· . the decision to be mode. i.e .. where . when. 
Your comments will be given full COnsl e;. ,o~'n APHIS-ADC can be allowed on publiC lands 
and what type(s) of pre.datoDristconttrol.ahcO:;;~dV~rl;eIY affecting other uses of the publiC lands. 
wnhin the BlM Rock Springs riC w" 
. C t I roposol is available from Bill Rightmire . 
Further information on the Anlmatl (D30a7m) ~~~-53~ r~r ~errill Nelson. ADC District Supervisor at 
APHIS State Director In Cosper a . 
(307) 362-7238 in Rock Springs. 
I A nt proceSS contact Bill McMahon. 
For informat ion on the Environmento ssesssm.e D'st 'ct Ottice (307) 382-5350. 
Environmental Specialist. at the BlM Rock pnngs In . 
Sincerely. 
~Wr 
District Manager 
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PREFACE 
Th is Environmental Assessment is prepared by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Rock 
Springs Distr ict with the cooperative participation of the U.S . Department of Agriculture. Animal and 
Plant Healtll Inspection Service. Animal Damage Contro l Unit (USDA -A PHIS-A DC. hereafter 
referred to as APHIS-ADC). This environmental assessment documents the environmental imp"'t 
analysis of til e APHIS -ADC ongoing and proposed program of predato ry animal damage cont rol Ii" 
the protection of domestic livestock and wildlife witllin til e BLM Rock Springs District. The 
envi ronmental assessment analyzes tile impacts assoc iated witll tile full range of animal damage 
cont rol ac tivities included in the APH IS-ADC proposed Pr""atory Animal Damage Control Plan . The 
environmental assessment also analyzes environmental impacts associated with alternati ves to th c= 
ongoing and proposed predato r cont rol prog ram. 
Th is environmental assessment references predatory animal damage cont rol envi ronmental documents 
prepared at tIl c national level (p rog rammatic environmental documents) and local Icvel (environmental 
documents prepared for programs on National Forests and Public Lands surrounding the BLM Rock 
Springs District). Specifically. these documents are: 
Programmatic EISs' 
U.S . Department of Interio r (USDI). Final Environmental Impact Statement. Mammalian Predator 
Damage Management Jor Livestock Protection in the Western United States. U.S . Fish and Wildli fe 
Service. 1979 . 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Animal Damage Control Program. Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement. APHIS. in cooperation with USDA Forest Service and USDI BLM. 1990. 
U.S . Department of Agriculture (USDA). Animal Damage Control Program. Supplement to the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement, APHIS . in cooperation witll USDA Forest Service and USDI BLM . 
1993 . 
Environmental Assessments' 
U.S. Department of Agriculture , Environmental AssessmentJor Predator Control on the Big Piney. 
Greys River, and Kemmerer Range Districts . Bridger-Teton National Forest . Lincoln and Sublet/e 
Counties. Wyoming, Forest Service. 1989. 
U.S . Department of Agriculture , Forest-Wide Predator Management Environmental Assessment . 
Ashley National Forest. Nonheastern Utah and Southwestern Wyoming. Forest Service. 1992. 
U. S. Department of Agriculture , Forest-Wide Predator Management Environmental AHessment. 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest . Intermountain Region. Forest Service. 1992. 
U.S. Department of Inter ior. Animal Damage Control Environmental Assessment. BLM Vernal 
District. Vernal. Utah . Bureau of Land Management . 199J. 
vii 1/ 
U.S. Department of Interior. Use of Animal DornaK' Control by Ihe Animal allil Planl Heallh 
Inspection Service in the Bureau of Laml ManaRlJment, Wor/anll District Bi/: /-10m . Hot Sprinxs. Park, 
and Washakie Counties. Wyoming. Revisl'll Em'ironmenlal A.\'se,u ment. BUf t!3U of Land Manag.:mcnt . 
1993 . 
U.S. Department of Interior . Animal Damage Control hy till' Animal and Plalll Neallh InspeClion 
Service in the Rawlins Districl . Bureau o/Land Managemem, Alhany. Carhon, Fremont. Lllramie. 
Nalrona . and Sweerwalpr Counties. Bureau of land Management . 1993. 
Pursuant to Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA ). the USD I 
prepared a programmatic envi ronmental impact statement (EIS) on predator damage management in 
1979. and the USDA prepared a draft EIS and a draft Supplement to the initial EIS on the APHIS 
Animal Damage Control Program in 1990 and 1993. The EISs examine the predator management 
control program as presently conducted on puhlic lands admin istered hy the BlM and its impact on 
the biological. physical. cultural. and economic environments: and on recreation. domestic animals. 
wilderness areas. human health and safoty. energy. and on puhlic attitudes . A copy of the 
programmatic EISs is on fil e at the APHIS-ADC office in Casper. Wyoming. and at the BlM Rock 
Springs District Office in Rock Springs_ Wyoming . 
This environmental assessment tiers to the USDl analysis and dec ision document (1979) and 
references the USDA Draft EIS (1990) and Supplement to the Draft EIS (1993) regarding the 
appropriateness, effectiveness and costlbenefits of Federal predator control activities on Federal lands. 
Th e decision to be made, based on the analysis documented herein . and following public review and 
comment. is where, when. and what types of predator control act ions hy APHIS-ADC can be allowed 
on the BlM Rock Springs District without significantly affecting other uses of the public lands. 
The Forest Service and other BlM environmental documents referenced above address predator 
control management programs simi lar or identical to that proposed by APHIS-ADC for the BlM 
Rock Springs District. Therefore. for consistency and to eliminate unnecessary confusion . the 
description of the proposed action, definitions, and analysis of environmental impact is. where 
appropriate, replicated and expanded upon where specifically different within, andlor appl icable to 
only. the Rock Springs District. Expanded descriptions. defi nitions. and analyses are also provided 
where it is appropriate in response to specific issues ident ified by the public during the Rock Springs 
District issues and concerns scoping process (May 20 th mugh Jul y 15. 1992). 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE AND NEED FOR 
THE PROPOSED ACTION 
Wild animals are a vaJu at'l le re-c-ource and an 
important pan of the environment "'ithin the 
Rock Springs Distri ~t in souihwest Wyoming 
(General Lo.·ltion Map). They contribute tn our 
enjoyme.nt of outdoor recrl?alional a.c liviti~ such 
as camping. hiking. photogr.<phy. anc huntinll . 
The kno", ledge that 2.hundant wildlife exists is 
imponant for many people. In some instances. 
ho,," over. this ",,')ndance has led .0 conflicts 
~etween human and wildlife inte.re>ts. The 
coyote. for example. symholizes the wild West 
for many people. However. co~'otes can innict 
heavy economic damage to produce" of 
dome>tic sheep and. at tim.,.. to produce" of 
conie. 
The .S Congre>s enacted the Animal Damagr 
Co'1Jrol Act of March 2, 1931 (46 Stat. 1468: 
U.S.c. 426-426j,) to assist the livestock 
produce" in reducing economic damage from 
predation_ This act, as amended . authorizes the 
appropriation of Federal tax dollars fo r the 
protection of stock and other domestic animals 
through the suppression of predatory or other 
wild animals . 
The USDA. Wyoming Agricultural Statistics 
Service shows Wyoming to be the third largest 
producer of sheep in the nation and repons an 
average of 141.650 sheep (includes 17.650 sheep 
from ranches in Colorado) and 147.000 conle on 
southwest Wyoming farms and ranches in 1993 
(Table I- I). Additional put-<Jf-state tranSient 
sheep and canle may be present in the District at 
various times of the year. Average livestock 
numbe" in the four-<:ounty area of southwest 
Wyoming (Lincoln. Sublette. Uinta.. and 
Sweetwater) represent a significant pa.1 of 
Wyoming's livestock production (20.0 percent of 
the sheep and 17.5 percen! of th. conle). 
A majority of these Jjvest(l.:: k graze- ('n puN I': 
lands administered ~y the BLM Rock Spnngs 
Distria and " .tional Forest lands ithin the 
Bridger-Tdon. Ashley. and Wa.<.atch-Cache 
Nat ional Forests Preuation. primaril~' on sheep. 
~y the coyote and fox has hist(lrically t>een a 
significant prOOlem to liv'"'t()Ck prooucm in 
southwest Wyo ming. Mountain lion I"",", also 
()Ccur. Los.es are documented ~~, APHIS-ADC 
(Animal & Plant Health In.<p<cti" n Servi,,,, 
Animal Damage Cont",1) and an annual 
stalewide repo:1 is maintained ~y the WY('Iming 
Agricultural Stat istics Sen·ie<. 
Table 1-2 provides a fi\'e-year coml'ari«>n. ~y 
county. of confirmed and unconfi rmed sheep 
loss due to predation in the Rock Springs 
District. The statistical record ind icates a 
significant increase in the l<'Ss of livestock to 
predatory animals. Although there has been an 
increas<! in the number of sheep over the last 
two years . the increa.~ in losses is not 
considered anrihutable to th is . An index of 
estimated sheep loss due to predation. ha,<ed on 
Wyoming Agricultural Statistics Service sheep 
number5 (Table I-I ) and APHIS-ADC confirmed 
and unconfirmed sheep 1= (Table 1-2), ""'as 
0.9 percent in :989. 1.5 percent in 1990. 2.5 
percent in 1991. and 3.5 percent in 1992. 
E.cept for twO or three operators. this 
represents loss incurred during the nine-month 
period (75 percent of the calendar ~.=. October 
I through June 30) while operating on the Rock 
Springs District . The rest of the time. sheep use 
occu" on Forest Service or private lands. loss 
figures for these areas are not included within 
this analysis. Calendar year 1993 losses 
represent a panial year (April through July). and 
are not included in the estimated loss 
calculations. 
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TABLE I-I 
SHEEP, CAITLE, AND CALVES ON WYOMING FARMS AND RANCHES, 
BY COUNTY 
(January 1, 1989 through 1993)1 
County & District 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
SHEEP: 
Lincoln 27,000 27,000 25 ,000 36,000 35,000 
Sublette 8,000 6,000 6,000 14,000 7,000 
Uinta 43,000 43 ,000 42 ,000 52,000 53,000 
Sweetwater (WY) 32,000 32 ,000 30,000 23,000 29,000 
Sweetwater (CO)2 17,650 17,650 17,650 17,650 17,650 
Totals 127,650 125,650 120,650 142 ,650 141,650 
Percent of State 17.7 17 .8 16.8 19 .8 20.0 
CAITLE: 
Lincoln 47,000 40,000 34,000 40,000 43,000 
Sublette 70,000 65,000 60,000 52,000 49,000 
Uinta 50,000 47,000 48,000 40,000 40,000 
Sweetwater 22,000 20,000 21 ,000 15,000 15,000 
Totals 189,000 172,000 163,000 147,000 147,000 
Percent of State 15.3 15 .3 14.3 17.4 17 .5 
1 Wyoming Agricultural Statistics Service , 1993 . "RANGE REVIEW: Issue 93-12 . Released 7/ 14/93 . In cooperation 
with the WyOmL'lg Department of Agriculture. W ASS , USDA, Cheyenne, Wyoming. 
2 Winter sheep use made in Sweetwater County. Wyoming by Ijvestock producers located in Colorado. These sheep 
numbers were licensed for winter of 1993-94 but genera\1y the same numbers were run during the years 1989 through 1992. 
These numbers are not included in the Wyoming Agricultural Statistics Service data. 
3 
County Con 
Uinta 104 
Sweetwater 111 
Lincoln 70 
SubletteS 0 
Total 285 
Percent 
Loss3• 
TABLE 1-2 
APIDS-ADC REPORTED CONFIRMED AND UNCONFIRMED SHEEP WSSES 
BY COUNTY' 
(1989 through 1993) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993' 
Uncon Con Uncon Con Uncon Con Uncon Con Uncon 
479 181 799 250 1,272 1,173 1,539 481 118 
173 145 278 268 947 514 917 402 73 
150 283 136 91 89 208 97 285 31 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 44 
802 609 1,213 609 2,308 1,895 2,553 1,274 266 
0.9 1.5 2.5 3.5 
-
Total 
Con Uncon 
2,189 4,207 
1,440 2,388 
937 503 
106 44 
4,672 7,142 
) CcfljirT'Md loss· livestock producer reported livestock loss that has been inspected by APHIS·ADC personnel and verified that the C4U1C of death Will due to a predatory 
animal (e.g. , coyote, f()lt, lion, bear, etc .). UncofijirT'Md loss· livestock producer reported livestock loss not inspected by APHIS·ADC penlOnnel and verified III to the caUIC 
of death. Inspection does not occur beeause an APHIS·ADC trapper has confirmed that the livestock producer has incurred lones to predatory anima1J and can therefore 
proceed with approved control activities. ' Livestock producers often report 5, 10, IS , or more animal. lost. APHIS·ADC personnel inspect ICveraJ carcasaea, not necenarily all 
of them, but enough to verify loss due !o predation and the predatory animal species responsible. • NOTE · Percent loss is baaed on WASS sheep numbers for lincoln, Uinta, 
and Sweetwater Counties and winter sheep use by producers located in Colorado. Sublette county is not included because it is not a cooperating county with APHIS·ADC and 
no data is available. 
, 1993 losses an: for the period of April 6 through July 31, 1993. Presently APHIS·ADC is authorized to conduct control on public lands at the request of a livestock 
producer only where an emergency situation has been determined to exist by APHIS·ADC . See footnote 5 for further explanation. 
S Loss data is not reported for Sublette County since the County Predator Animal Board (PAB) i. not a cooperating county with APHIS·ADC for predator control within 
Sublette County . The loss data presented for 1993 reflects 1088 data reported since April 1993 under the BlM Washington Office di.rective to authorize only E~rgmcy Ccnlrol 
requests until all BlM districts, including the Rock Springs District, have completed a current environmental analysis on the predator animal damage control program for the 
District. This directive is the result of an appeal by the Humane Society of the United States. See narrative discussion for details . 
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The estimated predator loss data for southwest 
Wyoming corresponds with statewide studies 
which show that there has been a dramatic 
increase in Wyoming in the number of livestock 
predator losses over the last few years. Losses 
were higher in 1992 than at any time in recent 
years , with a 52 .5 percent increase between 
1991 and 1992, and over a 300 percent increase 
between 1989 and 1992. Discussions with the 
livestock industry suggest that predator numbers 
are at an unprecedented high level and losses in 
1993 will likely exceed the 1992 levels . 
Within the BLM Rock Springs District , the 
economic loss 10 livestock producers due to 
predators in 1992 is estimated at $507 ,460. 
This is based upon the nine month period of use 
made within the District. The estimated 
cumulative economic loss to livestock producers 
due to predation over the past five years is $1. 9 
million. Losses would have been much greater 
in the absence of predator control. 
Research h?S shown that annual sheep losses of 
2 to f, percent are normal with predator control 
in place. Sheep producers accept this as an 
inherent part of ranching . If coyotes and other 
predatory animals are not controlled, ..... Iosses 
may Jump as high as 18 to 30 percent " (Dr. 
Fred Knowlton, Research Associate Professor 
Utah State University; and Project Leader: 
USDA - APHIS Animal Damage Control 
Predator Ecology Project). The APHIS-ADC 
livestock loss data presented in Table 1-2 agrees 
with the research findings . 
Predatory animal control on public lands within 
the Rock Springs District (see General Location 
Map) have continued for over 60 years, 
preceding the establishment of the Taylor 
Grazing Act (1934) and the BLM (1946). As a 
result of domest ic livestock losses due to coyote 
and fox predation, livestock permittees annually 
request predator control on public lands, 
including, most recently, the use of the M-44 
devices . 
APHIS-A DC has requested authorization to use, 
in addition to the conventional me.ilods of 
predator control (i.e., trapping, calling and 
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shooting. denning . and aerial gunn ing). the 
IOxicant sod ium cyanide with the M-44 
application dev ice 18 an additional method 10 
control coyote predation on domestic livestock . 
It is being requested by APHIS-ADC as an 
additional tool to enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of control. The M-44 has never 
been authorized by BLM for use on public lands 
within the Rock Springs Dist rict. The APHIS-
ADC request follows the direction provided for 
in the national Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) Belween BLM and APHIS For Animal 
Damage Control (September 1987), the 
Supplemental Memorandum of Understanding 
Between BLM and APHIS for Animal Damage 
Control in the State of Wyoming (June 1989). 
each of which establish operational principles for 
predator control on BLM-administered lands. 
and the Environmental Protection Agency'S M-
44 Cyanide Capsules Use Restrictions . 
PRESENT PREDATOR 
CONTROL ACTIVITIES ON 
PUBLIC LANDS 
In March of 1993. the Humane Society of the 
United Slates appealed to the Interior Board of 
Land Appeals alleging the BLM was allowing 
APHIS-ADC to conduct animal damage control 
on public lands without first having complied 
with the requirements imposed by the National 
Environmental Policy Act. The Humane 
Society's appeal would require the BLM to 
prohibit APHIS-ADC from conducting any 
predator control activities on public lands until 
the Interior Board of Land Appeals issued a 
decision on the merits of their appeal. 
The BLM Director decided to allow no further 
predalor control activities by APHIS-ADC on 
the public lands until after new predator control 
plans and related environmental assessments 
have been completed. However, because of the 
dramatic increase in the number of livestock 
losses to predators over the last few years , 
emergency control will be allowed on public 
lands within the State of Wyoming for predalor-
caused liveslOck kills. Control is limited to the 
taking of the offending animals within 3 miles of 
the damage location_ and those operations will 
cease within 5 days after losses SlOp. The use of 
M -44' s is not cons idered an emergency method 
of control. 
CONFORMANCE 
LAND USE PLANS 
WITH 
The implementation of predatory animal damage 
control within the Rock Springs District is in 
conformance with the District's land use plans . 
i.e . . the Big Sandy Management Framework 
Plan (1982); the Salt Wells Management 
Framework Plan (1982): the Kemmerer 
Resource Management Plan (1986): and the 
Pinedale Resource Management Plan (1988). In 
addition. the Salt Wells-Pilot Butte Grazing EIS 
(1984) and the Big Sandy Grazing EIS (1981 ) 
also provide for predatory animal damage 
cont rol. These planning documents state that 
predator control will be coordinated with 
APH IS-ADC and conducted in accordance with 
the ·Cooperative Animal Damage Control Plan 
for Publ ic Land in the Rock Springs District.· 
(Note: The Salt Wells and Big Sandy Resource 
Areas were combined in 1985 into the Green 
River Resource Area.) 
BLM POLICY AND 
AGREEMENTS 
The Animal Damage Control Act of March 2, 
1931 (46 Stat. 1468; U.S.C. 426-426b), as 
amended, mandates the management of wild 
vertebrates causing damage. APHIS , through 
the Secretary of Agriculture, has been given 
authority by the Congress of the United States to 
carry out animal damage control activities . The 
BLM and APHIS , in a national MOil for 
Animal Damage Control (September 1987) and 
in a Supplemental MOU for Animal Damage 
Control in the State of Wyoming (June 1989) 
have agreed that predator control activities may 
be carried out on BLM-administered lands by 
APHIS-ADC in accordance with the operational 
principles agreed to. 
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In accordance with the Supplemental MOU. 
APHIS-ADC ha. prepared and submItted to the 
Rock Springs District Manager a proposed 
Predatory Animal Damage Control Plan for 
public lands administered by the Rock Springs 
District . The proposed Predatory Animal 
Damage Control Plan was prepared in 
accordance with the appropriate Memoranda of 
Understanding. 
The overall goal of the APHIS-ADC program is 
to minimize predatory animal impacts on 
livestock and the livestock industry while 
complying with strict measures to ensure public 
safety as well as protection of domestic animals, 
non·target species. and threatened and 
endangered species. The APHIS-ADC proposed 
Predatory Animal Damage Control Plan specifies 
where, when , and under what restrictions 
predator contro l operations would be carried out. 
The proposed Predatory Animal Damage Control 
Plan includes consideration for the protect; n of 
wildlife resources, range resources, agriculture. 
and human health and safety . Where possible. 
this is done through an integrated approach using 
both lethal and non-lethal control techniques . 
The BLM has the responsibility for the 
management of lands under its jurisdict ion, 
including a determination as to whethe: predator 
control practices are compatible with other 
multiple-use objectives. The BLM is responsible 
for evaluating the proposed Predatory Animal 
Damage Control Plan submitted by APHIS-
ADC. It is BLM policy (BLM Manual 6830), 
through this evaluation. to ensure that predalOr 
control is carried out in a systematic manner 
which responds to resource protection, human 
health , and livestock protection needs while 
protecting public safety, domestic animals, and 
nontarget wildlife; and 10 ensure that predator 
control on the public lands is conducted in a 
manner consistent with current laws, policies. 
and interagency procedures . The BLM 
evaluation is accomplished through the 
environmental analysis process and includes 
evaluating the need for predator contro l (i.e .. 
liveslOck loss and economic impact to tho 
livestock producers), the potential for conflicts 
with human safety and other resource uses 
resulting in the identification of areas within the 
Rock Springs District where control should or 
should not occur (e.g., human safety zones, 
endangered and threatened species, special 
management areas, etc.), the control methods 
that should or should not be allowed in 
consideration of human and domestic and 
nontarget animal health and safety, and 
analyzing cumulative environmental 
consequences of implementing the Predatory 
Animal Damage Control Plan . 
RELATIONSHIP TO 
STATUTES, REGULATIONS, 
OR OTHER PLANS 
Supporting authority for predatory animal 
damage control is provided for through the 
Animal Damage Control Act of March 2, 1931 
(46 Stal. 1468; U.S .C. 426-426b), os amended . 
In addition, BLM policy and guidance relative to 
predator control activities on public lands are 
contained in the BLM Manual 6830, Animal 
Damage Control. 
Predator control activities on public lands are 
subject to the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956, as 
amended by Public Laws 92-159 and 92-502. 
This law restricts shooting or harasSing of 
wildlife from any aircraft. Airborne hunting 
regulations (50 CFR 19) have been established 
to provide rules relative to the prohibition 
against shooting or harassing of wildlife from 
any aircraft, the requirements for the contents 
and filing of annual reports by the States 
regarding permits issued for such shooting or 
harassing, and regulations necessary for effective 
enforcement of the Fish and Wildlife Act of 
1956. 
The State of Wyoming has enacted law 
governing predator control activities within the 
State which is administered by the Wyoming 
Department of Agriculture. The Wyoming 
Predatory Animal Control Law (Wyoming 
Statute 1977, Sections II~IOI through 108, 
and 11-6-201 through 210) specify requirements 
for, among other things, landowner permission, 
liability, cooperative and coordinated plans for 
rodent and predator control. issuance of aerial 
hunting permits , establishment of county 
predatory animal boards. livestock boards' 
collection and disbursement of fees for predatory 
ammal control, and predatory animal control 
fees on all sheep and canle inspected within each 
predatory animal district. 
The County Preda,ury Animal Boards (County 
Boards) have the prirnary authority and 
responsibility for cont rolling predation in their 
respect ive counties. The duties of these County 
Boards include supervision over and 
implementation of the best methods of 
controlling predatory animals, which could 
include paying bounties, conducting thei r Own 
individual county programs, contracting with 
APHIS-ADC , or a combination of all three. 
The County Boards also monitor predator 
problems and coordinate cooperative agreements 
(contracts) for control with APHIS-ADC, as 
well as raise and disperse needed funding . The 
APHIS-ADC contracts with the County Boards 
are for controlling predation within the 
respective county. The contracts between the 
respective County Board and APHIS-ADC are 
not mutually exclusive, as each party can enter 
into additional agreements to fulfill their 
responsibilities. Within the Rock Springs 
District, APHIS-ADC has contracts with 
Lincoln, Uinta, and Sweetwater Counties . 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the 
Department of Agriculture by virtue of the 
Wyoming Predatory Animal Control Law, the 
Wyoming Predatory Animal Control Regulations 
implement procedures for the issuance, denial, 
~nd revocation of permits for aerial hunting; 
Implement provisions of the Fish and Wildlife 
Act by Public Laws 92-159 and 92-502 ' 
establish effective time periods for permits; 
estabhsh a method for permit applicants to 
secure approvals from local predator control 
districts; identify permit areas; and provide 
exemptions as provided for in the Federal 
Airborne Hunting Act. 
The BLM acknowledges the Memorandum of 
Understanding between the Wyoming State 
Department of Agriculture, Wyoming Game and 
Fish Commission, and USDA-APHIS-ADC 
regarding on Cooperation in the Cooduct and 
Management of an Animal Damage Control 
Program (1988). BLM also acknowledges the 
responsibilities of the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department in the administration of predator 
control activities . Specifically, the WGFD has 
responsibility for the management of wild 
animals on public lands and the BLM has 
responsibility for the management of habitat . 
The Wyoming Legislature has made the 
determination that the taking of wildlife species 
to protect life or property is appropriate under 
certain circumstances. It is not the purpose of 
this environmental analysis to abridge State's 
Rights or to permit predator control activities 
outside the bounds set by the State of Wyoming . 
ISSUES AND CONCERNS -
SCOPING RESULTS 
In April 1992, the BLM Rock Springs District 
and the APHIS-ADC issued a scoping notice 
announcing plans to begin an environmental 
analysis on APHIS's proposed Predatory Animal 
Damage Control Plan . The scoping notice was 
distributed to the general public, livestock 
industry, and local, state , and federal 
governmental agencies. The scoping notice was 
issued for the purpose of soliciting comments on 
the APHIS-A DC proposed Predatory Animal 
Damage Control Plan to help BLM and APHIS-
ADC identify issues and concerns regarding 
animal damage control on public lands within 
the Rock Springs District, and to help identify 
reasonable alternatives. 
In addition, in June 1992, the BLM Rock 
Springs District and APHIS-ADC held a public 
meeting in Rock Springs to provide the public to 
opportunity to ask questions and to express their 
concerns. In November 1992, the Rock Springs 
District published the Green River Resource 
Management Plan and Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (RMPIDEIS). This resulted in 
additional comments on predator control within 
the District. A wide range of issues, concerns, 
and questions was identified through this scoping 
process, and have been addressed and analyzed 
as appropriate in this environmental assessment. 
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 
RECEIVED 
A total of 1,536 individuals commented on 
predator control. These comments are broken 
down: 
TYPE OF COMMENT 
Wriuen/recorded statemmt5 
Names on petitioM 
Phone calls 
Total 
NUMBER 
RECEIVED 
t24 
1,391 
21 
1.536 
The actual comment letters are not contained in 
this document. However, they are available for 
review in the Rock Springs District Office. A 
summary of each comment letter received has 
been prepared and a copy is available for public 
review upon request . Overwhelmingly , the 
majority (98.7 percent) of the comments 
received opposed the use of the M-44, but 
recognized a basic need for predator control; 0 .6 
percent supported all methods of predator 
control; 0 .4 percent supported predator control 
but without M-44's, aerial hunting, and traps; 
0 .2 percent opposed all forms of predator 
control ; 0.1 percent supported only non-lethal 
methods of predator control. 
Most comments raised similar issues and 
concerns as well as questions pertaining to 
predator control. They have been grouped into 
the following eight subject categories: 
I . Predatory Animals 
2 . Predation Impact On 
Agricultural Industry 
3. Predator Control Cost/Benefit 
4 . Predator Control Methods 
5. Predator Control Objectives 
6 . Predator Control Objections 
7 . Predator Control AreaslPl ans 
8. Cumulative Impacts of the 
Predator Control Program. 
A summary of the issues/concerns and questions 
identified during scoping is provided in 
Appendi. A. The issues/concerns and questions 
listed in Appendi. A are followed by a page 
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number(s) indicating where discussion of the 
issue/concern or answer to the question can be 
found wi th in this environmental assessment. 
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CHAPTER II - PROPOSED ACTION AND 
AL TERNATIVES 
ASSUMPTIONS COMMON 
TO THE PROPOSED 
ACTION AND 
AL TERNATIVES 
Several assumptions or common requirements 
are applic~bl e to the development and 
Implementaflon of a predalOr control program in 
the Rock Springs District. It is important that 
the reader be aware of them. These include 
BLM and APHIS-ADC responsibi lit ies as 
specified in the agencies Memorandum of 
Understanding, definitions of predator control 
methods or techniques. definitions of terms 
used , general restrictions. and authorization 
criteria. These assumptions are applicable to the 
Proposed Action and Alternatives. 
A. BLM is responsible. on public lands under 
its jurisdiction. for the identification of 
con fliers associated with APHIS-ADC 
management of predatory animal cont rol. 
However. BLM is also responsible for 
assessing the potent ial impact of actions it 
authorizes or denies on public lands to uses 
and resources on adjacent private. federal. 
and state lands. BLM must determine 
whether predator control practices are 
compatible with other multiple-use 
obJect IV", and determine what. where. and 
when these practices will be employed . 
B. APHIS-ADC is responsible, under the 
Animal Damage umtrol Act of March 2, 
1931, as amended, for evaluating the need 
2nd determining the techniques necessary 
for predator control , for conducting anim.1 
damage control, for ensuring that predator 
control is conducted in accordance wi th 
appropriate laws, regulations, and for 
monitoring predator control. and for 
research. The overall goal of the APHIS-
ADC program is to minimize predatory 
C. 
D. 
II 
animal impacts on lives-rod dod the 
livestock industry while complying with 
stnct measures to ensure publk safe'y as 
well as pro't!Clio" of domestic animals. 
non-target species. and threatened and 
endangered specit!S . 
The predalOr control program on BLM . 
administered lands will to be developed 
and conducted in cooperation with the 
appropriate State agencies (WGFD. 
Wyoming Department of Agriculture 
Wyoming Lands Department ) and Count ): 
Predatory An imal Boards . 
The APHIS-ADC program will integrate 
the use of !loth non-If/hal and If/hal 
control techniques. accomplished through 
a cooperaflvely operated int"grated 
management system. APH IS-ADC and 
BLM recognize tnat implementation of the 
non-If/hal methods of preventative predator 
control wi ll not eliminate the need to 
initiate and implement lethal control 
methods . 
The non-If/hal phase of the integrated 
management system is implemented by the 
hvestock producer usi ng husbandry 
methods in the management of their 
livestock operations such as guard dogs. 
herders. and scare devices . 
The lethal phase of the integrated 
management system is initiated by APHIS-
ADC upo r. request from the livestock 
prcducer when non-lethal methods have 
~or provided adequate protection against 
livestock losses. Condilions that can 
prompt a request include the time of year 
(Iambmg or wmter range) in an area of 
traditional use with a history of predatory 
losses. or an Increase in predalory animal 
numbers. APHIS-ADC confirms that a 
predator problem exists or is developing 
and initiates corrective lethal control. 
E. The coyOle is the principal predatory target 
species to be managed . Th. red fox will 
be targeted in areas of concern. Black 
beat and mountain lion will be targeted 
only after coordination with or at the 
request of the Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department. B;g or trophy game animal 
control (black !>ear. mountain lion_ bobcat) 
will be of individual animals only. Coyote 
and red fox control will be directed 
towards the individual offending animals 
and local problem animals. or local 
problem populat ions where losses due to 
predators have been verified or are likely 
to occur . Rodent control needs on public 
I ands are not part of the proposed action 
and will be handled on a czse-by-ase basis 
by APHIS-ADC at the request of the 
BLM . 
F. All predator control actIvitIes on public 
lands will be conducted in compliance with 
federal and state laws and regulations 
including. but not limited to , provisions of: 
I) the Toxic Substance ConJrot Act of 1976 
(as amended); 2) the Fedual Insecticide 
and RodenJicide Act of 1947 (as amended); 
3) the EnvironmLnJal Proltction Agency 
(EPA) Use Restrictions for M44 IHvicts ; 
4) the Endangued Species Act of 1973 (as 
=nded); 5) the Biological Opinion of the 
U.S. Fuh and Wildlife Service daud July 
1992. and the Biological Opinion that the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will reoder 
following this environmental assessment: 
and 6) the Resource ManagemenJ Plans for 
the Kemmerer and Pinedale Resource 
Areas and the Big SandylSaJt Wells 
ManagemenJ FramfWOrk Plan for the 
Green River Resource Area (Green River 
Resource Management Plan when the 
Record of Decision is issued). e.g .. all 
vehicular travel across public lands will be 
confined to existing roads and trails . 
G. Predator control activities conducted: I ) in 
Wilderness Study Areas will follow 
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guidelines outlined in BLM Manual 6830. 
Animal Damage COnlrol. and BLM 
Manual H-8550-1. Interim Management 
Policy Guidelines for Land Under 
Wilderness Review; 2) in Areas of Critical 
Environmental Concern will comply with 
the special provisions of the ACEC 
Management Plans for those areas to 
prolect imporunt rwural . cultural and 
scenic resources (BLM Manual 1613); and 
3) in Wild Horse Herd Management Areas 
aerial hunting would avoid horse herds to 
e1iminale the potential for h ...... ment. 
particul ... ly during spring foaling when the 
horses .... most susceplibl. to the adverse 
effects of harassment. 
H. The coyote and red fox are classified by 
the WGFD as predators and .... hunted and 
trapped for spon and fur. The BLM and 
APHIS-ADC recognize that predator 
control (primarily coyOle). both lethal and 
non-lethal . will continue to occur on public 
and private lands by the genenl public for 
recreation. by stock growers to prOlect th.ir 
livestock. and by independents for the 
stockgrowers. Under State Law. the 
taking of predators can occur on publ ic 
lands by anyone. using such methods as 
trapping. snaring, aerial hunt ing. ground 
shooting. or calling with the aid of decoy 
dogs. so long as they comply with 
Wyoming State Statutes (e.g .. aerial 
hunting requires a permit from the 
Wyoming Department of Agriculture; 
pilots must obtain landowner permission 
prior to hunting). No chemical control 
may be used on public lands administered 
by the BLM without BLM authorization . 
However. use of the M-44 device and 
other legal chemicals can be used on 
private lands. as long as their use is in 
compliance with State Statutes. 
I. The BLM and APHIS-A DC recognize that 
livestock losses are dynamic and vary from 
month to month and year to year for a 
variety of reasons. APHIS-ADC compiles 
quarterly loss data and provides these 
repons to BLM as public documentation. 
This loss data reOects numbers of 
documented livestock loss to predators and 
will be used to help characterize possible 
cumulative and indirect impacts to 
livestock producers as a result of predation 
effects on herd building. genetic trait 
breeding. dC. In the devel!'pment of 
allotment management plans. the BLM will 
include plans for predator control 
emphasizing the implemenution of non· 
lethal control methods and techniques with 
the integration of lethal methods of 
predator control when necessary . 
J. Records show linle canle loss to predators 
on canle allotments: therefore. predatory 
animal control ,,'ould occur in tilese areas 
only occasionally. Canle losses within 
these allotments would be responded to in 
the same manner as losses reponed in 
sheep allotments. 
K. Predatory animal control education is an 
important endeavor of the APHIS·ADC 
program. Seminar>. workshops. lectures. 
demonstrations. and technical assist3nce 
will be provided to interested public and 
I ivestock producer.; to inform and provide 
training in tile Ialest techniques in predator 
control. 
L. Once a Predatory Animal Damage Control 
Plan is approved. APHIS·ADC. BLM. and 
WGFD will meet annually in September. 
In addition, the agencies will meet as often 
as necessary during tile year, so thai 
personnel of both agencies are aware of 
ongoing programs. 
APHIS·ADC will provide tile BLM Rock 
Springs District Manager and WGFD with 
an annual repon documenting livestock 
loss and animal damage control activities 
during tile past control year, including an 
evalualion of tile control techniques used 
and recommendations on appropriate 
activities for tile coming year. This 
information will be used in ddermining 
necessary adjustments to the coming year 
control Strategies as decided by tile 
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agencies . Predator control activities .... 'OUld 
he kept within the guidelines of the 
approved Predatory Animal Damage 
Control Plan for the Rock Springs Di.<tTict. 
The APHIS·ADC repon will he submined 
no later than N 'O weeks prior to tile annuaJ 
meeting. The infomwion provided by 
APHIS·ADC would be avail""le for public 
inspection at the Rock Springs District 
Office. These specific data would be 
provided in the APHIS-ADC repon: 
I. A map showing the loczion of all 
APHIS·ADC predator kills within tile 
Rock Springs Disrrict at • scale of at 
least I : I 00.000. 
2. A map showing the loczion of all 
documented livestock losses with in 
the Rock Springs District at • scale 
of at least I : 100.000. 
3. A Llble showing the number of 
requests received for prevent3live. 
corrective. or emergency control 
wort. the non-leduJ and lelbal 
predatory animal control methods or 
techniques used. the rrurnber and kind 
of livestock animal loss (specified as 
to confirmed or unconfirmed). and 
species and number of predators 
taken. 
4 . A Llble showing. by control method 
or technique used . the number and 
species of non-targd animals taken 
during the previous control year. 
In addition to these data. the annual 
meeting between APHIS-ADC. BLM. and 
WGFD will be used to ensure: tfIat tilere 
is a cont inued understanding of tile roles 
and responsibilities of the APHIS·ADC 
and BLM personnel relative to predator 
control : uniform handling of predator 
control requests, n..'Cds. and programs 
within tile BLM: thai the procedures and 
policie:; set fonh in lbe approved Predatory 
Animal Damage Control Plan are put into 
effect and maintained: tilat APHIS-A DC. 
BLM. and WGFD per«>rmeI lire owllre of 
the procedures and Agency roles specified 
In the ProdaDry Animal Darnage CootroI 
Plan: that any land management 
cons;denl:ions. ioduding de1me.xm "f 
additiooal bwmn safety woes and ,ir.tilar 
areas. ue identified and clearly 
understood: and thar the monitoring of 
predaor popuIaions. the tlIl'gd ~es " f 
predlror romroI activities. is implerI>er!ted 
and managed to ..".,re viat>1e p"'puhllX'n 
1,-·e1s . 
DESCRIPTION OF 
PREDATOR CONTROL 
METHODS AND 
TECHNIQUES 
Non-Lethal Control Methods 
and Techniques 
A wide variety of non-l<lh.al practices and 
methodologies are 1l.<ed by Jj"..roc1t producers 
and APHlS·ADC persormel 10 reduce liv..roc1t 
expo!'Ufe 10 depredax,n los... . Implementation 
of thest pr~ occurs ",ben the pottaial for 
depredation can be reduced witbcout significattly 
increasing the cost of production or dimini..ming 
the resource owner's ability \{I achieve land 
managerI>er!t and production goals. Dunges in 
or adoption of no<>-I <Ih.aI I"'actices hy Iiv..roc1t 
produ"","s are recommended tilllJIJgb technicol 
assisl:ance provided by APHIS-ADC .. ben ~e 
change or adoption pre><:DtS • means of avtlftlllg 
Ios."". Non-IeduJ pr~ces enoouraged and 
u<-ed include animo! bushandry practi= and 
animal bdlavior modification. 
AnimaJ husbandry ~ces are adopU'Jd at the 
livrst"ck proou"","s di.'Oferion . AnimaJ 
hu>bandry practices involve >Dch &:ricms ., use 
of herders: gathering shed!' to keep them cl<>se:r 
!(>.d!ler during daily periOOs: l>edding sheep 
ck;,. 10 camp ill night ... nen predlltion is """" 
likely to ocrur: use of shed< and pens 10 pr(JleOl 
young animals during lambing and .caIvmg 
periods: moving livestock away from hIgh nsk 
.,. ... h..oo e>q>er>eooe ... terrain. 1"'edJru>r 
bJohit& and 1uMs. 
AnimaJ h<IhJvjcor modjfi~ invoI_ the u.<e 
<>f taCtics .. idl d alter the NbaviClr of the 
predillDrS includ' >ClIl'e wries (<iIeotr 
distre~s s.ollnds. p'Topane e'1pl ()dOJ'~ . 
pyrotecit . cs. ligIru.. et, .1 and /IV"""",e agmt> 
.. .. dlemicII repel)mt<. Ii ·~er. th.,., 
taCtics bJve r . ed lIpJ>li.::aOOn . predllWrs 
tend 10 ltIbtpt or ~ t<> the "life or 
Ivers;j"t t.lCric.. 
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.ledlaI pracrices Y u.ed toy live>tOck 
prodDoer's ..;(b ' the Red Spring> DistriOl 
include: 
At least !'ODC herder per and of sheep . 
Use gtlNd 00gs ... . eadb "'and of Sheep 
(fr 80 85 per= of the sheep 
<"P"'''''''' ..;(bin the R0ct Spnngs Im:tnCl 
bJve JlUlIrd dotg>..;(b eadb hand of. eep ). 
Use and /or request APHIS-ADC per,;onnel 
\{I prcMde technical guidlmce in the u."" of 
;.care dmces or /lVersive agmt<. 
U .. all notr'1...u1 prevOlltlOve pr~c.. ... 
... ne:lX"er possiNe and = effective. 
Lethal Control Methods and 
Techniques 
The IDO!<I effectivellf1pr<>ach to r-'ving ... ·Mlife 
damage proNems ;,: to ~ll'lIt.e the use <>f n0n-
lethal m<Ihods \~f belp) ..;(b 1<Ih.aI methods 
(tmple:memed in lID ""~ lllJIIlI1er toy an 
3CCOIlDtobIe agencyl. TIri< effectiveness is 
enhanced ... ben the integrillOon of JeduI] methods 
inclodes the use of ;.e"i·eral tedtniques 
~y or ~y. A variilly ro 
1<Ih.aI meIbods are lIvailable 10 acccomp1isb 
predator com01 cmjeotive<;. In ..electing =01 
techniques for >pecific damage sitnat:i<m.<. 
APnlS-ADC gives consideration 10 the 
r~'b!e ,;peaes. stlIlllS ro the tlIl'get 
(r~lel and nontarget ,;pea",- SelISOIl <>f 
damage. JoClI1 envn-omn<:IltiI impactS. ><>ci:aI and 
legal asperu. IlIIJdownersbit'. and rclJl!;ive costs 
of comml C'pOons . Varioos feder"l. state. and 
local oovernmetltJOl !'tlII1Iles znd r~<"'Jl.atimL<. 
interag-eocy memoranda of understanding. .. 
well as predator control program policies direct 
the selection and usc of these lools . The federal 
and state approved lethal methods and lechniques 
for cantrall ing predatory animals thaI can be 
used by APHIS-ADC arc described . 
Aerial Shooting - The use of a hel icopler or 
fixed-wing aircraft is a control method thaI is 
widely used for predator management. II is 
ideally suited in areas where vegetalion and 
terrain do not preclude its use. The area of 
predation is worked by the aircraft, first near the 
herd to pick up offending animals feeding on a 
sheep kill; if unsuccessful , aerial hunting then 
branches out in a pattern conforming with the 
lay of the land. The lo"alion of offending 
animals is facilitated by the APHIS-ADC trapper 
on the ground . When the target animal is 
observed, it is removed as humanely as poss ible 
by shooting. 
The use of aircraft for predator control is very 
selective. species specific. and , in some cases, 
individual specific since visual identification is 
made before shooting. Fixed-wing aircraft are 
useful mainly over flat or gently rolling terrain. 
Helicopters, because of their maneuverabilily, 
have greater utility over brush-covered ground , 
timbered areas, or rough terrain where animals 
are more difficult 10 spot. 
In most areas, aerial shooting is most effective 
in winter with snow cover when the coyote or 
fox pellage contrasts with the white background; 
the summer vegetation reduces the pilol or 
gunners ability to sight the predalor because of 
the blending of the coyute or fox pellage with 
the vegetation. Good visibility and relatively 
clear and stable weather conditions are required 
for effective and safe operations. Aerial hunting 
generally takes place within an 8-mile radius of 
a depredated band of sheep, but during the 
spring it may extend to a 12 mile radius s;nce 
the offending coyote will travel this far to find 
food for its pups . 
Use of aircraft for the purpose of predalOr 
control must comply with the Airborne Hunting 
Regularions (50 CFR 19), the Fish and Wildlife 
Act 0/1956, as amended by Public Laws 92-159 
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and 92-502 , and the Wyoming Predatory Animal 
OJntrol Law (Wyoming Stalule 1977. Sections 
11-6-101 through 108. and 11-6-201 through 
2 10). 
Aerial hunl ing is conducted by Irained, certified 
pilolS, gunners, and ground crews. Safety is of 
ulmOsl importance, especially when all the lime 
spenl flying is below 500 feet and much of the 
time below 200 feet. and because the aircraft is 
carrying a firearm . APHIS-ADC gunners musl 
he certified to participate in aerial huntin 
aClivities. To become certified. employees mus; 
attend an intensive, formalized aerial gunners' 
training program. 
Shooting - ShOaling is a method of predalor 
control frequently performed in conjunct ion with 
calling particular predators such as COYOles, 
bobcats, and fox . Shooling is specie specific 
and can be selective for offending individ"als. 
II is a method by which predators are taken 
(shot) on the ground, with or without L~e aid of 
predator calls. II is a method d irected at spec ific 
problem animals or used where other lools are 
not applicable because of hazards or weather 
conditions. Predator calling is a technique used 
to bring predators into close range. A hand-held 
device that mimics an injured rabbit, other prey 
animal , or coyote pups may be used 10 lure 
predators within shooting range. 
Trapping - The steel leg-hold trap, with smooth 
offset jaws of approximalely 3116-i nch (i.e., 
jaws do nol close complelely to prevent bones 
breaking), is the most versatile and widely used 
tool in predator animal control. Traps have a 3-
pound pan teosion (the triggering device) 
requirement to make them more select ive of 
coyotes. Traps are considered to be a non-lethal 
mechanical capture device since disposition of 
the trapped animal is left to the discretion of the 
individual using them (i.e., non-target species 
are released). The trap-checking laws for the 
State of Wyoming require traps to be checked at 
least once every 72 hours (3 days). 
The selectivity of the steel leg-hG:d trap for 
targeting specific predator species is a functi on 
of effective and proper trapping techniques. 
Scent sets (olfactory attractants), placed near the 
trap, are used to entice the animal into the trap. 
Scent fo rmulas vary but their objective is to 
attract target animals. Traps placed around 
visual attractants (e.g . , a sheep carcass) must be 
no closer than 30 feet from the attractant to 
protect non-target species. APHIS-ADC 
Irappers within the Rock Springs District 
commonly use 30 steps, which equates to 60 to 
90 feet, greatly reducing the chance of a non-
target species being caught. If a non-target 
wildlife species is caught in a trap, it will be 
released if not injured or precluded from 
maintaining itself ir, the wild . Non-target 
species (e.g., skunk , badger, rabbit , raven. 
bobcat , etc .) that are injured and are not capable 
of maintaining themselves in the wild will be 
disposed of quickly and humanely . If the animal 
is an eagle, raptor, or other protected species, it 
will be removed from the trap and given to the 
nearest U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service official 
or local WGFD official for handling . 
Live Trapping - Live trapping is used primarily 
in the control of rabid and nuisance skunks and 
raccoons during isolated outbreaks of rabies. 
Snares - Snares made of flexibl e cable are 
among the oldest existing control tools . They 
have limited application but are effective when 
used under proper conditions. Snares may be 
employed as either lethal or live-capture devices 
depending on how and where they are set. 
Snares set to capture an animal by the neck are 
usually lethal, whereas snares positioned 10 
capture the animal around the leg can be useful 
live-capture devices. APHIS-ADC policy 
requires snares to be checked weekly. Snares 
can be effectively used wherever a target animal 
moves through a restricted lane of travel (i .e. , 
crawls under fences, trails through vegetation, or 
den entrances). When an animal moves forward 
into the loop formed by the cable, the noose 
tightens and the animal is held. The foot or leg 
snare is a non-lethal device, activated when an 
animal places its foot on the trigger. These are 
used primarily for mountain lion and bear at the 
request of the WGFD. 
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The selectivity of the snare in targeting specific 
predators is a function of effective and proper 
snaring techniques. If a non-target wildlife 
species is caught in a snare. it will be released if 
not injured or precluded from maintaining itself 
in the wild . Non-target species (e.g ., skunk, 
badger. rabbit . raven, bobcat, etc .) !hat are 
injured and are not capable of maintaining 
themselves in the wild will be disposed of 
quickly and humanely. If the animal is an eagle, 
raptor, or other protected species, it will be 
removed from the snare and given to the nearest 
U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service official or local 
WGFD official for handling. 
Denning - Denning is the practice of seeking out 
the dens of depredating coyotes or red fox and 
destroying the young , adults, or both to stop or 
prevent depredation on livestock.. The 
usefulness of denning as a damage control 
method is important because coyote and red fox 
dens are fairly easy to loc3te in many parts of 
the country. APHIS-A DC personnel , using 
decoy dogs or through tracking, can readily 
locate dens. Den use is restricted to the spring 
(late March through early June). Coyote and 
red fox depredations on livestock and poultry 
often increase in the spring and early summer 
because of the increased food requirements 
caused by the need to feed pups . The removal 
of pups will often stop depredations even though 
the adults are not taken. When the adults are 
taken, it is customary to kill the pups to prevent 
their starvat ion. In th is method , pups are 
removed from dens by excavation and then shot, 
or they are killed in the den with a registered 
fumigant (i .e., sodium nitrite gas cartridge). 
Denning is highly selective for the target species 
and family groups responsible for damage. 
Denning is often combined with call ing and 
shooting with the aid of decoy dogs. 
Guard and Decoy Dogs - Dogs may be used as 
decoys to lure offending coyotes into close range 
where visual identification of the target is made 
prior to shooting. Some dogs are trained to 
locate dens. Decoy dogs are employed by 
APHIS-ADC personnel whil e guard dogs are 
utilized by livestock producers . 
M-44s (Sodium Cyanide Devices) - The M-44 
is ~ tubular-shaped spring activated ejector 
devIce developed specifically to kill coyotes and 
other canid predators. Death occurs by 
propelling sodium cyanide into the animal's 
mouth. causing death ~1rough the inhalation of 
tox ic fumes . When in contact with moisture 
sodium cyanide release.s hydrogen cyanide. th; 
actual toxicant. Coma and death follow within 
60 to 120 seconds . No pain is experienced since 
the chemical prevents oxygen use by the tissues . 
The M-44 device consists of a capsule holder 
wrapped with cloth or wool; a capsule 
containing 0.8 grams of powdered sod ium 
cyanide; an ejector mechanism; and a 5- to 7-
inch hollow stake. The hollow stake is driven 
into the ground. the ejector unit is cocked and 
placed in the stake. and the capsule holder 
containing the cyanide capsule is screwed onto 
the ejector unit. A fetid meat bait is spread on 
the capsule holder. An animal attracted by the 
bait will try to pick up or pull the baitee capsule 
holder. When the M-44 is pulled. a spring-
aCllvated plunger propels sodium cyanide into 
the animal's mouth . The 0.8 grams of sodium 
cyanide represents one lethal dose with no 
secondary poisoning effects . 
The M-44 sodium cyanide capsule. and EPA 
Use Restrictions for the use of the M-44 are 
federally registered. making it a safe. humane 
and canid specific control device. It is. 
however. a lethal control device that may not be 
compatible with cenain other public land uses 
(bird hunting or high public use). Its 
compatibility or conflict with other legitimate 
public land uses would be jOintly determined by 
the BLM and APHIS-ADC. Only APHIS-ADC 
personnel would be authorized to place M-44's 
on public lands . APHIS-ADC personnel receive 
intensive training on the safe handling. use. 
placemett. and necessary record keeping of the 
M-44 device. Training involves an eight-hour 
class focused on safety and a tho:ough 
familiarity with the EPA Use Restrictions 
governing the use of the M-44. 
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DESCRIPTION OF 
PROPOSED ACTION 
AL TERNATIVES 
Introduction 
THE 
AND 
As stated in the Preface, th is environmental 
assessment documents the environmental impact 
of the APHIS-A DC ongoing program of animal 
damage control. as well as APHIS-ADC 
orooosed changes (i.e .• the use of the M-44 on 
public lands). The environmental assessment 
also analyzes ~. including the no 
action alternative, for the protection of domestic 
livestock within the BLM Rock Springs District. 
Development of the Proposed Action and 
Alternatives was based on the issues and 
concerns identified in the comments received 
from the public. organizations. livestock 
Industry. and county. state. and federal agencies. 
The decision to be made. based on the analysis 
documented in this environmental assessment 
will be where. when. and what types of predato; 
control actions by APHIS-ADC can be allowed 
on p~blic .Iands within the BLM Rock Springs 
D,stnct WIthout adversely affecting other uses of 
these public lands. The proposed Predatory 
Animal Damage Control Plan. along with 
associated maps in Appendix D. would cover a 
five-year period from the date of approval. 
The Proposed Action was developed by the 
APHIS-ADC in consultat ion with the BLM Rock 
Springs District. It would comply with the 
Animal Damage Control Act of March 2, 1931, 
as amended. in that it provides •... the best 
methods of eradication. suppression. or bringing 
under control on ... public domain ... coyotes. 
bobcats. and other animals injurious to 
agriculture •.. . animal husbandry. wild game 
anImals. fur-bearing animals and birds. and for 
the protection of stock and other domestic 
animals through the suppression of ... predatory 
or other wild animals .... " Under the Proposed 
Action. APHIS-ADC would provide a predator 
control program within which both agencies 
could legally operate under the law and conform 
with interagency agreement. 
The Alternatives. except No Action. include a 
combination of methods and strategies for 
implementing a predator control program. The 
Alternatives. as does the Proposed Action, 
would implement a systematic predator control 
program on public lands which responds to 
resource protection, human health , and livestock 
protection needs while emphasizing public 
safety. the protection of domestic animals. and 
nontarget wildlife by using all the non-lethal and 
conventional lethal methods of control. Only the 
use of chemical and nonchemical lethal control 
methods vary among the alternat ives or are not 
included. 
Three alternatives were developed with the same 
predator control objectives as the Proposed 
Action (present Management With M-44 Use): 
Alternative A (present Management Plus 
Limited M-44 Use) 
Alternative B (present Management - No 
M-44 Use) 
Alternat ive C (No Lethal Methcds). 
A fourth alternative. Alternative D (No Action-
No APHIS-ADC Predator Control). is also 
analyzed . 
Proposed Action (Present 
Management With M-44 Use) 
The APHIS-ADC proposed Predatory Animal 
Damage Control Plan specifies where. when and 
under what restrictions predatory animal damage 
control operations would be carried out. 
Changes . if needed. would be made and 
coordinated at the annual meeting between BLM 
and APHIS-ADC personnel. 
As stated in Assumption D. the APHIS-ADC 
protection of livestock would be accomplished 
through a cooperatively operated integrated 
management system. APHIS-ADC would 
provide technical assistance to the livestock 
producers in developing and implementing non-
lethal methods . Concurrent with non-lethal 
methods. APHIS-ADC would be requested by 
the livestock producer to initiate lethal methods 
of predator control to provide adequate 
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protection against livestock losses while sheep 
are lambing or cattle are calving; during the 
more susceptible winter period when livestock 
are on winter ranges; and when livestock 
(primarily sheep) are being herded from lambing 
ranges to summer ranges on Forest Service and 
BLM-administered lands. to winter range. and 
back to lambing range. These are all periods 
during which livestock use (primarily sheep) has 
a history of loss to predatory animals. APHIS-
ADC would confirm that a predatory problem 
exists or is developing and would initiate 
corrective lethal control. 
APHIS-ADC Predatory Animal 
Damage Control Plan Activities 
The APHIS-ADC proposes to conduct predatory 
animal damage control on public lands within 
the Rock Springs District as outlined in the 
following description of control activities. The 
proposed action. with the exception of the use of 
the M-44 device on public lands, would be 
conducted in a manner replicating that which has 
been authorized since 1985. 
Predator management would be carried out by 
APHIS-ADC using the following procedures : 
I. When a permittee is preparing to trail to 
lambing. winter, or summer range where 
predator losses have historically occurred. he 
contacts the local APHIS-ADC trapper and 
requests assistance. The APHIS-ADC trapper 
records the request on USDA APHIS-ADC 
Form 72 or 73 (Appendix C). APHIS-ADC 
responds to requests for preventive control 
where there are documented historical losses 
without ongoing losses . 
2. When a permittee is suffering livestock 
losses. he contacts the APHIS-ADC trapper and 
requests assistance. The APHIS-ADC trapper 
records the request on APHIS-ADC Form 72 or 
73 (Appendix C). The APHIS-ADC trapper 
proceeds to the site of reponed loss and 
examines carcasses to confirm and verify that 
the loss was due to predation and which predator 
caused the loss. The carcasses of al l the animals 
reponed to be lost are not examined . 
Examination of enough carcasses to confirm 
predation and species of predator is all that is 
necessary. The APHIS-A DC trapper and 
District Supervisor correlate permittee requests 
for assistance on lambing or winter ranges with 
historical loss records . 
3. After determining the species of predator, 
the APHIS-ADC trapper uses the methodes) of 
control consistent with the stipulations and 
restrictions specified in the annual operating plan 
that most efficiently remove the offending 
animal(s) to prevent further loss. The species 
and predatory animal(s) taken are recorded on 
APHIS-ADC Forms 72 and/or 73 by the 
APHIS-ADC trapper. 
4. In the case of confirmation of bear or 
cougar predation on livestock, the livestock 
producer and/or APHIS-ADC trapper would 
contact the WGFD for permission to either take 
the offending animal or, under State Law, the 
WGFD would pay the livestock producer for 
damages. NOTE: WGFD can compensate 
livestock producers for losses incurred by big or 
trophy game animals (WGFD, Laws 23-1-901 
and 23-3-115). 
The public lands within the BLM Rock Springs 
District have been identified as fitting one of 
four areas or types of predator control activity: 
(I) No Planned Control Areas; (2) Planned 
Control Areas; (3) Restricted Control Areas; and 
(4) Human Safety Zones. These proposed areas 
are delineated on Map A (Appendix D). The 
methods of non-lethal and lethal control, planned 
control periods, and restrictions are specified for 
each of the areas. The APHIS-ADC planned 
predator control activities would be reviewed 
and evaluated with the BLM Rock Springs 
District Manager during the annual meeting in 
September. 
Control Areas 
No Planned Control Arel>S are publ ic land 
areas where the need for control is not 
anticipated but could be authorized if need is 
shown (Map A, Appendix D). For example, 
control could be approved if livestock loss 
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occurred on areas adjacent to BLM-adrninistered 
lands. In this situation, APHIS-ADC will follow 
the procedures establ ished for Emergency 
Animal Damage Control in accordance with 
BLM/APHIS-ADC State Memorandum of 
Understanding. No predator control activities 
are planned or authorized because animal 
damage problems have not been identified, 
and/or livestock producers have not requested 
control measures. Cattle grazing allotments are 
included within this zone. The need for 
predator control within these areas would be 
determined on a case-by-case basis or during the 
APHIS-ADC, WGFD, and BLM annual 
meeting. Approval by the appropriate BLM 
Area Manager (Pinedale, Kemmerer , or Green 
River) would be required on a case-by-case 
basis. 
Planned Control Areas are public land areas 
where the need for control of coyotes and other 
target or nuisance animals would be anticipated . 
The boundaries for the Planned Control Areas 
(Map A, Appendix D) represent a general zone 
within which predator control activities would be 
authorized . Control would be subject to the 
Stipulation~ and Restrictions defined in the 
following section. The planned control areas are 
livestock grazing allotments used by sheep 
producers and to a lesser extent cattle producers . 
Predator control would be conducted within 
these areas by APHIS-A DC personnel after 
receiving a request from a livestock producer. 
The livestock producer's request would be based 
upon livestock loss due to predation or, based on 
historical loss data, loss that is highly likely as 
soon as livestock move into the area. This 
requirement will help assure that predator 
control activities are aimed at offending animals, 
rather than the species as a whole. 
Preventive lethal predatory animal damage 
control would be initiated prior to the onset of 
predator losses to livestock in areas within this 
zone where: I) the affected individual(s) has 
requested control services, and 2) where the 
APHIS-ADC has evaluated and documented that 
losses have occurred or there is a verified 
historical record of recurring coyote predation 
over the previous 3 years which will continue to 
recur in the absence of control activities . 
Restricted Control Areas are public land areas 
where control activities may be planned for the 
designated control period, but control 
authorization is limited to certain methods or 
times of the year. Map A, Appeodix D shows 
the location of some restricted control areas, 
while the Stipulations and Restrictions, numbers 
3, 4, 5 , 7, 9 , 10, II , 13 , and 14, describe 
conditions and/or locations of other restrictions 
on control. Restrictions placed on control are 
for multiple-use considerations, including, but 
not limited to: safety of humans and their pets; 
wilderness study areas; bird hunting areas, dog 
sledding areas, or other sites frequented by 
dogs; protection of threatened or endangered 
wildlife; unique recreation values; and avoidance 
of repetitive disturbance of wintering big game 
herds, wintering bald eagles, and raptor nesting 
concentration areas. Control operations would 
be conducted by APHIS-ADC within Restricted 
Control Areas in accordance with specified 
Stipulations and Restrictions . 
Human Sarety Zones are public land areas 
designated as special protection zones where 
control measures would not be allowed within a 
specified distance, except for the protection of 
public health or an unusual emergency (Map A, 
Appendix D and Stipulations and Restrictions 
numbers 3, 5, 6, and 9). Examples of human 
safety zones include areas such as towns, rural 
residences, developed recreation sites, picnic 
areas, and state and federal highways. 
Emergency animal damage control in Human 
Safety Zones would be handled on a case-by-
case basis using procedures outlined in BLM 
Manual 6830.53 . Request for control could be 
by livestock producer, county official, city 
official, state or local health agency, etc. Any 
control operation conducted on public lands 
within a Human Safety Zone must receive prior 
approval from the appropriate BLM Resource 
Area Manager (pinedale, Kemmerer, or Green 
River) based upon evidence of need for 
protection of human health and safety. 
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Stipulations and Restrictions 
The following Stipulations and Restrictions 
would apply to APHIS-ADC predator control 
activities within each of the four types of control 
areas as applicable: 
I . Animal Damage Control Activity 
Modi"""ti""" - The BLM District Manager 
may, at any time, deny or modify any predator 
control activities on the public lands for 
multiple-use management or public safety 
reasons. This will be done in consultation with 
the APHIS-ADC State Supervisor. 
2. Authorized Control Areas - Predator 
control activities are authorized in, but restricted 
to, the area within the delineated Planned 
Control Area and Restricted Control Area 
boundaries shown on Map A (Appendix D). 
However, the delineated boundaries do not 
preclude the taking of a target animal that has 
been followed from a Planned Control Area into 
a Restricted Control Area or from a Restricted 
Control Area into a No Planned Control Area. 
Also, when target animals are moving from 
adjacent No Planned Control Areas into Planned 
Control Areas, predator control may be initiated 
in the No Planned Control Areas. Predatory 
control within No Planned Control Areas would 
be approved on a case-by-case basis by the 
appropriate Area Manager (pinedale, Kemmerer , 
or Green River) . Pursuit of a target species into 
a Human Safety Zone would not be authorized. 
Separate approval would be required . 
3. Human Sarety Zones - No lethal methcd 
of predator animal control will be allowed within 
the specified human safety zones, unless needed 
to protect the health and safety of humans, 
domestic animals, wildlife, or as approved by 
the BLM District Manager: 
Within one mile of any community, city, 
town, subdivision, or other area of human 
concentration. 
Within one mile of any residence unless 
the occupant(s) requests and concurs in, 
and the BLM District Manager approves 
predator control activities at a closer 
distance. 
Within one-quaner mile of any federal or 
state highway, and maintained BLM. 
county, or private road . 
Within one mile of all developed recreation 
sites, designated historic sites, recreational 
waters (e.g. , Green River), specified 
segments of historic trails (e.g. , Oregon 
Trail through South Pass), parks, rest 
areas, or similar public use areas. 
Within one mile of the high water line of 
Flaming Gorge Reservoir except for "hot 
pursuit" unless approved by the District 
Ranger, Ashley National Forest. "Hot 
pursuit" is defined by the Ashley National 
Forest as "pursuit of offending predator(s) 
into an area which is inactive or designated 
for unanticipated control. " 
No predator control will be allowed within 
the boundary of Fossil Bune National 
Monument. 
No predator control would be conducted 
within a buffer zone around Seedskadee 
National Wildlife Refuge: Starting at the 
CCC Bridge below Fontenelle Dam, 
bounded on the west by Wyoming State 
Highway 372, south to the Rhone-Poulenc 
Mine enuance road, across the Green 
River, and bounded on the east by a I to I 
and 1/2-mile distance from the Green 
River. 
(Note: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 
APHIS-ADC coordinated and requested this 
buffer zone around the Seedskadee National 
Wildlife Refuge based on studies that showed the 
most destructive nest predator, and the most 
difficult predator to control, was the red fox. 
Studies suggest that where red fox and coyote 
territories overlap, the coyote serves as a natural 
biological control, keeping red fox populations 
suppressed. The buffer zone would help 
maintain a small resident population of coyotes 
to keep the fox population suppressed. The 
U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service may request 
control assistance from APHIS-A DC if predation 
on waterfowl becomes excessive within the 
Refuge. The area east of the Green River is 
used as sheep lambing and winter range; 
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therefore. the eastern buffer zone will be 
carefully monitored to ensure no serious 
conflicts develop . Should conflict develop, 
coordination will be initiated immediately 
between APHIS-A DC, the Seedskadee Refuge 
Manager, and the livestock producer to resolve 
the conflict .) 
4. Lethal Control Methods Period or Use _ 
Table II- I shows lethal control methods that 
would be authorized within Planned and 
Restricted Control Areas. 
5 . M-44 Sodium Cyanide Devices - The M-
44 sodium cyanide device (M-44) would be 
authorized only in accordance with current 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Use 
Restrictions . A list of the 26 EPA Use 
Restrictions is contained in Appendix B. M-44s 
would be used on public lands only as 
authorized by the BLM District Manager. 
Requests to the BLM District Manager for 
authorization to use M-44s on public land would 
originate with the APHIS-ADC Disuict 
Supervisor or his representative. Authorization 
by the BLM Distrir' Manager would be given 
only when the following criteria have been met: 
The APHIS-A DC request is in 
conformance with the 26 EPA Use 
Restrictions (Appendix B) and all 
applicable requirements under the 
Stipulations and Restrictions section. The 
BLM StipUlations and Restrictions listed in 
this section would supersede EPA 
restrictions where they are more stringent 
(e.g., distance from human habitation). 
EPA Use Restrictions of critical 
consideration are: 
(7). The M-44 device shall only be used 
on or within seven (7) miles of a ranch 
unit or allotment where losses due to 
predation by wild canids are occurring or 
where losses can be reasonably expected to 
Occur based upon recurrent prior 
experience of predation on the ranch unit 
or allotment. Full documentation of 
livestock depredation, including evidence 
that such losses were caused by wild 
TABLE n-I 
PERIODS or AlfTHORlZED LETHAL CONTROL METHODS 
(PRO POSED ACTION) 
I'IanDed Conlro\ Are. 
Conlro\ Method PtriocI Conlro\ Allowed 
Calling, Shooting. Decoy Dogs Year-round 
Aerial Shooting' Year-round 
Traps. Snares 1211 - 8131 
1011 - 1131 
(nol wilhin 112 mile of open waters during waterfowl 
hunting season) 
Denning 311 - 7115 
M-44 's 1211 - 6130 
Restrided Conlro\ Area 
Control Method 
Traps, Snares 
Aerial Shooting 7 
M-44 's 
canids will be required before applications 
of th: M-44 is undertaken. This use 
restriction is not applicable when wild 
canids are controlled to protect Federally 
designated threatened or endan.gered 
species or are vectors of a commumcable 
disease. 
(8). The M-44 device shall not be used: 
( I) in areas within national forests or other 
Federal lands set aside for recreational use, 
(2) areas where exposure to the public and 
family and pets is probable, (3) tn pratrle 
Period Control Not Allowed; 
Restricted Purpooe and PtriocI 
Bird Hunting. 911 - 11130 
Waterfowl Hunting. 10~1 - 113 I 
Raptor Nesting , 3115 - 7115 
Big Game Winter. 11115 - 4130 
Special Management Areos 
(as approved on a case-by~ basis) 
dog towns, or, (4) except for the protection 
of federally designated threatened or 
endangered species, in National and State 
Parks; National or State Monuments; 
federally designated wilderness areas; and 
wildlife refuge areas. 
(1 0). One person other than the individual 
applicator shall have knowledge of the 
exact placement location of all M-44 
devices in the field . 
• Although molllhccp trail to Fo~ SeJ"Y ice land, during the summer months, lOme .~ remain 0: :L~.ad~n:d 
public land. during this period . Aerial shooting , therefore:, may be necesSAry year-round wlthm the Roc:: pnng. I n c , 
1 During the crucial perioeil of rapC.or nesting and big game wint~r usc , APHIS-A~ will a~oid idenlifi~ ;;<orri= ing 
concentmtion &IUS and consult with the WGFD 10 avoid identified big game concentmtlons du nng severe: WU'1l pc . 
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(12). The M-44 device shall not be placed 
within 200 feet of any lake, stream, or 
other body of water, provided that natural 
depression areas which catch and hold 
rainfall only for shon periods of time shall 
not be considered "bodies of water" for 
purposes of this restriction . 
(14). The M-44 device shall be placed at 
least at a 50-foot distance or at such a 
greater distance from any public road or 
pathway as may be necessary to remove it 
from the sight of persons and domestic 
animals using any such public road or 
pathway . NOTE: Within the Rock 
Springs District, the device must be at least 
one-quaner mile from any federal or state 
highway, and maintained BLM, county, or 
private road . 
(15). The maximum density of M-44s 
placed in any 1000acre pastureland area 
shall not exceed 10; and the density in any 
I square mile of open range shall not 
exceed 12. 
(16). No M-44 device shall be placed 
within 30 feet of a livestock carcass used 
as a draw station. No more than four M-
44 devices shall be placed per draw station 
and no more than five draw stations shall 
be operated per square mile. 
(20). An M-44 device shall be removed 
from an area if, after 30 days, there is no 
sign that a target predator has visited the 
site. 
(23). Bilingual warning signs in English 
and Spanish shall be used in all areas 
containing M-44 devices . All such signs 
shall be removed when M-44 devices are 
removed. 
a. Main entrances or commonly 
used access points to areas in 
which M-44 devices are set shall 
be posted with warning signs to 
a1en the public to the toxic 
nature of the cyanide and to the 
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danger to pets . Signs shall be 
inspected weekly to ensure their 
continued presence and ensure 
that they are conspicuous and 
legible. 
b. An elevated sign shall be placed 
within 25 feet of each individual 
M-44 device warning persons 
not to handle the device. 
(26) . Each authorized M-44 applicator 
shall keep records dealing with the 
placement of the device and the results of 
each placement. Such records shall 
include. but need not be limited to: 
a. The number of devices placed . 
b. The location of each device 
placed . 
c. The date of each placement, as 
well as the date of each 
inspection. 
d. The number and location of 
devices which have been 
discharged and the apparent 
reason for each discharge. 
e. Each species of animals taken. 
f. All accidents or injuries to 
humans or domestic animaJs. 
The APHIS-ADC has completed an 
evaluation of the need to use the M-44 and 
determined that a significant impact to the 
livestock producer would Occur unless it is 
used in conjunction with other control 
methods. (Significance of impact to the 
livestock operator would consider such 
factors as losses incurred to-<late, terrain, 
effectiveness of conventional control 
methods, increased cost effectiveness of 
ADC, and economic hardship.) Need will 
be determined by reponed losses as 
documented. A history of verified losses 
Over the previous 3 years will indicate 
need . This method of determining need 
will be considered appropriate so long as 
viable populations of coyotes are 
maintained. rn each case, documentation 
of livestock losses, including evidence that 
such losses were caused by coyotes. would 
be required. M-44s would only be 
authorized as pan of the integrated 
management system involving all land 
ownership in the control area. 
The APHIS-ADC, BLM. and the WGFD 
would evaluate the season and location for 
multiple-use resource connicts and, if 
necessary, make on·the-ground inspections 
with APHIS-ADC personnel. APHIS-
ADC would inform BLM of the location 
and area of M-44 use on private, state. and 
BLM intermingled land so that BLM can 
assure that public concerns are fully 
considered . 
Only APHIS-ADC cenified employees 
would place M-44s on public lands. 
Use of M-44s hy APHIS-A DC will be 
reponed to the BLM District Manager by 
submitting APHIS-ADC Form 72 
(Appendix C). This information would be 
available for public review upon request of 
the BLM District Manager or APHIS-A DC 
District Supervisor. 
Use of M-44s will!!2l be authorized within 
the boundaries of the following areas: 
Human safety wnes (No Control 
Zones) 
Fossil Butte National Monument 
Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge 
Flaming Gorge National Recreation 
Area 
Designated Wilderness Areas 
Greater Sand Dunes Area of Critical 
Environmental Concern 
Natural Corrals Historic Site 
One mile of the Green River 
Threatened/Endangered Species 
Habitat 
BirdlWaterfowl Hunting Seasons 
6 . Em""lenc:y Predator Control - Within 
Human Safety Zones, No Planned Control 
Areas, or Restricted Control Areas, emergency 
situations may arise, such as an outbreak of 
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rabies. documented loss of livestock to 
predators, etc .. that could justify authOrization 
for control. On a case-by-case basis. APHIS-
ADC would submit a written request to the 
appropriate Area Manager (pinedale. Kemmerer. 
or Green River) for consideration. Methods of 
control authorized would be commensurate with 
public safety first and taking the offending 
animal second. In an emergency situation 
involving immediate threats to public health or 
safety. APHIS-ADC would not be required to 
obtain prior approval . but would notify the 
appropriate Area Manager the same day control 
is initiated. and when it is completoo . 
Documentation of emergency response activities 
would be completed in the same manner as 
normal control activities. Once the emergency 
situation is over. the area would reven to its 
control status. 
7. Th,..tmedlEndan&ered and Candidate 
Species - In compliance with section 7 of the 
Endangered Species Act and EPA Use 
Restrictions on the use of the M-44 sodium 
cyanide capsule. the M-44 devices would not be 
allowed in active prairie dog colonies because of 
the potential presence of black-footed ferret 
(EPA Use Restriction 8; see Appendix B), or 
gray wolf and grizzly bear habitat. 
Black-Footed Ferret Habitat - Leghcld 
traps will not be used within an active 
white-tail prairie dog colony or complex of 
more than 200 acres, or less than 200 
acres with neighboring white-tailed prairie 
dog towns, unless they are equipped with 
a pan tension device to prevent animals 
weighing less than three (3) pounds from 
tripping the traps. Snares equipped with 
stop devices which allow the snare to close 
to no less than three inches (3") diameter 
to preclude ferret capture may be used. 
Gray Wolf and Grizzly Bear Habitat 
Because of the potential for the gray wolf 
and grizzly bear. a conservative and 
cautious approach to protect any potential 
resident or dispersing wolves or grizzlies 
will be implemented . Control activity in 
the foothill areas of the Wind River and 
Wyoming Range Mountains (potential 
habita!) will implemom the following 
conservation measures: I) Where wolves 
and/or grizzlies, or sign of wolves and/or 
grizzlies is observed, APHIS-ADC, the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and 
WGFD will cooperatively identify 
alternative means to accomplish the 
idemified goals (control of target species) 
while minimizing the potential for 
accidental talce of nontarget wolves and 
grizzlies; 2) APHIS-ADC personnel will be 
trained in identification of wolves and 
grizzlies and their sig"; 3) Hefore using 
gas canridges, positive identification that 
the species using the den is not the gray 
wolf will be made; 4) More use will be 
made of calling and shooting to ensure 
species identification; 5) Any snares would 
be checked at least daily; and 6) Aerial 
guMing would be by APHIS-ADC 
persoMel trained in the identification of 
wolves and grizzly bear. 
Candidate Wildlife Species - Candidate 
wildlife species occur within the District. 
A list of these species (Candidate Species) 
is found in Table III-I. To ensure that 
adverse impact does not occur to these 
species, a conservative and cautious 
approach to protect any potential 
popUlations will be implemented. APHIS-
ADC control activity in potential habitat 
areas of these species, where they are 
observed or sign of use is observed, will 
initiate consultation with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and WGFD to 
cooperatively identify alternative means to 
accomplish the identified goals (control of 
target species) while minimizing the 
potential for accidental talce of a nontarget 
sensit ive species. 
8. Chemial Toxicants - Where authorized 
on a case-by-ease basis by BLM on public lands, 
use of chemical toxicants (i.e., sodium cyanide 
capsules in the M-44 device for coyote and fox 
control, and sodium nitrite gas cartridge for 
deMing) would conform to all federal, state, and 
local laws and regulations. 
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9. Hot Pursuil - APH IS-ADC persoMel in 
"hoc pursuit " of a target animal by aircraft may 
pursue it into a No Planned Control Area or a 
Restricted Conlrol Area unless an obvious 
conflict would occur, such as approaching a 
dwelling or Oying over a concentralion of 
wintering elk, mule deer , or antelope. When 
coyoles are moving into PlaMed Control Areas 
from adjacent No PlaMed Control Areas, 
predator control in the No PlaMed Control 
Areas may be approved on a case-by-ease basis 
by the appropriate Area Manager (pinedale, 
Kemmerer. or Green River). 
10. Bird Hunlinl: AreasIDoJ: ProIection - To 
prOlect hunling dogs, sled dogs, or domeslic 
pets, no steel Iraps or M-44s will be set on 
public lands: I) during the sage grouse hunting 
season (i.e., the enlire Rock Springs District) 
September I through Seplember 30; 2) in chukar 
panridge and foresl grouse habitat during the 
hunting seasons October I through December 
31; or 3) within one-half mile of open waters 
used by waterfowl hunlers during the enlire 
hunting season begiMing about October I 
through January 31. 
To protect sled dogs, APHIS-ADC would 
provide, upon request, a detailed map 
(I :24,000 scale) 10 dog sledders showing 
areas of M-44 and leghold trap placement. 
To discourage domestic dogs from 
activating an M-44 when contacting one, 
APHIS-ADC has M-44 capsules filled with 
pepper that they use around sheep camps 
to train sheep dogs 10 avoid the device. 
When pulled, the dog receives a dose of 
pepper that causes ilto avoid these devices 
in the future. II has worked very 
effectively. APHIS-ADC persoMel would 
provide concerned individuals Ihe 
opportunily to expose their dog to an M-44 
pepper capsule, thereby reducing the 
!ikelihood of them ever pulling one on l1Ie 
public rangelands . This would be arranged 
by appointment al the APHIS-ADC office 
in Rock Springs. 
II. Wildernes.< SCudy Areas, Areas 0( 
Critial Enyironmmtal Conant, and Wild 
Hone Herd Manqemenl Areas are Restricted 
Control Areas . 
Wilderness SCudy Areas - The Rock 
Springs District has 15 Wilderness Study Areas 
(Map B, Appendix D): Scab Creek, Lake 
Mountain, Raymond Mountain, Buffalo Hump, 
Sand Dunes, Alkali Draw, South Pinnacles, 
Alkali Basin-East Sand Dunes, Red Lake, 
Honeycomb Buttes, Oregon Bunes, White Horse 
Creek, Devils Playground-Twin Bunes, Red 
Creek, and Adobe Town. 
Special restrictions apply to Wilderness 
Study Areas. Within these areas, predalor 
control activities would be conducted in 
accordance with the guidel ines established in 
BLM Manual 6830. Animal Damage Control 
and BLM Manual H-8550-I, Interim 
Management Guidelines For Wilderness Study 
Areas. Acceptable control measures include 
lethal and nonlethal methods, depending upon 
need , justification, location, condition, 
efficiency, and applicability of state and federal 
laws. Control will be directed at individual 
animals causing the problem and use only the 
minimum aroount of control necessary 10 solve 
the problem. The use of chemicals (i.e., M-44 
sodium cyanide devices) may occur only where 
other measures have failed or are impractical. 
Shooting of animals from aircraft may be 
allowed, in accordance with State law and upon 
the approval of the District Manager. 
Predator control within designated 
wilderness areas would be approved by the State 
Director on a case-by-ease basis. Such approval 
would be required only for those activities that 
are to talce place in the designated area. 
Areas of Critial Ennronmmtal Conant 
(ACECs) - The Rock Springs District has 10 
ACECs (Map B, Appendix D). Six of them 
coincide with all or pan of a Wilderness Study 
Area. The M"-""8ement Plan prescriptions for 
each ACEC do not preclude predator control 
actIVIties. However, those coinciding with 
Wilderness Study Areas would be required to 
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comply with the Interim Management Policy and 
Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review 
and the special provisions of the ACEC 
Manag ....... PI .... to prOlect importanl natural, 
cultural _ and scenic resources (BLM Manual 
1613). ACEC manag ....... prescriptions may 
seasonally restrict the method or technique of 
predator control (e.g . , some are rapIOr nesti"" 
concentnlion areas, so aerial guMing may be 
restricted during nesting: some are crucial winter 
nnge for big game animals, so aerial hUllling 
may be restricted in areas of big game 
concentnlions and/or during severe willler> in 
these areas). Table 111-4 lists the ACECs by 
BLM Resource Area, identifies those that 
coincide with Wilderness Study Areas, and lists 
predalor control activity restrictions. 
Wild Horw Herd ManqmImI Areas -
The ROck Springs District has 4 wild borse herd 
management areas (Map C, Appendix D). 
Aerial hUllling within these areas could C3Use 
harassment of wild borse herds. During spring 
foaling, the borses are most susceptible 10 the 
adverse effects of harassment. Pilots would be 
required to avoid borse herds when conduaing 
aerial hunting within these areas. BLM will 
monitor aerial hunting activities within lhese 
areas during th is period . 
12. Black Bear/Mountain Lion - Black bear 
or mountain lion (trophy game animals) coOlfol 
will occur only at the request of the WGFD. 
13. RapCor Cooantration Areas In 
identifi<d raptor concentration areas (Map D, 
Appendix D ), aerial predator conlrol activities 
during the nesting season (March 1510 July 15) 
or winter roost period (October I 10 April 30) 
will be approved by the appropriate Area 
Manager (pinedale, Kemmerer, or Green River) 
on a case-by-ease basis only after a field 
inspection of the area. APHIS-ADC will avoid 
disturbing active raptor nest sites or winter roost 
sites by not conducting aerial hunting within a 
II2-mile radius of the nest site or roost site. 
Current data on nest site and winter roost 
concentrations will be used 10 update 
information aMually on the APHIS-ADC map. 
14. Bil: Game l'roIettion - APHIS-ADC will . 
at all times. avoid har3SSing non-urgel wildlife 
and will avoid conceotntions of big game. 
Aerial hunting in crucial big game winter range 
from November 15 to April 30. and from May 
I to June 30 in elt calving areas. will occur in 
accordance with WGFD resuictions to protect 
wildlife during crucial periods of th~ear. 
Exceptions 10 these resuictions may be appIbved 
by the BlM District Manager following 
consulwion with the WGFD. Documentarion of 
any exceptions by the WGFD will be provided 
by the APHIS-A DC District Supervisor to the 
BlM District Manager. APHIS-ADC will 
consult with the WGFD for advice regarding the 
severity of willi"" and where anirrWs are 
concentraled. APHIS-ADC personnel will 
acquaint themselves with tile locations of crucial 
winter ranges and anticipated concentrations. so 
disturbances can be avoided. 
15. Putsti"l: C.-croI Alas - lbe APHJS-ADC 
tnpper would post signs to provide adequate 
warning in all areas where control devices are in 
use. Signs would be posted at all galeS. acass 
poinls. and where appropriale. near the specific 
device location. to ensure public notification. 
lbe EPA Use Restrictions have special posting 
requirements for tile use of the M-44. lbese are 
defined in Appendix B. lbe APHIS-ADC 
trapper would be responsible for maintaining the 
site. ensuring signs are uP. and that the device is 
removed. 
16. Cbed<i"l: of Control Dnices - APHIS-
AOC personnel would cbect control devices 
(traps. snares. and other devices) at intervals 
consistent with Stale regulations. to faciliule tile 
release of nontargel animals. State regulation 
requires traps to be cbected witllin 72 hours (3 
days) of being set. Snares will be cbected 
weekly as provided by APHIS-ADC policy 
guidelines. 
APHIS-ADC woul1 adhere to EPA Use 
Restrictions whicb require M-44 devices to be 
inspected by tile applicator at least once every 
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week. weather permitting access. to dleet for 
interference or unusual conditions. and slWl be 
serviced as r"'JUired . 
17. ~ Elffd.iy ....... of Noo-ldhaJ 
ControI - APHIS· AOC personnel will documenr 
livestOct producer use of non-lelhal c:onrrol . 
APHIS' ADC will encourage tile use of guard 
dogs and other effective non-Ielhal action where 
feasible . 
Alternative A (Present 
Management Plus Umited M-44 
Use) 
Alternative A v.-ould be the same as the 
Proposed Act ion with one exception. the use of 
the dlemical toxicant sodium cyanide in the M-
44 device v.-ould be more restrictive. Additions 
(sIoaded) and delelions ("'*"'-) 10 the 
Proposed Action are indicated as appropriate in 
tile description of this alternative. 
Al'lm-ADC ~ye ItdIaI daIce alIIIroi 
iaiIiaed prior 10 !be 0IIId 01 pndaIor kmcs 10 
liwIaock ill PI-.I a-oI Area aad 
a-icIed c.c.roI Area would only be 
IIIIborirJed iIr aIIIYeIIIioaI medIods, i.e.., -w 
sIIootiac. aIIiaJ and sbooIia&. fnAlia& SNrc5, 
tIeaIiIIc. MIl decoy clop. No M-44 ~ 
cy8de derica would be IIIIborirJed for 
prOWlllXift ItdIaI COCOl 
Within Planned Control Areas. the use of the 101-
44 sodium cyanide device would be authorized 
on public lands in sbeep a1100nems after losses 
have been confirmed oaIy 011 wiJcer MIl Iaabina 
taIIIeI Q-, 1 10 JIIIIe 30 I) ...... h.. I Ie 
~). Within Restricted Control Areas. 
BO M-44 Be would be IIIIborirJed dariDc die 
resuicted period$. lbe following changes are 
made to the Stipulations and Restrictions. 
4. Ldhal Control Mdhods Period of Use _ 
Table /1-2 sbows the lelhal ""ntrol methods that 
would be authorized for use. 
TUU:D-l 
PIll.IOOS OF AtJ1BOmZED LETHAL CONTItOL METHODS 
(ALTEZNA T1VE A) 
I 
_C:-Ana , 
C-_ ....... c-~ 
~ SIooobooJ. Decoy Docs y-- I 
, 
Aai.oI SIoooQooc' y--
T ....... _ 
I V I - I IJI I 
lOl l - 1131 
<-_II2 .a.al ..... ---.- i 
--'-1 
o-a 3/1 · 7/15 I 
........ III - 6IlII 
_c-Ana I 
C-_ 
T ....... _ 
Aai.oI Sbocciac" 
M-44'-o 
s. ~ SooIiwa Cyaaide om..s - Tbe M-
44 sodium cymide deYice (M-44) would be 
authorized ODIy in acoordmce with curr ... EPA 
Use RestriCliom. A list of tile 26 EPA Use 
Restrictions is c:ontaiDed in Appendix B. M-440 
would be lIIIIIIarimI .. a ~_ ... by 
!be IILM. DiIaic:t ,..... ... ptIJIic ... ill 
"~0IIiy...n.c""'-(J-, 
110 ApOllO)" ..... --. (May IS 10 
'- 30 I) ! hr I Ie Jill, IS). ~ 10 
tile BUt District Manager for anboriz:aioo to 
....... c-... Noll A-.....; 
-...--- ....... 
BinI ~9/1 - 1100 w_ ~ 1011 - WI I 
JUpoao-~. 3/15 • 7/15 
Ili&Go.eW_. 11 /15 . 400 
5 I III I '.-
~-.,.. ..... -., ... --~ 
use M-44s OIl poilIic J.md ...:mId <JriPnat.e .. -m. 
tile APRIS-ADC District Supervisor (J( hiJ; 
r ..... ...-.bve. AatboIriz:aioa by w BLM 
District Manager would be giveoorily Mleo tile 
fuIIJo,.ing criterU hlNe been met: 
The APHIS- AOC roqtlesl is i 
cxmformmoe witb tile 26 EPA Use 
RestriCliom (AppeDdix B) atId all 
qplicable requir=enn under me 
~ and Itestriakms seaXm. Tbe 
, AlIhou:p moll IIbccp i:niI \0 Forall 5cn>Joe landti durm, the .wmmcr 1'DDIIlha., ICJ!m: ibccp ~ em BL~~ 
pub& Iondo ~ ""' period. Aeriol ~__ moy .... ~ ,-....... _ "" lI.ock Sprinp __ 
• ).1....44-. 1&IClUld be authcrU.ed cm1y (lID _-irkr IIbccp f1IIll;CI I fl - 4130. em lIaribmJ ~ 511 5 - 6130 
ICI I>ario&: the CNt':D;} pc:riod. of l1IJILar ncIItinJ CId tq: pane _'JD1Cr UIC.. APHlS-AOC _ill wolit ~ mplOr. nct:ti:n& 
~ &:Ia. cd axad _"IIi! tbc: WGFD 10 ...-cOd idc:rtd":acd ru, prne ccmcc:r:t:nIt:J olD'lnf: IleVctr ¥'lZIlI::r pcnoda 
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BLM Stipulations and Restrictions I isted in 
this section would supersede EPA Use 
Restrictions where they are more stringent 
(e.g., distance from human habitation). 
EPA Use Restrictions of critical 
consideration are: 
(7). The M-44 device shall only be used 
on or within ilii'ee (3) ~ miles of a 
ranch c~it or allotment where losses due to 
predation by wild can ids are occurring Elf 
"here less08 ea" he re&saRahl) e.peeleela 
eeetiF hased Hpsn reeHfreRt prioF 
e.perie.ee af preealiaR on the ranch unit 
or allotment. Full documentation of 
livestock depredation, including evidence 
that such losses were caused by wild 
canids, will be required before applications 
of the M-44 is undenaken . This use 
restriction is not applicable when wild 
can ids are controlled to protect Federally 
designated threatened or endangered 
species or are vectors of a communicable 
disease. 
(8). The M-44 device shall not be used: 
(I) in areas within national forests or other 
Federal lands set aside for recreational use, 
(2) areas where exposure to the public and 
family and pets is probable, (3) in prairie 
dog towns, or, (4) except for the protection 
of federally designated threatened or 
endangered species, in National and State 
Parks; National or State Monuments; 
federally fecoinmilii.il~3E~r designated 
wilderness areas; and wildlife refuge areas. 
(10). One person other than the individual 
applicator shall have knowledge of the 
exact placement location of all M-44 
devices in the field . 
(12). The M-44 device shall not be laced 
within 200 feet of any lake, stream, or 
other body of water, provided that natural 
depression areas which catch and hold 
rainfall only for shon periods of time shall 
not be considered "bodies of water" for 
purposes of this restriction . 
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(14). The M-44 device shall be placed at 
least one-quarter rnile ~ distance 
or at such a greater distance from any 
public road or pathway as may be 
necessary to remove it from the sight of 
persons and domestic animals using any 
such public road or pathway. NOTE: 
Within the Rock Springs District, the 
device must be at least one-quarter mile 
from any federal or state highway, and 
maintained BLM, county, or private road . 
(15). The maximum density of M-44s 
placed in any loo-acre pastureland area 
shall not exceed 10; and the density in any 
I square mile of open range shall not 
exceed 12. 
(16). No M-44 device shall be placed 
within 30 feet of a livestock carcass used 
as a draw station . No more than four M-
44 devices shall be placed per draw station 
and no more than five draw stations shall 
be operated per square mile. 
(20). An M-44 device shall be removed 
from an area if, after I'S 3Q days, there is 
no sign that a target predator has visited 
the site. 
(23). Bilingual warning signs in English 
and Spanish shall be used in all areas 
containing M-44 devices. All such signs 
shall be removed when M-44 devices are 
removed. 
a. Main entrances or commonly used 
access points to areas in which M-44 
devices are set shall be posted with 
warning signs to a1en the public to 
the toxic nature of the cyanide and to 
the danger to pets. Signs shall be 
inspected weekly to ensure their 
continued presence and ensure that 
they are conspicuous and legible. 
b. An elevated sign shall be placed 
within 25 feet of each individual M-
44 device warning persons not to 
handle the device. 
(26) . Each authorized M-44 applicator 
shall keep records dealing with the 
placement of the device and the results of 
each placement. Such records shall 
include, but need not be limited to: 
a. The number of devices placed . 
b. The location of each device placed . 
c. The date of each placement, as well 
as the date of each inspection . 
d. The number and location of devices 
which have been discharged and the 
apparent reason for each discharge. 
e. Each species of animals taken. 
f. All accidents or injuries to humans or 
domestic animals. 
The APHIS-ADC has completed an 
evaluation of the need to use the M-44 
device and determined that a significant 
impact to the livestock producer would 
occur unless it is used in conjunction with 
other control methods. (Significance of 
impact to the livestock operator would 
consider such factors as losses incurred to-
date. terrain, effectiveness of conventional 
control methods, increased cost 
effectiveness of ADC, and economic 
hardship.) Need will be determined by 
reponed losses as documented . A history 
of verified losses over the previous 3 
years, aNI' WIi~ Other ioolS bave been 
lised' but failed :,. to bring 1,*05 under 
control or Whet.! terrain precluiles the use 
of aerial shooting,. will indicate need. This 
method of determining need will be 
considered appropriate so long as viable 
populations of coyotes are maintained . In 
each case, documentation of livestock 
losses, incl"ding evidence that such losses 
were caused by coyotes, would be 
required . M-44s would only be authorized 
as pan of the integrated management 
system im olving all land ownership in the 
control area. 
APHIS-ADC, BLM, and WGFD would 
evaluate the season and location for 
multiple-use resource conflicts and, if 
necessary. make on-the-ground inspect ions 
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with APHIS-ADC personnel. APHIS-
ADC would inform the BLM of the 
location and area of M44 use on private, 
state, and BLM intermingled land so that 
the BLM can assure that public concerns 
are fully considered . 
Only APHIS-ADC cenified . employees 
would place M-44s on public lands. Use 
of M-44s by APHIS-ADC will be reponed 
to the appropriate BLM Area Manager by 
submitting APHIS-ADC Form 72 
(Appendix C) . This information would be 
available for public review upon request of 
the BLM District Manager or APHIS-ADC 
District Supervisor. 
Use of M-44s will !!Q1 be authorized within 
the boundaries of the following areas: 
Human safety wnes (No Control 
Zones) 
Fossil Butte National Monument 
Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge 
Flaming Gorge National Recreation 
Area 
Designated Wilderness Areas 
Greater Sand Dunes Area of Critical 
Environmental Concern 
Natural Corrals Historic Site 
One mile of the Green River 
Threatened/Endangered Species 
Habitat 
BirdlWaterfowl Hunting Seasons 
Wilderness Stuily Areas 
• One mile of the White Mountain 
Peuoglyphs ACEC 
• . Cedar,C~yon A~e 
Thii(iiDiiwiilj jiUidetfiieS will' be uSOO In 
any M-44 use request: 
A written request from 'peiniittee to 
APHIS· ADC for predator damage 
cOntrol. 
A written reqUest from the APHIS-
AnC District Supervisor to the BLM 
District Manager forallotinent 
specific M-44 uSe. 
. ' ;"APHIS'lAl>C' fdocurneiiiaiion of 
, ~M1 CODtfol attempts and 
,coiiiinued IiveaIOCk losses in support 
~f~ for M-44 ust; 
10, Bird Hunting AreaslDog Protoction - To 
protect hunting dogs, sled dogs, or domestic 
pets, no steel traps or M-44s will be set on 
public lands: I) during the sage grouse hunting 
season (Le" the entire Rock Springs District) 
September I through September 30; 2) in chukar 
partridge and forest grouse habitat during the 
hunting seasons October I through December 
31 ; or 3) within one·half mile of open waters 
used by waterfowl hunters during the entire 
hunting season about October I 
To protect sled dogs, APHIS-ADC would 
provide, upon request, a detailed map (I :24,000 
scale) to dog sledders showing areas of M-44 
and leghold trap placement. 
To discourage domestic dogs from 
activating an M-44 when contacting one, 
APHIS-ADC has M-44 capsules filled with 
pepper that they use around sheep camps to train 
sheep dogs to avoid the device. When pulled, 
the dog receives a dose of pepper that causes it 
to avoid these devices in the future . It has 
worked very effectively . APHIS.ADC 
personnel would provide to concerned 
individuals the opportunity to expose their dog 
to an M-44 pepper capsule, thereby reducing the 
likelihood of them ever pulling one on the public 
rangelands. This would be arranged by 
appointment at the APHIS-ADC office in Rock 
Springs. 
II . Wilderness Study Areas, Areas of 
Critic.al Environmental Conceool, a.11 Wild 
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Horse Herd Management Areas - Wilderness 
Study Areas. ACECs. and Wild Horse Herd 
Management Areas are Restricted Control 
Areas. 
Wilderness Study Areas • The Rock 
Springs District has 15 Wilderness Study Areas. 
delineated on Map B (Appendix D): Scab 
Creek, Lake Mountain, Raymond Mountain, 
Buffalo Hump, Sand Dunes. Alkali Draw, South 
Pinnacles, Alkali Basin·East Sand Dunes, Red 
Lake, Honeycomb Bunes, Oregon Bunes, White 
Horse Creek, Devils Playground·Twin Bunes. 
Red Creek, and Adobe Town . 
Special restrictions apply to Wilderness 
Stuuy Areas . Within these areas, predator 
control activities would be conducted in 
accordance with the guidelines established in 
BLM Manual 6830, Animal Damage Control 
and BLM Manual H-8550·1 , Interim 
Management Guidelines For Wilderness Study 
Areas. Acceptable control measures include 
lethal and nonlethal methods, depending upon 
need, justification, location , condition, 
effiCiency, and applicability of state and federal 
laws. Control will be directed at individual 
animals causing the problem and use only the 
minimum amount of control necessary to solve 
the problem. The use of chemicals (Le. , M-44 
sodium cyanide devices) would not 6lfiillilWed 
",a) eeeur enl) .. here ether ",..s~fOs ha.e 
failed er ore i"'praelieal. Shooting of animals 
from aircraft may be allOwed, in accordance 
with State law and upon the approval of the 
Distnl. Manager. 
Alternative B 
Management With 
Use) 
(Present 
No M-44 
Alternative B represents the present predatory 
animal damage management program within the 
Rock Springs District. Alternative B would 
provide for APHIS-ADC operations as described 
in the Proposed Action lliml there would be no 
use of M-44s on the public lands administered 
by BLM. All reference to M-44s included in 
the description in the Proposed Action would be 
dropped. However, APHIS·ADC would reserve 
the right to use M-44s on intermingled private 
lands in accordance with the EPA Use 
Restrictions. 
Techniques that would be used and authorized 
include all non·lethal techniques that help to 
prevent or reduce predation (e.g., husbandry 
techniques, guard dogs, flashing lights, noise-
making devices, distress and alarm calls, and 
electrified fences, herding, night corralling. 
human harassment of predators, and live traps); 
and the lethal techniques of aerial hunting, 
shooting (calling and shooting), trapping, 
snaring, and sodium nitrite gas canridge. The 
same procedure would be utilized for approval 
and authorization of a predator control program 
for the Rock Springs Distri; t as described in the 
Proposed Action. 
APHIS-ADC, under agreements with County 
Boards, would still conduct animal damage 
control activities on private and state lands 
utilizing all methods of control previously 
discussed, including use of M-44 devices. 
Alternative C (No Lethal Control 
Methods) 
Alternative C would authorize no lethal control 
methods by APHIS·ADC on public lands. This 
alternative would result in the County Boards 
and individual livestock perminees doing their 
own predator control. In this alternative, 
APHIS·ADC would not be available to provide 
assistance in situations where lethal methods of 
control are needed on public lands. APHIS· 
ADC would only be available to provide 
assistance with non·lethal methods of control. 
These would include working with livestock 
operators to improve or try new animal 
husbandry practices; live trapping animals and 
moving them to areas where problems would not 
be expected; increased use of frightening devices 
to scare animals from damage sites; and physical 
exclusion methods to prevent or reduce access of 
predators to livestock. Techniques that could be 
used and authorized would include guard dogs, 
flashing lights, noise·making devices, distress 
and alarm calls, and electrified fences , herding, 
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night corral ling, human harassment of predators , 
and live traps. 
Although there are large blocks of public land 
within the district , the southern ponion of the 
district is located within a "checkerboard" land 
panern area where nearly every other section is 
privately owned 20 miles north and 20 miles 
south of the Union Pacific Railroad tracks. 
Also, relatively large blocks of private, 
interspersed with state andlor federal , land exist 
in the southwest comer of the district and in the 
northern parts around Pinedale and Star Valley. 
APHIS-ADC, under agreements with County 
Predatory Animal Control Boards, would still 
conduct animal damage control activities on 
private and state lands utilizing all methods of 
control previously discussed, including use of 
M-44 devices. 
Alternative 0 (No Action - No 
APHIS-ADC Predator Control) 
The No Action Alternative is not a BLM 
prerogative which can be selected without 
elimination or modification of the Animal 
Damage Control Act of 1931, as amended. It is, 
nevertheless, within the discretion of BLM to 
restrict or deny use of individual methods or 
techniques, either seasonally or by locale where 
justification warrants. 
Alternative D would allow no lethal predator 
control activities by APHIS-ADC personnel on 
BLM administered public lands within the Rock 
Springs District. However, lethal and non-lethal 
tools could continue to be used on public lands 
by livestock producers, their agents , and the 
general public as long as they act within 
Wyoming Statutes. As stated in Assumption H, 
the coyote and red fox are classified by the 
WGFD as predators and are hunted and trapped 
for spon and fur . The BLM and APHIS-ADC 
recognize that predator control (primarily 
coyote), both lethal and non·lethal , will continue 
to occur on public and priVOle lands by the 
general public for recreation, by stockgrowers to 
protect their livestock, and by independents for 
the stockgrowers. Under State law, the taking 
of predators can occur on public lands by 
anyone, using such methods as trapping, 
snaring, aerial hunting, ground shooting, or 
calling with the aid of decoy dogs, so long as 
they comply with Wyoming State Statutes (e.g. , 
aerial hunting requires a permit from the 
Wyoming Department of Agriculture; pilots 
must obtain landowner permission prior to 
hunting). N2 chemical control, however, may 
be used on public lands administered by the 
BLM without BLM authorization. Nevertheless, 
use of the M-44 device and other legal chemicals 
can be used on private lands, as long as their 
use is in compliance with Wyoming Statutes. 
As stated under Alternative C, there are large 
blocks of public land within the district, but the 
southern ponion of the district is located within 
the "checkerboard" area 20 miles north and 
south of the Union Pacific Railroad tracks where 
nearly every other section is privately owned. 
Large blocks of private land interspersed with 
state andlor federal land exist in the southwest 
corner of the district and in the northern parts . 
APHIS-ADC, under agreements with County 
Predatory Animal Control Boards, would still 
conduct animal damage control activities on 
private and state lands utilizing all methods of 
control previously discussed, including use of 
M-44 devices. 
When there is no federal government predator 
control program or if livestock growers become 
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dissatisfied with the federal program, livestock 
growers will take personal action to protect their 
livestock from predation . They may form an 
organization of control agents through the 
County Predatory Animal Board or may conduct 
coyote control programs individually. In either 
case, the opponunity arises for abuse of control 
techniques and subsequent environmental 
damage and increased potential for danger to 
humans, their pets, and non-target animals . 
With stockgrowers initiating control activities on 
their own to protect their herds, the probability 
of cenain individuals using toxicants illegally 
could increase. M-44s and the toxic 1080 
collars available from the Wyoming Depanment 
of Agriculture to cenified pesticide operators 
could end up in the hands of unauthorized 
persons . In addition, chemical toxicants such as 
insecticides that could be used as predicides are 
available on the legal market. A no lethal 
control restriction on public lands could 
encourage some users to illegally hunt coyotes 
from aircraft. Because of its vastness and 
remoteness, it would be extremely difficult to 
stop illegal predator control practices on BLM-
administered public lands . Individual actions 
may not be confined to private lands, but carry 
over onto public lands. 
CHAPTER III - AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
This section describes the environmental 
parameters that may be affected by animal 
damage control activities on public lands within 
the Rock Springs District. 
It has been determined that the following 
elements would not be affected by the proposed 
or alternative predator control activities and 
therefore will not be discussed further in this 
document: air quality, water quality, regional 
hy~rology, floodplains, wetland/riparian zones, 
SOlis/watershed, vegetation, visual resources 
prime/unique farmlands , fisheries, threatened 
and endangered fish and plants, wild horses, 
Native American religious concerns, cultural 
values, paleontological values, hazardous/solid 
wastes, wild and scenic rivers, minerals, and 
forest resources. 
GENERAL SETTING 
The Rock Springs District is located in the 
southwestern quarter of Wyoming and includes 
all of Uinta County, portions of Sweetwater, 
Lmcoln, and Sublette Counties, and a very small 
part of Fremont County (General Location 
Map). The District boundaries include over 10 
million acres, of which 6.2 million acres (60 
percent) are public lands administered by BLM. 
The District borders Colorado and Utah on the 
south, and Utah and Idaho on the west. 
Bridger-Teton National Forest forms the 
northern boundary. The BLM Rawlins District 
borders this District to the east. A small part of 
the Wasatch-Cache National Forest and the 
Ashley National Forest extend into the district. 
The Rock Springs District also includes within 
its boundaries the following areas managed by 
other agencies: Fossil Butte National Monument 
managed by the U.S. Park Service; Flaming 
Gorge National Recreation Area managed by the 
U.S. Forest Service, Ashley National Forest; 
Se.:dskadee National Wildlife Refuge managed 
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by the U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service; and 
Fontenelle Reservoir and the Farson/Eden 
Project Area managed by the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation. There are also significant 
segments of the Oregon/California/Mormon 
Historic Trail System that cross the district from 
east to west that is managed jointly by the U.S. 
Park Service and the BLM. 
CLiMATEIVEGETATION 
The area of southwestern Wyoming is primarily 
a high altitude, cold desert with elevations 
within the Rock Springs District ranging from 
6,000 to 10,000 feet above sea level. 
Southwestern Wyoming seasonal temperatures 
vary widely. The typical mean annual 
temperature is 43"F., with extreme lows of 6O'F. 
and highs of 100"F. recorded. The annual mean 
precip.'tation ranges from 7.56 inches at Farson, 
8.88 mches at Rock Springs, 9.36 inches at 
Kemmerer, 10.98 inches at Evanston, to 11.04 
inches at Pinedale. Snow falls in the region 
from September through May. The annual 
number of days with one inch or more of snow 
cover ranges from 68 at the Rock Springs 
Airport to 175 days at Kendall north ofpinedale 
(Science Applications, Inc . 1980). 
Approximately 95 percent of the Rock Springs 
District is located within the Green River Basin. 
The Green River Basin is that portion of the 
Upper Colorado River Subregion located in the 
State of Wyoming . The Green River Basin 
extends north from the Wyoming-Colorado-Utah 
state line about 168 miles. Roughly triangular 
in shape, it is about 2 I3 miles wide at the 
baseline. It includes the Great Divide Basin, all 
of Wyoming drained by the Green River and its 
tributaries, and the Little Snake River drainage 
and its tributaries located in Wyoming (USDA 
1978). 
Physiographically, the Rock Springs District is 
located within the Wyoming Basin Physiographic 
Region (Kuchler 1964). Vegetation associated 
with this region consists mostly of desert shrubs 
(e.g., sagebrush steppe <AmmWi -~
and saltbush greasewood <&IiJ!ln 
~; short grasses and mid-grasses grow 
on the more favorable sites . Areas of mountain 
mahogany, juniper woodland, and pine and 
aspen forest also occur. Isolated mountain 
ranges have steep slopes and narrow valleys 
which rise sharply from desert basins. Broad 
intermountain basins and a few isolated small 
mountain ranges merge into plateaus. Alluvial 
fans at the edges of the basins merge into flat 
plains in the centers. The plateaus have gently 
sloping tops that are cut by steep-walled canyons 
(Kuchler 1964). 
WILDLIFE RESOURCE 
Game Animals 
Big game species occurring within the District 
are elk, moose, mule deer, and pronghorn 
antelope, with black bear and mountain lion 
classified as trophy game. Big game species 
have generally received the most management 
emphasis due to their importance to the local 
economy. Hunting and fishing activities have 
historically been one of the high income-
generating industries within the District. 
Normally, heavy winter snows lasting four to six 
months reduce the amount of suitable winter 
range to the extent that BLM-administered lands 
provide the bulk of crucial winter habitat for 
pronghorn antelope, mule deer, and elk 
populations found in the upper Green River 
Basin. Moose occur predominantly on riparian 
areas associated with willows, most of which are 
on private lands. Approximately 43 percent of 
the District is classified as big game crucial 
winter range. 
Elk 
Elk utilize BLM-administered land primarily as 
winter range, but a substantial area is used for 
rutting, parturition, and summer feeding 
purposes. In general , elk inhabit wind blown, 
grassy slopes in elevations between 6,500 to 
8,000 feet during the winter . Within these areas 
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are crucial ranges for elk where they are 
confined at heaviest snow cover (8 winters out 
of 10) - not necessaril y a severe snow cover or 
condition (I winter out of 10). These areas are 
crucial in that they are a determining factor to a 
population's ability to maintain certain 
objectives. Parturition and summer feeding 
areas are characterized by dense timber and 
parkland meadows, usually occurring above 
8,000 feet in elevation. Ten WGFD elk herd 
units are located in whole or in part within the 
District. The Steamboat Mountain herd north of 
Rock Springs is one of two desert herds of elk 
in existence today. The other is located in 
Hanford, Washington where there is a herd of 
about 100 head . Disease and predation effects 
on elk are not known but appear to be minimal . 
Deer 
Mule deer, both resident and migratory, occur 
throughout the District. Resident populations 
are common along riparian, agricultural, and 
adjacent foothills areas. Deer spend the winter 
on crucial ranges (same as defined for elk) 
around 6,000 to 7,000 feet in elevation, along 
ridge complexes, juniper foothills , and dry 
washes which offer sufficient cover and feed . 
Eight WGFD deer herd units are located in 
whole or in part within the District. White-
tailed deer may occur along the Green River and 
the east end of the Wind River Range; these 
deer are closely asso c iated with 
riparian/agricultural areas. 
Pronghorn Antelope 
Pronghorn antelope occur throughout the District 
even though movement is somewhat restricted 
by barrier fences , topography, timber, and water 
distribution. Winter ranges generally occur 
between 6,000 to 7,000 feet in elevation in 
basins and bench lands where Wyoming big 
sagebrush communities dominate and snow 
depths are relatively shallow. These areas are 
roughly associated with mule deer winter range 
in some areas. 
Mountain Uon 
Mountain lion are widely dislribuled wi!hin !he 
Dislrict in very Iimiled numbers. The wide 
dislribulion of mountain lion kills of wildlife and 
liveslOCk, and observalions of lion over !he pasl 
several years indicales !hal il can be found 
!hroughout much of !he Dislricl. Mounlain lion 
are very secretive by habil and are rarely seen 
by humans, .. Cepl in relalion 10 hunling 
pursuilS. Mountain lion reside in !he broken 
juniper and rimrock areas and canyon counlry in 
conjunction wi!h mule deer and elk populalions. 
CalS have been observed on Cooper Ridge, in 
Adobe Town, on Sleamboal Mounlain, in !he 
Wind River foo!hills, wesl of Kemmerer around 
Fossil Butte Nalional Monumenl, and in !he 
juniper breaks around Carter. Mounlain lion are 
carnivores and are more dependenl on prey 
animals for !heir livelihood. Deer conslitule!he 
main componenl of !he lion's diet. They will 
also eal elk calves, carrion, porcupines, gophers, 
ralS, squirrels, wild horse foals, and liveslock. 
They may return 10 a carcass and feed for 
several days. It is nol uncommon for lion 10 
roam as far as 100 miles (APHIS-ADC EIS, 
1990). The main habital componenl reslricting 
mountain lion populalions is !he absence of 
large, undisturbed, remole wild areas. Human 
presence and conlinuing activities !hroughoul !he 
lion' s habitat will conlinue 10 limil lion 
populalion numbers. 
Black Bear 
Suilable black bear habital exislS in !he limbered 
areas along !he Wind River Mounlains, !he 
Wyoming Range, and in !he mountain foo!hills 
along !he Wyoming-Colorado-Utah border. 
Black bear usually inhabil mixed limber slands 
wi!h associaled parkland areas and riparian 
habitat along Slreams where berries are readily 
available in lale summer and early fall. AI 
limes, droughl may cause bears 10 follow slream 
courses down 10 lower elevalions in search of 
food . Black bears are very secretive by habil 
and are rarely seen by humans, excepl in 
relalion 10 hunling pursuilS. Evidence of bear 
aClivily has been found on Little and Pine 
Mounlains, and reported sighlings along !he 
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Sweelwaler River and ilS Iribularies and upper 
reaches of Little and Big Sandy Creeks, and 
upper Pine Creek easl of Cokeville. Sport 
hunling removes a few bear each year and is 
monilored closely by !he WGFD 10 ensure a 
viable populalion is mainlained . Mosl of !he 
harvesled bear are laken on !he Bridger-Teton 
Nalional Fores!. Black bears may kill or injure 
sheep and cattle, !hough !hey are omnivorous 
and eal large quanlilies of berries and grasses. 
During droughl periods when berries and 
herbaceous foods are less available, bears lend 
10 be more dependenl on prey species and 
predalion incidenlS would probably increase. 
Game Birds 
Upland 
Sage grouse, foresl grouse, and chukar partridge 
are !he principal upland game birds, wi!h sage 
grouse bd ng !he mosl numerous and widespread 
!hroughout !he District. However, as reported 
in a local newspaper, hunlers in sou!hweslern 
Wyoming have become concerned wi!h !he 
decreasing numbers of sage grouse during !he 
pasl several years (Rock Springs Rocket Miner 
1993). II is speculaled !hal !his decrease may be 
due, in part, 10 increases in populalions of 
predalors in sou!hwesl Wyoming, particularly 
!he fox, coyole, eagle, and raven. Sage grouse 
ulilize areas wi!h substanlial densities of 
sagebrush 10 provide cover and camouflage. 
Foresl grouse (blue and ruffed grouse) are 
restricled 10 !he aspen/coniferous foo!hill and 
mounlain areas wi!hin !he Dislrict. Chukar 
partridge are confined 10 !he area around 
Flaming Gorge Nalional Recrealion Area or !hal 
area belween Wyoming Highways 191 and 530. 
Waterfowl 
The DistricI lies wi!hin !he Pacific flyway . The 
period of occupancy by walerfowl is short lerm. 
Hislorically , duck and goose populalions are 
composed of migranlS, some of which use 
walers in !he District for nesling as well as for 
resling and feeding. The cold winlers freeze !he 
waler, making il unavailable. The WGFD 
mainlains !hal !he lack of nesling habitalS for 
ducks and geese is a limiling factor. The Green 
River receives !he major populalions of nesling 
geese and ducks. However, !he Gree.n River 
tribularies, particularly !he New F~rk R,ver, !he 
Po!holes north of Pinedale, !he BIg Sandy and 
Black's Fork Rivers , !he Henry's Fork, and !he 
Bear River also provide important nesung 
habital. 
The Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge, 
localed on !he Green River below Fontenelle 
Reservoir , was eslablished in 1965 10 help offset 
!he loss of marshlands habilat resulung from 
conslrUction of bo!h !he Fonlenelle Dam and .!he 
Flaming Gorge Dam, which is aboul ~OO mIles 
downslream in Utah. The Refuge IS a very 
importanl and productive walerfowl and 
shorebird breeding, nesling, and brood rearing 
area. 
Seedskadee Nalional Wildlife Refuge's currenl 
waterfowl production objectives are 10,000 
ducks and 800 Canada geese annually . 
Predalion on nesting walerfowl has been a 
conlinuous problem. Prior 10 !he inlroductio~ of 
predalor management in 1988, annual productIon 
of ducks was less !han 500 and annual 
production of geese was less !han 100. Dunng 
1990, Seedskadee Nalional Wildlife Refuge staff 
concluded a four-year research study on !he 
effectS of predalion 10 walerfowl nesling in !he 
vicinily of !he developed refuge wetlands. 
During !he period when no predalor control 
occurred , walerfowl nesl success was only 5 
percen!. Control of small predalors (red fox, 
skunk, and raccoon) during !he walerf~wl 
nesling season, over a !hree-year penod, 
increased !he walerfowl nesl success rale 10 a 
range of 45 to 71 percenl (a 900 10 1,400 
percent increase). The moSI deslrUctlve nesl 
predalor, and !he most difficult 10 conlrol , was 
!he red fox . 
Nongame 
While-tailed prairie dogs exisl !hroughoul !he 
District . Prairie dogs are of special importance 
because !hey are !he moSI importanl prey for !he 
endangered black-fooled ferret, as well as being 
an important prey species for o!her predalors. 
MarmolS, cottontail rabbilS, jackrabbilS, ground 
squirrels, and smaller rodenlS also occur 
!hroughoul !he Dislrict. 
Furbearers 
The following eighl species are classified as 
furbearers by !he WGFD wi!hin !he Dislrlct: 
bobcat, beaver, martin. ermine. long tailed 
weasel , mink. muskrat. and badger. The bobcat 
prefers rocky canyons wi!h ledges and areas of 
dense vegeta!ion in broken, brushy coullii?' or 
mountains. Vegetalion commonly assocIated 
wi!h bobcat habitat includes juniper. sagebrush , 
and mountain mahogany. The beaver and 
muskrat are associated wi!h aquatic habitalS -
open waler areas adjacent 10 aspen. willow, or 
cottonwood typeS. noe martin and ermi.ne are 
associaled wi!h riparian woodlands of conIferous 
foreslS or cottonwood river bottoms. The long-
tailed weasel and mink are associated wi!h 
riparian-shrublands or areas near open water. 
The badger is associared wi!h !he sagebrush 
grasslands and basin grasslands. 
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Raptors 
There are over 27 species of hawks, eagles, and 
owls ei!her nesling, !houghl 10 nesl , or have !he 
potenlial of nesling in !he District. If nol 
nesling, species are ei!her winlering populauons, 
migranlS, or possible migranlS. The bald ~Ie. 
peregrine falcon, ferruginous hawk, praoroe 
falcon, osprey, and golden eagle are raptors of 
high priority and subjecl 10 conservauon and 
habilat crileria for management. The burrowong 
owl is stale-lisled as a species in !he "rare" 
abundance calegory wi!h a biological staIUS 
designalion indicating declining populauons 
and/or habitat condilions. Raptors nesl on 
hilllops. low cliffs, and rock escarpmenlS found 
wi!hin !he sagebrush Sleppe communoly. 
marsh/grasslands. and riparian/ cottonwoods. 
Predators 
The WGFD defines predalOry animals as coyole. 
jackrabbil, porcupine, raccoon, red fox , skunk, 
and stray cal (fille 23 . Wyomong Game and 
Fish Laws 1989). The Rock Springs District is 
inhabiled by all these species. The coyole and 
red fox are the predatory animals of concern, 
bec<luse of their predation on domeslic liveslock, 
primarily sheep, and they are the principle 
species targeted for control. The red fox is 
targeted primarily during the lambing season. 
No numbers are available and no accurate census 
method exists (WGFD, Casper Star Tribune, 
February 21 , 1993), bUI il is believed that the 
coyole popUlation is healthy and increasing. 
The APHIS-AOC predator control program 
within the Rock Springs District is implemenled 
by four (4) trappers and one (I) District 
Supervisor. These individuals are responsible 
for responding 10 animal damage conlrol 
requests within an area of over 10 million acres 
of public, private, and state land. There are 
between 60 and 70 bands of sheep that utilize 
public lands al some lime during the nine month 
use period . Generally, the mode of operalion 
during this lime consi.ts of callinglshooling and 
aerial guMing with little use of the control 
devices during lambing. The reason for this is 
that ewes and lambs are scattered so that traps 
and snares are impractical . The M-44, however, 
is used on private lands and is the mosl effective 
mechanical device used during this lime since il 
can be used withoul harming a ewe or lamb. 
During the winler, the mechanical devices are 
most effective since the sheep are more closely 
bunched. 
Each Irapper is issued the necessary control 
equipmenl 10 conduct their control work. This 
includes approximalely 100 each of leghold 
traps, M-44 devices, and snares. This amounts 
10 a lotal of approximately 400 each of Iraps and 
M-44' s that are available for use within the 
District. NOI all the mechanical devices are 
placed Oul at one lime. Between 15 and 20 
devices - traps, snares, andlor M-44's (on 
private lands) - may be associaled with a band of 
sheep. Generally, where there is a band of 
sheep there could be mechanical devices nearby, 
although nol in every case. 
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Coyote 
The coyole, a very adaptable. prolific, and 
Opportunislic animal. occupies almost every 
habitat in North America. The coyole has 
survived inlensive predalor-<:antrol programs 
similar 10 that which eXlirpaled the wolf in mosl 
of the conlinental U.S. Moreover. il has 
expanded its range. The coyole inhabits brush. 
prairies, and plains. as well as wooded and 
mountainous areas. Coyoles are found 
throughoul the Rock Springs Dislrict in all 
habitat Iypes. 
The coyote's ability 10 expand its range and 
adaprlO so many habitat types is panlj due 10 
its versatile food habits (BLM 1986). Coyole 
foods include carrion, eggs. insects, berries. 
melons, and other fruits and vegetables. They 
also prey on rndents, rabbits, birds. reptiles. 
poultry, and livestock. They may prey 
individually, in pairs, or in packs (Niebauer and 
Rongstad 1977; Berg and Chesness 1978; 
Huegel 1979; Weaver 1979). According 10 
Spowart and Samson (BLM 1986). coyOles are 
primarily carnivorous, bultheir diet depends on 
the food resources mosl available. so they easily 
adapl 10 being omnivorous. 
Spowart and Samson cile an eXlensive food 
habits study conducted by Sperry in 1941 in 17 
weslern states that showed the major diet items 
of the coyote were "Iagomorphs (33"), carrion 
(25"), rodents (18"), and domestic livestock 
(13.5"). ' In the sagebrush habitat of north-
easlern Utah and south-<:entral Idaho. Clark 
(1972) reponed "coyoles ate aboul 90" animal 
matter; black-tailed jackrabbits approacheli 75" 
of their year-round diet.' This dependence on 
a single prey species will influence coyOle 
density in a region. The opportunistic nature of 
the coyote causes domestic livestock (primarily 
sheep and particularly during lambing and 
calving) 10 be especially vulnerable 10 predation 
by the coyole. Adull sheep, lambs. and calves 
are easy prey for the coyole bec<luse they are nol 
aggressive, cannot outrun the coyote and are 
easily overpowered and quickly killed. So If 
ewes, lambs, or calves are within the .coyotes 
cruising range for food . they will very hkely be 
taken as prey. 
As noted in several of the studies. although 
eXlremely adaptable and opportunistic, I~ke most 
species of carnivores. coyote populatIOns are 
regulated largely by food abundance and 
availability. Population densities of coyOles and 
their principal prey are strongly correlated 
(Clark 1972; Wagner and Stoddart 1972; 
Johnson and Hansen 1979). Clark (I~) 
estimates that typical coyOle population dens~ 
range from 0.3 10 5.0 .per ~e mile. 
Following a 2-moolh gesUlIon period,. coyotes 
may bear four 10 eight pups. TypIcally, 0 
population of 100 coyOles would produce 180 
young each year and the moruJ ity rate ~Id 
range from 24 10 76 per~. F~ avaibbl!rty 
has a strong influence on htler sIZe and SUrvIVal 
but, as yet. the carrying capacity of coyOle 
habitat in terms of prey abundance cannot be 
evaluated on an absolute basis (USDI 1981a; 
Voight and Berg 1987). 
There is no census of coyOles within the Rock 
Springs District. Exact population data does ~ 
exist. However, population data of a .rel~ve 
nature, in the form of population trend IndIces, 
do exist and are maintained by APHIS-AOC. 
These include records of depredation incidents 
(confirmed and unconfirmed loss, Table 1-2), 
coyotes removed per _ial hour, and coyoles 
removed per unit of ground effon (APHIS-AOC 
1993). 
Depredorion IncidLfIIs - Each year, all 
depredation incidents are recorded o.n 
APHIS-AOC Project Repon Forms. ThIS 
information represents an estimate of 
annual livestock depredation losses that 
occur within the Rock Springs District. 
For the period of 1989 through 1992, the 
index of depredation change or trend 
provided by the depr~ion inc~ents on 
sbeep, using Wyorrung Agncultural 
Statistics Service sheep numbers (Table I-
I) and APHIS-AOC confirmed and 
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unconfirmed sheep losses (Table 1-2). is 0 
subslllntial increase (0.9 percent in 1989. 
1.5 percent in 1990. 2.5 percent in 1991 . 
and 3.5 percent in 1992). Geoeol1y •. wbeo 
coyote depredatioos are UP. so IS the 
coyote population and vise vena. 
Coyot~s Ilmtoved P~r ALrii1I HOIIT - ~is 
information is recorded with eacfI aeriaJ 
flight and reported 10 the BLM DisIria mol 
APHIS Stare Offices. This data gives 
APHIS-AOC au indicatioo of the geoenl 
Irend in the coyote population. APHIS-
AOC' s recooled aerial information for 
1989 and 1993 within the Rock Sprinp 
District shows 1.75 and 3.0 coyotes taken 
per _ia1 hour, respectively. which 
indicates 0 71 percent increase in 1993 
over 1989. This suggests 0 d.-ic 
increase in the coyote population within die 
Rock Springs District. 
Coyous ~d Pu Unil of Growtd 
£ffon - Each coyote thai is removed by 
ground meIbods is recorded 011 an APHIS-
AOC Daily and Monddy Itinerary Form. 
APHIS-AOC trappers usually wort !be 
same areas and spend the same amounI of 
lime on those areas each season (e.g . . 
willler or lambing range). Tbe IIUDIber of 
coyotes removed during this time usually 
will indicate wba direction the popuIaIJOII 
is trending: UP. down. or SUllie. APHIS-
ADC records show thai between 1989 and 
1992. 5.3 times more coyotes were taken 
by coDlrOI activities in 1992 (0 530 percenl 
increase). CoyOles comprised 96 percenl 
of all predators takoo by APHIS-AOC m 
the District during this period (Table m-
I). APHIS-AOC consistently used the 
same lev .. of APHIS-AOC persoMel and 
coDlrol activity during this period. ~is 
Slatistical index suggests thai a substantial 
increase in the coyote population has 
occurred. 
Based upon these indices, APHIS-AOC bas 
determined that coyote populations are 
increasing. 
Tigner ODd Unon (1971). during the period of 
1973 through 1975, conducted an illlCnSive 
three-year Sllldy of sheep losses from all C<WSeS 
on five Wyoming l'2DCbes in the BLM Rawlins 
Dislrict. About 6,000 ewes ODd their lambs 
were monitored each year during lambing, 
summer, ODd winler grzzing seasons. The Sllldy 
showed lamb loss was greater than ewe. ODd 
spring losses were always greater than summer 
ODd w~ losses combined. Of 4,440 dead 
sheep eumined, predalDrs killed 1,030 or 23 
perceu. DUeaoe killed the mosI ewes (26 
perceu), with predation the second mosI often 
cause of death (18 perceu). CoyOleS caused 77 
percent. black bears I I percem. ODd golden 
eagles 9 perceu. 
Red Fox 
Like the coyote, the red fox bas acbpced 10 3 
wide range of babit3l types ODd foods. Wbile it 
ranges from deep foreslS 10 the mosI exposed 
rundra. it prefers 3 mixblre of forest ODd 
meadows. RA:d foxes are also opportunistic 
feeders, eating foods in proportion 10 their 
availability. They are omnivores ODd eat 
rabbits, mice, birds, reptiles. amphibians, fruits, 
ODd com. Foxes may aI>o prey on I3IMs ODd 
have become 3 problem on nearly all lambing 
ranges within the Dislrict. 
Foxes are reproductively marure 31 one year ODd 
can bear up 10 13 young in 3 litter. Densities 
range from 0.3 10 2.6 per square mile. RA:d fox 
may live up 10 12 years, but annual monality 
has been reported as high as 80 percent (Voight, 
et aI . 1985). 
The 1990 Seedskadee Narional Wildlife Refuge 
four·year research Sllldy on the effects of 
predation 10 W3Ierfowl nesting in the vicinity of 
the developed refuge wetlands showed tbar 
during the period when no predalDr coDlrol 
occurred, w3lerfowl nest success was only 5 
percem. With the inIroduction of predalDry 
animal coDlrol (red fox, skunk, ODd raccoon) 
during the w3lerfowl nesting season, over 3 
three-year period, the w3lerfowl nesting success 
rare increased by 45·71 percent (3 900 10 1,400 
percent increase). The most destructive nest 
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predator. ODd the most difficult 10 control. was 
the red fox . 
The red fox has expODded its range within the 
Rock Springs District from concentrations in ODd 
around the fanning ODd agricuJblraI areas of 
Far>OnIEden. Big Piney. LaBarge. Lyman. 
Moulll2in View, Cokeville. ODd along the major 
rivers 10 expODded wnes around these areas. 
Frcquenl reports are received by the WGFD tbar 
the red fox popuIJIions have increased 
subslantWly over the pas! couple of years. aIoog 
with the coyote. eagle. ODd raven. which may be 
one factor comibuting 10 sage grouse popuIarion 
decline in southwest Wyoming. So much 
concern bas been expressed tbar sage grouse 
I'2DCba'S ODd hunrers have asked the WGFD 10 
take immediate action 10 corrCCl the problem. 
such as reduce the bWlling season (Rock Springs 
Rocket Miner 1993). One theory for the fox 
expansion is tbar they have expanded 10 fill 
niches vacared by the more domin3Ie pred3lor 
(wolf and/or coyote) which bas been e1imin31ed 
or reduced. 
Ao indide of red fox popuIJIion increase used 
by APHIS·ADC is the number of fox taken by 
pred3lor COIIIroI activities. APHIS·ADC records 
show tbar between 1989 ODd 1992. 4 .3 times 
more red fox were taken by predalDr control 
activities in 1992 (3430 perceu increase). RA:d 
fox comprised 4 perceu of all pred3lors taken 
by APHIS·ADC in the District during this 
period (Table ID· I). On the basis of the same 
assumption SUled above for coyoleS. tbar 
APHIS-ADC consistenlly used the same level of 
APHIS·ADC personnel ODd control activity 
during this period. this indicie suggeslS tbar 3 
subsIantW increase in the red fox popuIJIion has 
occurred. 
Jackrabbit. Porcupine. Raccoon. and 
Skunk 
Both the black-uiled ODd white-uiled jackrabbits 
O<XUT within the Dislrict. The white-uiled is by 
far the _ prevaleut species. Low growing 
sbrub-gasslands (sagebrusb-gasslands) ODd 
prairie areas are the most commonly used 
babit3l. It can aI>o be found in openings in 
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Threatened 
Species 
or Endangered 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has 
provided, by Memorandum dated June 2, 1993 
(Appendix E), a list of threatened, endangered, 
and candidate species of mammals, fish, birds, 
amphibians, and plants that either occur or have 
the potential to occur within the District and that 
could be affected by predator control activities 
(fable 111-2). The grizzly bear is not listed , 
although reported to be extending its range south 
into the Wind River Mountains, because the area 
adjacent to BLM-administered lands within the 
Pinedale Resource Area is not within the 
recovery rone for the grizzly (Mark Bruscino, 
WGFD, personal communication). Although 
fish , amphibians, and plants are listed , only 
mammals and birds have the potential to be 
affected by predator control activities. 
Therefore, affected habitat descriptions for fish, 
amphibians, and plants are not discussed any 
further. 
listed Species 
Black-Footed Ferret 
The black-footed ferret is a large, buckskin-
colored weasel with black face mask, black-
tipped tail , and black feet, and can weigh up to 
3 pounds. They depend upon prairie dogs for 
both food and shelter and have never been found 
where prairie dogs do not exist. Today, at least 
partly due to the extensive prairie dog poisoning 
campaigns of the 1930's, the black-footed ferret 
is one of the rarest native mammals in North 
America. 
The black-footed ferret has been threatened with 
extinction since the 194Os. The frag mentation 
and loss of habitat along with declining ferret 
popUlations is well documented . Despite 
massive inventory efforts, no wild, free-ranging 
populations of black-footed ferrets are known to 
exist today. The only hope of preventing 
extinction depends on reestablishing several 
populations in the wild along with intensive 
management to offset causal factors of the 
decline. 
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The last known wild black-footed ferrets were 
found in Meeteetse, Wyoming. but this species 
once ranged from the great plains of Canada to 
intermontane regions of the interior Rocky 
Mountains and Southwest. The likelihood of 
other popUlations of ferrets being found in the 
wild is considered low, and if some remain, the 
probability of their continued survival and 
viability in the wild for long periods of time is 
considered low by population biologists . 
However, the occurrence of ferrets within the 
historic range of the species must still be 
considered possible (USFWS 1992). 
There is a continuing effort within the District to 
map and search the white-tailed prairie dog 
colonies for the ferret. Dozens of ferret 
sightiogs have been reported by reliable sources 
in a variety of habitats . Night searches and 
daytime hole-to-hole examinations have not yet 
revealed a black-footed ferret. There is 
historical documentation of the presence of 
ferrets to as late as 1963 when a ferret and kits 
were commonly seen by several persons in the 
southwest part of Eden Valley, in Sweetwater 
County. Other areas where the ferret has been 
reported to have occurred are Sublette Flats, 
Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge, and the 
Red Desert . Several prairie dog towns in 
Lincoln County may support ferrets. Two ferret 
skulls, estimated at five years old, were found in 
the Cumberland Valley in 1980. Several 
unconfirmed sightings per year are documented. 
Extensive ferret surveys continue to be 
conducted in prairie dog colonies located 
throughout the District, primarily in conjunction 
with oil and gas development and pipeline right-
of-way authorizations. 
Gray Wolf 
There is currently no documented evidence that 
the gray wolf occurs within the Rock Springs 
District. Historically, the gray wolf ranged 
throughout the Wyoming and Wind River 
Mountain Ranges (USFWS 1987). The last wolf 
pack activity was in the first quarter of this 
century. Since 1969, there have been 
TABLE 111-2 
THREATENED, ENDANGERE~  ~~:S~:~~CT POTENTIALLY OCCURRING WIT 
Slatusl Scientific Name I Expected 0a:urre1ce Species Category 
TIE LISTED SPECIES 
Black-fOOled fe ... 1 E Muslela~ Potential resident in prairie dog ~ 
sp.) colonies 
Gray wotf E ~~ PoteDti.1 resident 
Bald eagle E Haljaeetus leucQ£el!haly§ Nesting. winter resident and migrant 
Peregrine falcon E Falco oeregrinus Potential nesting and mignnt 
Whooping crane E Qoo~ Migranl 
CANDIDATE SPECIES 
Mammals 
Preble' s shrew 2 ~preblei Western Wyoming 
Allen's 13-lined ground 2 S3l!!lQl!bilus Upper Green Itiver 
squirrel trid~emJineatus alieni 
Pygmy rabbil 2 Brachylagus idahoensis Southwesl Wyoming 
North American 2 Q!!lQ &!!l2 ~ Mountains statewide 
wolverine 
North American lynx 2 Felis ll:D! fanadensis Mountains statewide 
Birds 
Trumpeter swan 2 ~ buccinator Northwesl Wyoming 
White-faced ibis 2 Plegadis chihi Wetlands statewide 
Ferruginous hawk 2 Buteo regalis Gl"ISSlands statewide 
Northern goshawk 2 Accipiter gentilis Forests statewide 
Mountain plover I Charadrius montanus Grasslands statewide 
Long-billed curlew 3C Numenius americanus Grasstands/w~tlands 
Black tern 2 Chlidonias ~ Wetlands statewide 
Loggerhead shrike 2 Lanius ludovicianus Woodlandslshrublands 
Amphibians 
Western boreal toad I 2 I Bufo boreas boreas I Western mountains 
Spoued frog I 2 I Rana pretiosa I Northwest Wyoming 
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Species Slatusl Scientific Name E'pected Occurrence 
Catqory 
FISh 
Colorado cutthroat trout 2 Salmo clarki pleuriticus Curran. Creek 
Bonneville cutthroat 2 Salmo clarki utah Bear River 
trout 
Flannelmouth sucker 2 ~ latipinnis GreeD River & tributaries 
Roundlail chub 2 Gil. robusta Green River & tributaries 
Leatherside chub 2 Gila £QBti Bear & upper Snake Rivers. and Slate 
Creek 
Plants 
Tweedy's sand verbena 2 Abronia !!!l!!!22hil! Sublette County 
Meadow pussy.oes 2 ~arcuata Soutb Pass area 
Mystery wormwood 2 Artemisia biennis diffusa Red Desert 
Small rockcress (I) Arabis pusilla South Pass area 
Baslard dnba milkv •• ch 2 Astragalus drabellifo[!!!is Sublette County 
Precocious milkvetch 2 ~ proimanthus Henry's Fork area 
Wyoming tansymustard 2 Descuraina l2n!1Qy Red Desert 
Large-frui.ed 2 ~ macrocarpa Steamboat Mountainl 
bladderpod Continental Peak 
Payson's bladderpod 2 ~paysonii Pinedale area 
Cary beard.ongue 2 Pens.emon £!.Q!.i Henry's Fork area 
Opal phlox 2 f!!!l!! sp. nov. Kemmerer area 
Dam's twinpod 2 Physaria domii Nugget Canyon area 
Uinta greenthread 2 Thelesperma pubescens Hickey Mountain area 
E "" End.ngeted - lpe~le. f.eel extll'lellon lhrouahoutlll or .ianifiunt portion oflheir nnge 
;u:.Thre.t.ened - Ipecles not yet endlnaered but likely to become M) in foretceable future or recovering from erubnaered 
I - Fedenl TIE listina IppCln Ippropri.t.e Ind il .nticiplled 
2 :: CUrrent diu iMufficienl 10 opport lill ing 
3C - More widespreld or Ibundlntlhln previously believed, or no immedilte threlu idcntified 
() ". Slillul pending U.S. Filh ,nd Wildlife Service Director'l lpprovll . 
17 unconfirmed wolf sightings within the 
Bridger-Teton National Forest, Kemmerer 
Ranger District, which borders the BLM Rock 
Springs District. Efforts by the Forest Service, 
in cooperation with the WGFD and U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, in 1986 and 1987 to 
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confirm sightings through intensive searches 
were unsuccessful. In the west, the gray wolf is 
presently known to occur, as a result of ongoing 
natural recolonization, in Idaho, north-central 
Washington, and northwestern Montana 
(USFWS 1992). The nearest recovery area for 
wolves is in Yellowstone National Park, 
approximately 100 air miles north of the 
District. 
Bald Eagle 
The bald eagle is a wide ranging species, found 
in all of the 48 contiguous states at some point 
in its life cycle. Currently, bald eagles are 
federally listed as endangered in 43 states and 
threatened in 5 states (Washington, Oregon, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan). Since 
the cancellation of DDT by the EPA in 1972, 
bald eagle breeding populations have been 
increasing. On February 7, 1990, the U.S . Fish 
and Wildlife Service published a Notice of Intent 
(55 FR 4209) to reclassify the bald eagle from 
endangered to threatened throughout all or 
portions of its range, but to date no formal 
reclassification proposal has been published 
(USFWS 1992). 
The locations of wintering concentrations of bald 
eagles are predictable but more loosely defined, 
and usually occur in response to prey availability 
(ice-free areas affording fishing opportunities, 
waterfowl concentrations, etc.) and favorable 
habitat conditions (roost sites, etc.) (USFWS 
1992). During mid-winter periods when ice-free 
waters are not available, bald eagles change 
from a prey base of fish and waterfowl to forage 
primarily upon road kill , winter kill , and other 
carrion. 
Bald eagle use within the District is primarily by 
migrant and wintering bald eagles (October 
through May). Winter finds bald eagles along 
major waterways. Bald eagles from the northern 
states and Canada begin arriving about the 
second week of October on the Green River and 
Bear River. On the Green River, th is coincides 
with the kokanee salmon and brown trout run 
which is probably a primary source of autumn 
food . 
Three known bald eagle winter roost and activity 
areas are located within the District . These are 
the Henry's Fork at the confluence of Antelope 
Creek, primarily on private land , where as many 
as II bald eagles may be seen in mid-winter; 
Woodruff Narrows, located along the Bear River 
about 15 miles north of Evanston, where one of 
the largest wintering populations of bald eagles 
in Wyoming occurs; and Morgan Canyon, about 
12 miles northwest of Kemmerer, which 
supports from 5 to 15 wintering eagles from 
November to March. 
Woodruff Narrows, from November through 
February, provides roosting habitat for 
approximately 25 to 75 birds in the cottonwood 
trees along the river. Roosting eagles feed on 
carrion in the surrounding mule deer and 
domestic sheep winter range. Waterfowl that 
winter along the Bear River drainage also serve 
as a food source. During March and April, the 
Woodruff Narrows roost is used as a spring 
staging area for the wintering eagles . In 1980, 
over 200 eagles were observed using the roost 
site on a single day . 
Bald eagle winter use areas run from the 
confluence of the New Fork and Green Rivers in 
Sublette County, south along the Green River 
and Flaming Gorge Reservoir in Sweetwater 
County; on the Big Sandy and Little Sandy 
Rivers in Eden Valley; along the Black's Fork, 
Henry's Fork and Bear River in Uinta and 
Lincoln Counties, and along their major 
tributaries. Bald eagles are frequently seen 
foraging on carrion around wintering 
concentration areas of mul~ deer and domestic 
sheep. 
Bald eagle nesting is limited . Since 1983, a pair 
of bald eagles has attempted to nest in 
cottonwoods along the Green River south of Big 
Piney. Thus far these attempts have been 
unsuccessful. A successful nest was established 
in 1986 on the Green River near Daniel. At 
least one young eagle fledged off this nest, 
according to the land owner . An active bald 
eagle nest was discovered within Seedskadee 
National Wildlife Refuge in 1990. There are 
potential nesting sites along Flaming Gorge 
Reservoir, Henry's Fork River, and other 
waterways . 
Peregrine Falcon 
The peregrine falcon is a medium-sized raptor, 
which is highly migratory as is much of its prey. 
It breeds in the forest regions of Alaska and the 
Yukon Territory, and south of the tree line in 
northern and eastern Canada to northern 
Mexico. The falcon winters from southern 
United States to South America, with northern 
populations tending to winter further south 
(USFWS 1992). 
Extensive use of organochlorine pesticides is 
considered the primary reason for the decline of 
peregrine falcons (USFWS 1991d). Since 
restrictions were placed on the use of DDT in 
the early 1970s, populations stabilized , and in 
1978 began to increase. Population increases 
continue to the present in nearly all areas. 
Peregrine falcon use the Green River as a spring 
and fall migration corridor; however, there are 
no known breeding pairs of the peregrine within 
the area. Observations of peregrine falcon 
within the District have been limited to 
occasional sightings of migrant birds near Big 
Piney, Wyoming. 
In hopes of establishing nesting pairs of 
peregrine in the New Fork Lake area, on July 
15, 1993, six 35-<1ay-old peregrine falcons were 
placed at a BLM hacking site north of Cora, 
Wyoming by Peregrine Fund personnel. As of 
the first of September 1993, the falcon had left 
the area to migrate south for the winter. It is 
hoped that these birds will return next year, and 
begin nesting within 3 years. This peregrine 
falcon release project was the result of the 
combined efforts of the BLM, Forest Service, 
WGFD, the Peregrine Fund, and Bill and Sherry 
Keller, whose ranch surrounds the BLM-
administered land used for the hack tower. The 
U.S. Forest Service also has a hack site in the 
Soda Lake Area. One pair has been observed in 
the area. 
Whooping Crane 
The wild whooping crane occurring in Wyoming 
is the Rocky Mountain whooping crane flock . 
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This whooping crane flock is due to the cross-
foster parent program initiated in 1974 at the 
Grays Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Idaho. 
Whooping crane eggs were placed in greater 
sandhill crane nests to be hatched and reared by 
the sandhill crane foster parents. These 
whooping crane have adopted the migration 
routes of the sandhills . This flock migrates in 
March and April from New Mexico and passes 
through Colorado and Wyoming and summers in 
Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana. The fall 
migration of the Rocky Mountain population 
occurs from mid-September through early 
November, reversing the spring route. 
Whooping cranes have found wetlands in the 
areas of Farson/Eden, Big Piney, LaBarge, 
Danie! , Green River, Bear River, and the 
Cumberland Valley suitable for summer habitat, 
though none are known to nest in these areas . 
The crane's habitat within these areas includes a 
broad range of natural and human-influenced 
wetlands, croplands, and pasture. The crane is 
omnivorous, eating natural foods (insects, frogs, 
fish, plant tubers, acorns, berries, clams, 
crayfish, aquatic insects, etc.) and cultivated 
grains (barley, corn, milo, sorghum, wheat) left 
after harvest (Lewis 1980). However, in 
relation to western Wyoming, there is no corn, 
milo, sorghum, or wheat for them to eat. 
Candidate SpeCies 
Preble' s Shrew - This mammal is not known to 
Occur within southwest Wyoming. The only 
Wyoming specimen was collected from Lamar 
Valley, Yellowstone National Park, at 6,000 
feet. Shrews usually inhabit moist locations . 
They are found along most streams in moist 
areas such as under logs, marsh grass, bogs 
bordered by willow or riparian shrub, 
occasionally wetter areas of open conifer stands, 
mountain foothills grasslands, or in thick 
vegetation of seepages (WGFD 1991). 
Allen's 13-Lined Ground Squirrel - This 
species has been observed in the Green River 
Basin . It is found in association with juniper, 
basin-prairie and mountain-foothills shrub, 
grasslands, small grain agricultural lands, barren 
areas, roadside/railroad banks, mined areas, and 
overgrazed areas. Grasses, seeds, insects, and 
occasionally birds, young cottontails , lizards, 
and snakes make up its diet (WGFD 1991). 
Pygmy Rabbit - This species has been observed 
in Uinta and southwestern Sweetwater Counties. 
Pygmy rabbits are always found in sagebrush . 
They prefer tall sagebrush (3 to 5 feet), often in 
ravines . They dig their own burrows which are 
found at the base of sagebrush clumps 
(Chapman, et aI . 1982). The pygmy rabbits 
observed were usually along intermittent streams 
or riparian areas in sagebrush-grasslands. 
Ninety-nine percent of its diet is sagebrush; it 
also utilizes some grasses in mid- to late 
summer. Overgrazing by livestock may impact 
habitat values (WGFD 1991). 
North American Wolverine - This species has 
been observed in the coniferous forests, 
especially dense, continuous stands in remote 
areas of the Wyoming and Wind River Mountain 
Ranges. However, its main distribution is north 
of Wyoming. The wolverine may feed on any 
animal it comes in contact with (e.g., deer, elk, 
moose, rabbits, porcupines, etc.). It also feeds 
on berries in summer and carrion in late 
winter/early spring (WGFD 1991). 
North American Lynx - The lynx has been 
observed within the District (pine Mountain and 
Wyoming Range) in the past, but breeding 
cannot be assumed. Lynx are more restrictive in 
habitat and food selection than bobcats, making 
them more vulnerable to a changing 
environment. Lynx are associated with dense 
coniferous forests , especially Engleman spruce 
and subalpine fir. Throughout their range, lynx 
depend on snowshoe hares for most of their diet . 
This dependence is refl ected in cyclical 
fluctuations of lynx populations with changing 
snowshoe hare densities (WGFD 1991 ; BLM 
1986). 
Trumpeter Swan - The trumpeter is an 
uncommon resident, but has been observed 
associated with marshes and lakes along the 
Green River and has been transplanted into 
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Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge and upper 
Green River. Inadequate winter habitat likely 
discourages it from more common occurrence. 
The trumpeter feeds largely on aquatic plants, 
both submergents and emergents, including 
seeds, stems, and tubers of several species. The 
nearest trumpeter swan nesting occurs in the 
Targhee National Forest in Idaho and Wyoming 
where they use older, more eutrophic lakes, 
which are relatively shallow, have a large part 
of the surface covered with vegetation, and have 
at least 25 percent of the total area less than I 
meter deep (WGFD 1991 ; BLM 1986). 
White-Faced Ibis - The ibis is an uncommon 
summer resident within the District . It has been 
observed in association with marshes, and wet-
moist (irrigated) meadows along the Bear River 
in the Cokeville area, the Big Piney-LaBarge 
area along the Green River, within the 
Seedskadee National Wildlife Refuge, and Eden 
Reservoir. It feeds mostly on aquatic 
invertebrates and insects. Nesting has been 
documented in the Cokeville area along the Bear 
River. Ibis prefer nesting in bulrushes or 
canails and occasionally on the ground on an 
island (WGFD 1991). 
Ferruginous Hawk - The ferruginous hawk is 
a common resident that can be found throughout 
the District. It is associated with riparian-
cottonwood, basin-prairie shrublands, mountain 
foothill grasslands, and juniper woodlands . It is 
found in more xeric sites than other raptors . It 
avoids mountainous areas, steep canyons, and 
high cliffs. The ferruginous hawk nests on low 
rocky outcrops (preferred), on the ground , on 
cut banks, in small groves of trees, and artificial 
platforms . It feeds mostly on small mammals 
(ground squirrels, pocket gophers, and rabbits) . 
There is a noticeable drop in numbers in winter 
(WGFD 1991 ; BLM 1986). 
Northern Goshawk - The goshawk is a 
common resident that has been observed , 
including nests , in coniferous (lodgepole), 
deciduous (aspen), and mixed forest types 
throughout the District (pine, Little, and 
Raymond Mountains and foothills of Wyoming 
and Wind River Mountain Ranges). Its habitat 
is in areas of gentle slopes or flat areas near a 
steep incline or canyon, often near water. The 
goshawk nests in trees and forages in a variety 
of habitats . It feeds mosUy on birds and small 
mammals (WGFD 1991; BLM 1986). 
Mountain Plover - The mountain plover is a 
common summer resident, migrating out of the 
state during the winter. It has been observed 
throughout the District. Its habitat is associated 
with the sagebrush-grassland areas in the District 
providing open areas of shortgrass and midgrass 
height. The plover is a grassland nesting 
shorebird . The plover nests on the ground, 
somewhat exposed. It feeds on insects, 
particularly grasshoppers. 
Long-Billed Curlew - The long-billed curlew is 
an uncommon summer re:;ident that migrates out 
of the area during the winter. It is most 
frequenUy associated with wet-moist meadow 
grasslands, and irrigated native meadows with 
aquatic areas nearby, agricultural lands, and 
shorelines . Areas within the District where this 
species may be found are the irrigated native 
haylands and farmlands along the Bear River, 
the Henry's Fork, Hams Fork, Green River, 
FarsonlEden area, New Fork River, and the 
many tributaries of the upper Green River. The 
curlew is a grassland nester that prefers nesting 
on the ground near water, sometimes in moist 
hollows. They feed on insects and aquatic 
invertebrates (WGFD 1991 ; BLM 1986). 
Black Tern - The black tern is a common 
summer resident associated with freshwater 
marsh and aquatic habitats in the District. Its 
potential habitat areas would coincide with those 
of the long-billed curlew. It nests on floating 
mats of dead vegetation, often on a muskrat 
house. It feeds on insects, aquatic invertebrates, 
and small fish (WGFD 1991). 
Loggerhead Shrike - The shrike is a common 
summer resident associated with pinyon-juniper, 
woodlands, and basin-prairie and mountain 
foothill shrublands within the District. It nests 
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in deciduous trees or shrubs where it hides its 
nest by bcating it below the crown in a crotch 
or low branch. The shrike feeds on insects, 
small vertebrates, and carrion . 
Western Boreal Toad - The toad is a common 
resident. It Occurs in wet situations in the 
foothi lls, and montane and subalpine zones. It 
feeds primarily on ants, but may eat larval and 
adult beetles, moths, and other insects. Egg 
laying occurs in shallow water. Toads have 
been observed in the Kemmerer area. 
Spotted Frog - The spotted frog is a common 
resident. It occurs in ponds and sloughs, as well 
as small streams in foothills and montane zones. 
Animals have been observed in the Cokeville 
area. 
SPECIAL 
AREAS 
MANAGEMENT 
Wilderness Study Areas/Instant 
Study Areas 
There are 14 wilderness study areas and I 
instant study area in the District (Map B, 
Appendix D). The Rock Springs District has 
recommended six of the wilderness study areas 
and the instant study area for designation as 
wilderness. This recommendation has been 
submitted by the Secretary of the Interior to 
Congress and is awaiting their action. Table 111_ 
3 lists, by BLM Resource Area, the name and 
acreage for each wilderness study area and 
instant study area. Until Congress takes action 
on the BLM suitability recommendations, all the 
wilderness study areas and instant study area 
will be managed under the Interim Management 
Policy and Guidelines {or Lands Under 
Wilderness Review (BLM Manual H-8550-1). 
The acreage in Table 111-3 reflects the acreage 
analyzed in the Final Wilderness Study Area EIS 
(1990) and does not necessarily indicate the 
acreage reco mmended for wilderness 
designation. 
TABLE 01-3 
WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS 
ResotJI'a! Ara Wild0rnes5 Study Ara Acnae_ 
Kemmerer Raymond Mountain· 34,456 
Pinedale Lake Mountain 13,865 
Scab Creek (ISA)" 7,636 
Green River Buffalo Hump' 10,300 
Sand Dun .. 21.109 
Alkali Draw 17,630 
South Pinnacles 10,800 
Alkali Basin/East Sand Dun .. 12,800 
Red lake 9,515 
Honeycomb Bulles 41 , 188 
Oregon Buues'" 5,700 
Whileborse Creek 4,002 
Devils Playgroundrrwin Bultes 23,841 
Red Creek Badlands 8,660 
Adobe Town- • 85,710 
• Wildcmeu Study Are .. recommended (or wilderness. 
• Adobt: Town wildcme:u IUIdy are. l ere'ae indudcI both Rock Sprinl' and Rawliru Districts. 
Areas of Critical Environmental 
Concern (ACECs) 
There are ten designated ACECs within Ihe 
District (Map B, Appendix D). Six of them 
coincide with all or part of a wilderness study 
area. The term ACEC is defined in the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act (1976) as, "an 
area within the public lands where special 
management attention is required (when such 
areas are developed or used, or where no 
development is required) to protect and prevent 
irreparable damage 10 important historic. 
cultural , or scenic values, fish and wildlife 
resources or other natural systems or processes, 
or to protect life and safety from notural 
hazards." The management prescriptions for the 
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ACECs do not preclude predalor conlrol 
acllv ltles. However, those coinciding with 
wilderness study areas would be required to 
comply with the Interim Management Policy and 
Guidelines for Lands Under Wilderness Review 
(BLM Manual H-8550-1), and others may 
seasonally reslrict the method or technique of 
predator control (e.g. , some are raptor nesting 
concentration areas, so aerial gunning may be 
restricted during nesting; some are crucial winter 
range for big game animals, so aerial hunting 
may be restr icted during severe winters in these 
areas). Table 111-4 lists the ACECs by BLM 
Resource Area, identifies those that coincide 
with wilderness study areas. and lists predator 
control reslrict ions. 
TABLE 1114 
AREAS or CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONC ERN 
ResoUl'a! A ..... ACEC (WSA) 
Kemmerer Raymond Mountain (WSA) 
Pinedale Rock Creek (Lake Mountain WSA) 
Beaver Creek 
Green River Buffalo Hump (WSA) 
Sand Dunes (WSA) 
Oregon Bulles (WSA) 
Devils PlaygroundfTwin Bulles (WSA) 
Red Creek Badlands (WSA) 
White Mountain Petroglyphs 
Cedar Canyon 
Natural Corrals 
Wild Horse Herd Management 
Areas 
There are four wild horse herd management 
areas within the District and one interim 
management area, all of which are located 
within the Green River Resource Area (Map C, 
AppendIx D). They are the White Mountain, 
Divide Basin, Salt Wells Creek, and Adobe 
Town wild horse herd management areas, and 
LIttle Colorado Interim wild horse herd 
management area. The Adobe Town wild horse 
herd management area is located in both the 
Rock Springs and Rawlins Districts and managed 
by the Rawlins District. Three areas occupied 
by wild horses during the year, outside the wild 
horse herd management areas, are Firehole, 
North Baxter/Jack Morrow, and Lillie Colorado. 
Wild horses within these areas are considered 
excess and subject to removal . The Rock 
Springs District manages the wild horses within 
the four wild horse herd management areas to 
maintain an average population of 1,350 head 
(range of 1, 100 to 1,600) plus an average of 80 
head (range of 59 and 100) in the Lillie 
Colorado Interim wild horse herd management 
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Jndator Conlrol Reslriction(s) 
Motorized vehicles, raplor nesting , crucial winter 
Motorized vehicles, crucial winter 
Elk calving, crucial winter 
Motorized vehicles. crucial winter 
Motorized vehicles, crucial winter 
Motorized vehicles. raptor nesting 
Motorized vehicles 
Motorized vehicles. crucial winter 
Public safety 
Raplor nesting . crucial winter 
Motorized vehicles 
area. No wild horse losses have been reponed 
that wO'Jld be allributable to predation. 
PUBLIC LAND USES 
Public land is used for a variety of purposes and 
may be industrial or recreational in nature. 
Industrial uses include, but are not limited to , oil 
and gas exploration and production, livestock 
grazing, mining, and timber production. 
Recreational uses include, but are not limited to, 
hunting, fishing , camping, trapping, sightseeing, 
horseback riding, hiking, rock hunting, and off-
road vehicle use. The land use plans for the 
respective BLM Resource Areas (Pinedale, 
Kemmerer, and Green River) provide detailed 
information on these and other uses and any 
limitations on their use on public lands . 
livestock Grazing Operations 
Livestock production is a major industry in 
Wyoming and the Rock Springs District. 
Wyoming ranks 3nl in the nation in sheep and 
lamb production and 28th in callIe and calves. 
Uinta, Lincoln. Sweetwater, and Sublelle 
Counties. Wyoming rank 4th, 7th, 11th. and 
19th. respectively, in stock sheep production. 
and 17th, 16th. 22nd, and 13th in all caule 
production . Presently. the District administers 
511 livestock grazing allotments, 425 of which 
are administered under Section 3 of the Taylor 
Grazing Act. and 64 under Section 15. An 
average of 355 permittees are licensed each 
year, with approximately one third utilizing 
multiple allotments within a resource area and/or 
multiple resource areas. Approximately 60 of 
the permillees are sheep or sheep and caule 
operators . The following discussion 
concentrates on sheep operations because the 
need for predatory animal damage control is 
predominately associated with sheep operations. 
Many of the allotments located in the District, 
primarily the Green River and Kemmerer 
Resource Areas, provide winter lambing ranges 
for sheep operators. Sheep operators trail or 
truck their sheep, beginning around the first of 
October, from areas within the District, or from 
National Forest lands, as well as from Colorado 
and Utah, to winter in these areas allotments 
(Map E, Appendix D). Winter caule use also 
occurs in some areas on public lands, but most 
caule operators gather their caule and winter 
them at their ranch, feeding them hay produced 
on their base property (i.e., land owned or 
controlled by a permillee that has the capability 
to produce crops or forage that can be used to 
suppon authorized livestock for a specified 
period of the year, 43 CFR 4100.0-5 and 
4110.2-1). In the spring, April and May, sheep 
operators trail or truck their sheep from winter 
ranges to shearing and lambing ranges, generally 
located near their ranch headquaners (Map F, 
Appendix D). 
The typical sheep operation is comprised of 
seven periods of activity in the annual cycle of 
sheep husbandry. These are generally described 
by the Tigner and Larson study (1977) . (The 
Tigner and Larson study was cooducted in the 
Rawlins BLM District between 1973 and 1975. 
It was a 3-year research study, under the 
Division of Research , U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, conducted to determine the magnitude 
and causes of sheep loss during range operations 
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in the mountain West. Five southern Wyoming 
sheep ranching operations were closely 
monitored year-round. This study is referenced 
because of the proximity of the study area to the 
Rock Springs District (co mparable 
physiography, climatic conditions, vegetation, 
etc .) and because of the similarity in ranching 
operations.) 
SummLr Grating - Usually during the 
period of July through September sheep 
graze the mountain allotments located on 
the Bridger-Teton, Ashley, and Wasatch-
Cache National Forests. A few operators 
rentain on BLM allotments during the 
summer period . 
Soning and Shipping - In September, the 
sheep are trailed, or occasionally hauled by 
truck, from the summer range to the 
operators shipping point. Here lambs 
(except for replacement ewes) are 
separated and shipped either to a fanning 
area for further fauening or directly to 
market. Winter herds (bands) of about 
2,000 ewes and replacement ewes-Iambs 
are readied for trailing to winter range. 
Trailing /0 Winter Range - Trailing to 
winter range may take a week to ten days 
depending on how far the operator's 
shipping point is from his winter range 
allotment. Predation occurs during this 
period, but is generally light since the 
sheep are maintained in a fairly tight bunch 
and guard dogs and herders are near. 
Winter Range Use - October through 
March is usually the winter use period. 
Rams are put with the ewes for breeding 
about mid-December and removed about 
mid-January. The ewes graze on the 
winter range until shearing, mid-April to 
mid-May . The winter period is the second 
highest period of death loss during the 
year. Causes include exposure, starvation, 
predation. disease and poisonous plants , 
and accidents . Tigner and Larson found 
during this season. for the five sheep 
operations studied . a 3-year average 
confirmed loss due to all causes at 2.6 
percent lambs and 1.6 percent ewes. 
Thiny-nine (39) percent of the lamb loss 
and 22 percent of the ewe loss was due to 
predation_ For lambs lost, exposure was 
the next highest at 38 percent, with 
accidents and disease following at 9 and 8 
percent, respectively. For ewes lost, 
disease/poisonous plants was highest at 32 
percent, and accidents 19 percent. 
Trailing 10 Spring Range - Trailing to 
spring (lambing) range may take a week to 
ten days depending on how far the 
operator's range is from his winter range 
allotment. Predation occurs during this 
period, but is generally light since the 
sheep are maintained in a fairly tight bunch 
and guard dogs and herders are near. 
Some operators shear their sheep at pens 
while still on their winter range. 
Following shearing, they trail their sheep 
to lambing range. 
Spring ShearinglLambing - At the shearing 
pens in April, often located at or near the 
ranch headquaners, ewes are sheared and 
then herded to a nearby lambing range. 
Range lambing then begins by forming 
herds of about 1,000 to 2,000 ewes as they 
leave the shearing pens in late April or 
early May. Herds are usually tended by 
herders throughout lambing. Lambing 
begins about May 10. When the first 500 
ewes have lambed, the ewes and their 
lambs are then gathered so the lambs can 
be tail-<locked, marked, and castrated 
(males only). When 500 more ewes have 
lambed and the lambs are docked , marked 
and castrated, then these two bands of 500 
ewes and their lambs are combined into a 
lambing or summer herd of 1,000 ewes 
and lambs. They arc then moved away to 
wait for trailing to summer range. 
The lambing season is the period of highest 
death loss. This is the period in a sheep's 
life, panicularly as newborn lambs, when 
it is most vulnerable to a variety of 
natural, life threatening causes. These 
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causes include predators_ exposure, 
starvation, stillbinh and abnormalities. 
disease and poisonous plants. and 
accidents . Losses during the lambing 
season always exceed those for the other 
seasons combined. Tigner and Larson 
found during this season. for the five sheep 
operations studied. a 3-year average 
confirmed loss due to all causes at 12.8 
percent lambs and 1.3 percent ewes. 
Sixteen (16) percent of the lamb loss and 
10 percent of the ewe loss was due to 
predation . For lambs lost, starvation and 
exposure was higher. at 18 and 17 percent. 
respectively . For ewes lost , 
disease/poisonous plants and accidents 
were higher, at 27 and 25 percent, 
respectively. 
Trailing to Summer Range - In June or 
July. as lambing is completed, and lambs 
docked, males castrated. the ewes and their 
lambs are formed into summer herds. 
When herds of 2,000 animals are formed 
(approximately 1.000 ewes and 1,000 
lambs), the herders begin trailing the sheep 
to summer ranges, generally on National 
Forest lands. taking about a week to make 
the trip. Occasionally they are trucked. 
Dry ewes are separated out and readied for 
shipping to market. 
Contrary to the belief of some, livestock 
producers are not reimbursed for losses due to 
predation. The WGFD will consider claims for 
livestock damaged or killed by big or trophy 
game aninwls (e.g., bear, lion, etc.) if submitted 
no later than 15 days arter the damage is 
discovered by the owner of the propeny or the 
representative of the owner, to the nearest game 
warden, damage control warden, supervisor, or 
commission member. No award shall be 
allowed to any landowner who has not permitted 
hunting on his propeny during authorized 
hunting seasons. Any bear. mountain lion. or 
bobcat doing damage to private propeny may be 
immediately taken and killed by the owner of the 
propeny, employee of the owner. or lessee of 
the propeny . The owner. employee. or lessee 
shall immediately notify the nearest game 
warden of the killing (WGFD Laws, 23-1-901 
and 23-3-115). 
In an attempt to reduce predator losses. all sheep 
operators use herders. One to two berders 
accompany each band (2.000 head) o~ sheep on 
summer and winter ranges. LambIng IS the 
most difficult time as herders are spread thIR. 
One herder must stay with the early-Iomlnng 
ewe herd while the other stays with the. ewes JlO( 
yet lambed or in the process of 10ml)1ng (drop 
bunch). Whether on lambing range, summer 
range or winter range, herders must constantl y 
be alen for anything thal may cause the loss of 
an animal . The imponance of 0 competent 
herder at all times is critical . Tigner and Lasson 
noted that - ... Although there are still a few 
good middle-aged herders and a few old-tImers 
in their sixties, most of the herders .hlred are 
young and inexperienced . ~e combmal1on of 
inexperience and poor supervISIOn of the herders 
resulted in mixing of herds, accidentS. mlss~ng 
sheep, death and abandonment on the lambmg 
grounds, scattering of the herds, theft of lambs, 
and numerous other problems Including 
predation. - Good competent herders are very 
hard to find. U.S. citizens are JlO( Interested In 
this kind of work because it is very isol~ed . 
remote, lonely, requires going long. periods 
without bathing, or seeing or talking WIth 
anyone. The majority accepting this wor~ are 
immigrants from other countries. ThIS IR Itself 
creates funher complications. In most cases, 
these immigrants have had little or . no 
experience, and there is a language barner. 
Immigrants must learn the livestock operatIon 
including the trailing routes; the wlRter. 
summer, and lambing ranges; learn the ways of 
the predator; and learn the precautionary 
measures that must be taken to prevent loss . 
Tigner and Lasson fouod that predators were 
responsible for indirect damage to herds as well 
as outright killing. Scattermg of a herd by 
predators. panicularly a drop bunch (ewes 
giving binh that drop out of the slowly movmg 
lambing herd to tend their young) durlRg 
lambing. cause some ewes and their I.ambs to 
become separated so that lambs dIe from 
starvalion, trampling. or exposure without their 
death being altributed to predation. 
Tigner and Lasson also JlO(ed thal while the wild 
predators may take the weak and sick first. 
domestic sheep are so defenseless thal it makes 
little difference whether lambs are healthy or JlO( 
_ coyotes. fox . or bear kill th~ with ease .. In 
fact, it is possible thal the health ..... more actJve 
lambs altract the alIention of predatorS more. 
Recreation 
Recreation activities occur throughout the Rock 
Springs District. Recreational activities are 
considered an imporunt use of the pubhc I~ 
by the local citizens and the visiting. pubhc. 
Most of the recreation use on pubhc lands 
occurs during the snow-free periods with the 
summer and fall seasons receiving the hIghest 
use. However. winter use al50 occurs. ~ the 
level of human use during this period IS 
generally very limited or non-existent in large 
ponions of the winter grazing use areas. where 
most of the APHIS-ADC activiry would occur. 
Map A (Appendix D) shows concentration areas 
of recreational use (human concentratIOn areas). 
Some of the activities that occur in areas where 
predator control activities would take place 
include: 
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Spring/Summer - Off-road . vehicle. us<o. 
sightseeing, bird watchIng. bIking. 
horseback riding. photography. ftsbIDg. 
rock hounding. camping, and fuelwOt<l 
gathering occur. Localized high levels of 
public use occurs at prominent points and 
stretche s al o ng the hi sto r ic 
Oregon/California/Mormon Trail. Of 
panicu1ar interest are South Pass. South 
Pass Overlook. False Parting of the Ways. 
Plume Rocks. Dry Sandy Swales. True 
Paning of the Ways. Simpson Hollow. 
Pilot Butte Overlook. and Lombard Ferry 
Crossing on the Green River. The 
wilderness SlUdy areas. ACECs. and 
perermial streams with fishing potential 
also receive localized high us<o by VISItors 
during th is period . Some hunt ing seaso'1S 
begin in the late summer months such as 
upland game birds (grouse), antelope, and 
archery season for big game. 
Fall - Hunting (big game, small game. 
wOllerfowl) is !he prinwy activity tha 
0CC\IlS during this period, witb lower 
levels of the OIher types of recreational 
activity listed under spring/summer 
continuing. 
W'/lIUr - Hunting (small game, late big 
game seasons) and trapping are probably 
the bigbest level of winter use m.r ocaJrs. 
wid. snowmobiling. cross COU/IIJ'y skiing. 
and dog sledding representing OIher 
recreational uses. 
SOCIOECONOMICS 
As IIOIed in Chapter I, approximately 141.000 
sheep and 147,000 callie were on southwest 
Wyoming fanns and ranches in 1993, nearly all 
of which utilized public lands at some time 
during the year (Table I-I). This level of 
production represents a significant part of 
Wyoming's livestock production (17.5 percent of 
the cattle and 20.0 percent of the sheep). 
Approximately 355 livestock operaIors graze 
livestock on public lands administered by the 
BlM. These operaIors and their families are 
d~ent upon the income from their ranching 
operations for their livelibood. Approximately 
60 of these li\'estock producers are sheep or 
sheep and cattle operators. 
The value of cattle/calves, sheep/lambs. and 
wool within the Swe of Wyoming in 1992 was 
estimated at 5463 million. For this ~ period. 
the four-<:ounty area (Lincoln, Uinta. 
Sweetwater, and Sublette) of southwest 
Wyoming had an estimated value of S 112 
million or 24 percent of the total value of all 
livestock production within the Swe (W ASS 
1993). 
The Wyoming Agricultural Swistical Service's 
1993 analysis found that 'Swewide. sheep 
producers lost an estimated 143.000 sheep and 
lambs 10 all causes during 1992, 10 percent 
more than in 1991. Predators accounted for 60 
55 
percent of the total dearb losses ""'ile wearbec 
related deaths accounted for 8 percmt of all 
losses. Total pr~ losses. at 86.300 bead. 
were up 27 percmt from !he previous year . 
Coyotes continued 10 caJSe the most pr~ 
losses. followed by fox and eagles. The 
economic loss 10 sheep and lamb produeers 
~ by predators in 1992 was an estiJmted 
S3.303.800. Total loss 10 all causes was 
estiJmted at 55.857,500. -
Table 1-2 provides a five-year comparison. by 
county, of APHIS-AOC recorded confirmed and 
unconfirmed sheep losses incurred by livestock 
openIOrs due 10 predation witbin !he BlM Rock 
Springs District. This statistical dau is used as 
an indicalor of sheep depredation by coy<U and 
fox . The dau indicates m.r there has been an 
increase in the loss of sheep 10 predation in 
southwest Wyoming. The estimated sheep loss. 
based on Wyoming Agri<ultura/ Statistics 
Service sheep numbers (Table I-I ) and APHIS-
AOC reponed confirmed and unconfirmed sheep 
losses (Table 1-2). was 1.0 percmt in 1989. 1.7 
percmt in 1990, 2.8 percmt in 1991 . and 3.6 
percent. in 1992. This loss represents 
approXImately 75 percem of the sheep operaIors' 
use or the nine-maDIll period when use 0CC\IlS 
on BlM-administered lands. The OIher 25 
percent of the time is speD! on National Forest 
lands. Calendar year 1993 losses represent a 
partial year (April throogb July), and have Dot 
been listed . 
Witbin the BlM Rock Springs District the 
economic loss 10 livestock producers d~e 10 
predators in 1992 is estimated at 5507 .460. 
This is based upon bod! confirmed and 
uRCOnfumed los . <es reponed by APHIS-AOC 
for the nine-month period of use made with;'; 
the District . This l'JSs is inclusive of the markeI 
value of the animals as well as the pr~ 
control costs. Other standard livestock 
production costs are also involved . but are not 
included because they are unknown (e.g .. direa 
and indirect invesunem and operational costs 10 
the ~roducer for feed. supplies. herders. dogs. 
feneIDg, <1<:.). The estimated cumulative 
economic loss 10 livestock producers due 10 
predation over the past five y~ is S I. 9 
million. Losses would h2ve been II:IDdI gr...u:r 
in the ~ of predaor comroI . 
The Animal DomIJI~ CoNroi Aa of 19JI 
autborizes mil IIXIDdaes the Secreury of 
Agriculture to condua comroI of aaimaIs 
injurious to agricDIture • .um.I busbmdry. wild 
game animals. fur-beariD& 1IIimm. bink. mil 
for the procectioa of s&od: mil ocher dome.tic 
.maWs. The Secreury bud&<15 mil the U .. S. 
Congress approves mil oppropriaIes fuDds to 
condua predaor comroI mil reseordJ 011 mor~ 
efficient. effective. mil hwDme m<d>ods of 
control in :occonbnc:e .... provisions of the Act. 
Expmdinues by APHIS-AOC to comroI 
injurious animals mil to JIIlUCl li--esIDCt mil 
OIlIer domestic aaimaIs were opproximady 
5249.360 in 1992 mil 5302.900 in 1993 wiIhin 
the Rock Springs District. T ab!e m-s ~ the 
breakdown of the fundq source mil mIOIIlIl (or 
1992 and 1993. 
Funds for predaor comroI activiIies origm.. 
from FocIenI GovermDCDI 41'"'''' iaIiom. 
County Predaory Animal /!o3rd fees coIlerud 
mnually from sIIeep operators (up 10 $0.60 per 
bead) and CallIe operators (up to $O.W per 
bead), County Grazing BolIrds. St.u Departmeu 
of Agriculture. and fuDds from the WGFD to 
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r<dDce predaiGa ill loc:aIiud .. _ 011 game 0< 
TIE wildlife J'OI'III:aI*- (APHIS 1993). bI 
1992 mil 1993. r~dy. ~ br;CIiIridIra .. ;" the 
~<!If these COIlIriluIi<!ms ..... -40.6 mil 
41. 7 per~ ~ed<nI (Le .. gnziIIg boIn1o 
mil c-y Bo .... IsI. 52.5 ... 45;9 per~ 
APHIS-AOC (F<lIIenI~. 3.5 -' 2_9 
per~ Sale DepartmeaI of A&riaoIWe.. 1.6 mil 
2.0 per~ Uaioe Pxmc Ibiboad.. ... 1 .. 8 mil 
1.5 pel'ctU WGFD. n.e illc<e-. ·iII 
.cxUribaIioa by the ~ grm..g "'-ds . 
1993 aver 1992 {TMe m-SI ..... " ,to maQOe 
.....u; ·comroI oa ~ mil . r""&e5 due 
to illaeases ;" !beep kmcs 10 .. ......._ 
inaease iD "")'Ole ... fax ~. 
Cost/Benefit 
n.e <X!ISlIbendit raIIio <!If ~e control 
in 1992. ~ !be control activiIies ,thai ..... e 
CIOIJIiDouod by APHIS-ADC. is estimaed .. 
.00.'0 in Table m~. 
Bmdit or savings -rith ""od:lIIory lI!l.Imal control 
would be ·beIw ..... 51).8 and SI. 7 · i0D ,(0< to< 
every 00Ibr spent fur pr<>dJtlor COIlIroI d>er., 
......wd be a savings of $3.35 10 56.110. ) 
TABLE 111-5 
APHIS-ADC ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL FUNDING SOURCE 
(Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993) 
Funding Source Dollar Amount 
Federal Government Fundi"Rlf 1992 
Sweetwater County $33,250 
Uinta County 28,500 
Lincoln County (part time. 3/4 posi tion) 15 ,750 
Sublette CountyU 0 
District Supervisor (office. equipment, etc.) 53,525 
Cooperative Funding (For Aerial Hunting Only) 
Sweetwater County Grazing Board $15 ,000 
Uinta County Grazing Board 5,000 
Lincoln County Grazing Board 10,000 
Sublette CountyU 0 
Union Pacific Railroad 4,000 
County Predatory Animal Board (PAB) 
Sweetwater County 
PAS (includes contribution from $27,645 
WGFD)" 
State Department of Agriculture 2,940 
Uinta County 
PAB (includes conlribulion From WGFD)" I 31,880 
State Department of Agriculture 2,940 
Li"col" County 
PAS (includes contribution from WGFD)16 15 ,990 
State Department of Agriculture 2,940 
Subleut Coufl(i~ 0 
TOTAL $249,360 
1993 
$38,000 
33,245 
11.080 
0 
56,730 
$20,000 
10,000 
15 ,000 
0 
6,000 
S42,590 
2,940 
37,675 
2,940 
23,760 
2,940 
0 
$302,900 
14 Fcdcl'1!Il fundi ng is based upon the number of APH IS-AOe tnlPpers located in the work area . Within Inc Rock Springs 
District. there are 51n!.ppcnl and one District Supervisor. Til:: U.S . D-:partmcnt of Agriculture a llocate. S1 9,000 pe r trapper 
and S56 .000 per Dist rict Supervisor to covcr salarie! and the bene fit s , travel. and vehicles of the tmppen and equipment 
expense: (phone. office building maintenance, etc.) . 
n APHIS.ADC h.s..s predatory animal control operat ing agreements to do all eontrol work wit:'in county boundarie!. with all 
but one of the four County Boards within the Rock Spring! Di!triet . Suhlette County Board is not cove red by an agreement 
wit h APHIS·ADC . but livestock opc:mtors who have paid a predatory animal eont rol fee to a County Board that has an 
agreement with APHIS·ADC will be honored when they make use: in Sublette County . County Boards without an agreement 
fund and administer the ir own eontrol program. 
16 Contribution! from the WGFD have avcNged S 1.500 pe r yea r per county to compensate APH IS ·ADe for anticipated 
cfforts in cO'1troliing damagc or connict caused by trophy gil me animal!. predatory animal!. or other wi ldlife (e .g . • lion. bear. 
beaver, and nuisance calls) . 
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TABLE 111-6 
COSTS IN 1992 
DESCRIPTION COST 
Cost with predatory animal control 
With 3.5 percent loss 4,450 animals 10s1 @ S58 per animal S258, loo 
Plus predator control costs S249,360 
Total Cost S507,46O 
Cost without predatory animal contml l1 
Witb loss at 18 percent 23 ,000 animals losl @ $58 per animal $1 ,344,000 
Increased standard livestock production costs" S unknown 
Total Cost $ unknown 
With loss at 30 percent 38,000 animals 1051 @ S58 per animal $2,204,000 
Increased standard livestock production costs" $ unknown 
Total Cost Srm????? 
11 Calculations arc based upon the researeh findings of Dr. Fred Knowlton. Rellcarch Associale Profe~50 r . Uta~ State 
University . whieh have shown that if coyote! and othe r predalory animals are not controlled. loue! may Jump Il5 high All 1810 
30 percent. 
.. Without animal da.mage control. there would be inerca...~ non . lct~1 pred~t~r control cost~ 1.0 ~he livcst~k producer. " • 
These would vary from opemtor 10 opertltor . They would consist of hinng addItIonal herders. hUlldmg lamhmg sheds, fcncms 
to exclude predators. acqui ring additional guard dogs, hiring independenls 10 conduct control. etc . 
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CHAPTER IV - ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES 
INTRODUCTION 
This section includes a discussion of the 
environmental impacts of the proposed action 
and alternatives. The discussion will provide 
sufficient evidence and analysis for the District 
Manager to determine, following public review 
and comment, whether an environmental impact 
statement will be required or whether a finding 
of no significant impact can be supported (40 
CFR 1508.9). 
As noted at the beginn ing of Chapter III, it has 
been determined that the followi ng elements 
would not be affected by the proposed or 
alternative animal damage control activities and 
therefore will not be analyzed for impacts: air 
quality , water quality, regional hydrology. 
floodplains , wetland/riparian zones , 
soils/watershed . vegetation, visual resources, 
prime/un ique farmlands , fisheries, threatened 
and endangered fish and plants, wild horses, 
Native American religious concerns, cultural 
values, paleontological values , hazardous/solid 
wastes, wi ld and scenic rivers, minerals. and 
forest resources. Predator control activities do 
not have the potential to impact or change the 
character or value of the listed resources. Only 
those components that would be affected by the 
proposed and alternative predator control 
activities are analyzed . 
IMPACTS OF 
METHODS 
CONTROL 
The APHIS-ADC Animal Damage Control 
Program Supplement to the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, (Appendix T), provides a 
detailed risk assessment of wildlife damage 
control methods used by the USDA Animal 
Damage Control Program. This document is 
referenced and is availahle for review for more 
detail on study and research findings regarding 
methods. risk 10 the environment and publ ic 
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safety. and mitigating opportunit ies . The 
following assessment focu ses on the effects of 
control methods as implemented by APHIS-ADC 
on projects within the Rock Springs District. 
Under the Proposed Action and Alternatives A 
and B, the APHIS-ADC Program would use 
chemical and nonchemical methods to control 
the wildlife damage problems caused by coyote 
and red fox predation on domestic livestock. 
The chemical methods are sodium cyanide (M-
44 cyanide capsules) and sod ium nitrate (gas 
cartridge for coyotes). No other chemical 
method is proposed - no /OBO baits or lOBO 
collats. The use of 1080 in any form is illegal 
except under special , closely monitored 
conditions. The nonchemical methods are 
leghold traps, snares. aerial hunting. and calling 
and shooting . 
Chemical 
Sodium Cyanide Capsule (M-44) - The M-44 
capsules are applied on rangelands for the 
control of coyote depredation on sheep. The 
capsules are placed along game trai ls. livestock 
trails, and ridges and near seldom-used ranch 
roads and along fencelines . The application rate 
cannot exceed 10 M-44 capsules per 100 acres 
or 12 per square mile (640 acres). The capsules 
are checked weekly . This chemical is applied in 
the winter and spring. The olfactory anractant 
attracts animals occurring on rangeland that are 
attracted to the scent and that are likely to 
activate the ejector device. 
A very high level of concern and opposition was 
expressed by the public to the use of sodium 
cyanide and the M-44 dev ice. Four reasons 
were expressed repeatedly : I) sodium cyanide 
is comparable to 1080 and therefore will have 
secondary poisoning effects; 2) the M-44 will 
attract and kill personal hunting dogs or pets 
when they are out being exercised or hunting ; 3) 
sodium cyanide is an inhumane method of taking 
predators; and 4) the M-44 could cause the death 
of a human . 
In response to these concerns, our analysis 
shows the following: I) Sodium cyanide does 
not have secondary poisoning effects . A canid 
or carnivore killed from the ingestion of the 
chemical will not cause the death of another 
canid . carnivore, animal. or bird that feeds upon 
it. Due to the application method and mode of 
toxicity , the only potential exposure scenario 
would occur through direct contact. 2) Although 
the M-44 was designed to specifically target only 
canids (Le .• coyotes, faxes. and feral dogs) it 
has resulted in the death of not only nontarget 
canids. including domestic dogs, but also other 
animals that are not canids , such as the badger, 
bobcat. skunk, porcupine, raccoon, ring-tailed 
cat . black bear. raven, crow. and vulture. A 
total of 1,052 nontarget deaths were reported as 
a result of predator control in 16 western states 
during fiscal year 1988, or approximately 6 
percent of the total animal kill resulting from the 
use of the M-44 (APHIS-A DC Direct Control 
Methods Report (992). 3) Death occurs by 
propelling sodium cyanide into the animals 
mouth , causing death through the inhalation of 
IOxic fumes. When in contact with moisture, 
sod ium cyanide releases hydrogen cyanide. the 
actual toxicant. Coma and death follow within 
60 to 120 seconds. No pain is experienced since 
the chemical prevents oxygen use by the tissues. 
4) No human has ever been killed by the M-44. 
The likelihood of this ever happening would be 
almost non-existent. Those at greatest risk are 
the trappers who set the devices. 
Although numerous restrictions have been issued 
relating to application of sodium cyanide, this 
chemical is difficult to mitigate because of the 
unique mode of application and the difficulties 
associated with controll ing potential nontarget 
exposure. However, the potential adverse 
effects can be mitigated with implementation of 
the Assumptions and the Stipulations and 
Restrictions defined in Chapter n, including the 
EPA use Restrictions listed in Appendix B. 
Through the careful admi nistration of these 
measures. the likelihood of non-target species 
being taken can be reduced substantially . For 
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example, the APHIS-ADC method of placement 
would be on winter and lambing ranges 
(December I through June 30) in proximity to 
sheep herds using the area where losses due to 
predation are occurring or where losses can be 
reasonably expected to occur based upon 
recurrent prior experience of predation on the 
ranch unit or allotment. Placement panerns 
innuenced by the presence or absence of 
nontarget animals would affect the likelihood of 
nontarget animals being taken . EPA measures 
7. 8. 9, 12. 15 , 23. and 26 (Appendix B), 
coupled with the Stipulations and Restrictions 3. 
4, 5, 7, 8, 10. II . 15. and 16 would mitigate 
the potential for unnecessary adverse effects on 
nontarget animals. 
Sodium Nitrate (Gas Canridge for Coyotes) 
The cartridge is designed for control of coyotes 
and fox in dens to reduce livestock depredation . 
The fumigants are placed only in active coyote 
dens. Any animals inhabiting the dens where 
the gas cartridges are applied would be affected . 
The likelihood of other animal species, except 
invertebrates, occurring along with coyotes in 
active dens is very low. No secondary hazards 
would result from use of sodium nitrate gas 
cartridges. No domestic animals would be 
affected . No further mitigation is necessary. 
because burrows are investigated for the 
presence of susceptible nontarget species. as 
specified on the product label. Investigative 
techniques include searching for sign (e.g .. 
tracks. scat, hair, etc.) or actual observance of 
nontarget animal presence. 
Nonchemical 
Leghold Traps - A leghold trap captures an 
animal by gripping its leg or foot. Injuries may 
occur 10 the animals caught either from the force 
of the trap closing or from efforts of the animal 
trying to escape. By law. leghold traps must be 
checked every 72 hours . At that time. if a 
nontarget animal is caught. the APHIS-A DC 
specialist releases the animal if not injured or 
precluded from maintaining itself in the wi ld . 
Non-target species (e.g .. skunk. badger. rabbit, 
raven. bobcat . etc .) that are injured and are not 
capable of maintaining themselves in the wild 
will be disposed of quickly and humanely . If 
the animal is an eagle, raplor, or other prolecled 
s~ecies, it will be removed from the Irap and 
gIven 10 the nearesl U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service official or local WGFD official for 
handling. 
Leghold traps capture the grealest variely of 
SpecIes of any of the conlrol methods used in the 
APHIS-ADC program. This method may be 
used year long, excepl in reslricled areas and 
tim~ periods. Leghold Iraps are either placed 
be:',de or,. in specific situalions, in Iravel-ways 
beong actIvely used by the larget species. 
Pla~ement of these Iraps is contingenl upon the 
hablt~ . of the respective largel species, habilal 
condItIons, and presence of nontarget animals. 
Scent sets (olfactory attractants), placed near the 
Irap, are used 10 entice the animal into the Irap. 
Scent formulas vary, bUI their objective is to 
attract largel animals. Traps placed around 
visual attractants (e.g., a sheep carcass) musl be 
no closer than 30 feet from the attraclanl to 
proteCI non-Iarget species, such as raptors. 
A~HIS-ADC Irappers within the Rock Springs 
D,strict commonly use 30 steps, which equales 
10 60 to 90 feet, greaUy reducing the chance of 
a non-Iarget species being caught. 
The highest risk of nontarget species being laken 
is with the leghold Irap. APHIS-ADC now 
requires the use of pan-lens ion devices in 
leghold traps. These devices reduce the chance 
th.ar lighler, nontargel animals will be caught. 
R,sk of human injury by leghold Iraps is 
reslricled 10 APHIS-ADC employees. The 
required Slipulations and Restriclions numbers 
3, 4,6, 7, 10, I I, 15, and 16, would miligale 
pore?lial adverse effects 10 safety and nontargel 
species . 
Snares - The snare is used to capture an 
anomal by the leg when il sleps in the loop. 
Human safely hazards associaled with the use of 
snares are minor. APHIS-ADC policy is 10 
check snares weekly . Nonlargel animals caughl 
In a snare on the first day would be emacialed 
by the sixth day, bul would be expecled 10 
survIve. A nontargel animal caughl is released 
if nol injured or precluded from mainlaining 
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ilself in the wild . No addit ional miligalion is 
needed . 
Aerial Hunting - This method involves the 
removal of largel animals (almost exclusively 
coyotes) th rough shooling from helicoplers or 
fixed-w;oged aircraft . This method is used 
throughout .the year, but use , grealesl during 
the fal l, wInter, and spring. This method is 
highly seleclive for largel animals . All f1ighl 
aCllvllles are conducled in ac"ordance with the 
Airborne Hunting Act (50 CFR 1.19), Federal 
Avialion Agency regulations, and APHIS-ADC 
pr~gr~ Aviation Safety and Operations 
guldehnes . Hazards 10 the public are minimal 
and are Iimiled 10 flighl aClivilies al and near 
airpons and inhabited areas. Harassment of 
nesting or winler roosling raplors and of 
winlering concenlralions of big game during 
severe Winters are potential adverse effects . 
However, the adverse effecls can be miligaled 
with implementalion of the Assumplions and the 
Slipulalions and Reslriclions 2, 3, 4, 9, I I, 13, 
and 14, (specified in Chapter II), which would 
miligale pOlenlial adverse effects 10 safely and 
nontargel species . 
Calling and Shooting - This method may 
be u~ed ~roughout the year. Calling and 
shoollng IS very seleclive in laking largel 
anomals. No addilional miligalion is required . 
PROPOSED ACTION 
(PRESENT MANAGEMENT 
WITH M-44 USE) 
The Proposed AClion would provide for the 
conlinualion of APHIS-ADC's ongoing program 
of predalor control on public lands, plus the 
addUlon of the M-44 sodium cyanide device as 
a lethal conlrol method . The Proposed AClion 
would ulilize the cooperalive integralion of all 
avai lable non-lethal and lethal methods of 
conlrol. The proposed predalor control would 
be conducled within the planned and reslricled 
control areas shown on the maps in Appendix D 
and on accordance with the Slipulalions and 
Reslrictions in Chapler II. 
Non-lethal methods used al the discrelion (and 
affordability) of the Iiveslock producer would 
include animal husbandry praclices (e.g., use of 
herders, guard dogs, diligent herding, use of 
sheds and pens during lambing and calving, 
herding sheep away from high risk areas); and 
animal behavior modification lechniques (e.g" 
eleclronic distress sounds, propane exploders, 
pyrotechnics, lights, and aversive agents such as 
chemical repellents). However, these laclics 
have limiled applicalion since predators lend 10 
adapt or habituate 10 the scare or aversive tactic. 
Lethal methods of control would be aerial 
shooting, calling and shooting, leghold traps, 
snares, denning, decoy dogs , and M-44 sodium 
cyanide devices. 
Wildlife Resource 
Game Animals 
Elk . Deer. and Pronghorn Antelope 
No significant adverse impact 10 elk, deer, 
pronghorn anlelope or other big game would 
occur under the Proposed AClion with 
implementalion of the Slipulalions and 
Reslriclions, panicularly numbers 4, 5, II , 14, 
and 16. The use of the M-44 as an addilional 
1001 , used in combinalion with the other 
conventional methods, would be expected 10 
sl ighUy enhance elk, deer, and pronghorn 
anlelope populalions by reducing predalion on 
young. A deer and pronghorn antelope may be 
caught in a sleel trap or leg snare; however, the 
incident rale would be minor (I per year) and 
the 72-hour trap and weekly snare checking 
requirements would provide appropriale 
opponunily for animal release if nOI injured or 
precluded from maintaining ilself in the wild . 
Mountain Lion . Black Bear. and Grizzly Bear 
No significant adverse impact to mounta in lion 
or black bear would occur under Allernalive A 
with implemenlation of the Stipulations and 
Restriclions, panicularly numbers 5, 6, 7, 8, 12 , 
and 16. The pOlenlial for a grizzly bear 
encounler is remole. Some repons of grizzly 
sighlings in the Green R, ver Lakes area of Ihe 
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Bridger-Telon Nalional Forest have been 
received by the WGFD, however, these have not 
been confirmed (WGFD; Mark Bruscino, 
personal communicalion). The polenlial for the 
mountain lion, black bear, or grizzly bear to be 
laken as a non-Iarget species through the use of 
the M-44 is low since BLM-adminislered lands 
where control would be conducted lack suilable 
habitat and because of the implemenlation of the 
Slipulations and Restrictions and the required 
conformance with the EPA Use Restrictions 
(Appendix B), panicularly numbers 7 and 8. 
Upland Game and Waterfowl 
The Proposed AClion would benefil upland game 
birds and walerfowl in areas of predalory animal 
cont rol by reducing predation on game birds, 
panicularly sage grouse and walerfowl. The 
beneficial effects of conlrol to waterfowl has 
been demonstraled by the study conducted by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service on the 
Seedskadee Nalional Wildlife Refuge, where 
nesling success increased by over 1,000 percent 
with predator conlrol (see Chapter III , 
Waterfowl , for funher informalion) . One reason 
for the high predalor effects on waterfowl within 
the Seedskadee Refuge is the "island effecl" - an 
oasis of ducks and olher bird and mammal li fe -
which draws predalors. However, the more 
widespread Occurrence and nesling of sage 
grouse would nOI have as strong a predalor 
draw. If condi tions arise (e.g., severe winter) 
which would cause control activities to become 
a disturbance factor, implementalion of the 
Proposed Action Stipulalions and Restriclions 
would reduce any adverse impacls . 
Nongame and Furbearers 
No significant impacts are expected to occur [0 
populations of nongame or furhearing species . 
Prairie dogs, jackrabbits, and other small 
animals could accidenlally be caughl in leghold 
traps or snares; however, wilh Ihe APHIS-ADC 
using 3-pound pan tension devices in leghold 
traps, the likelihood would be low. Adverse 
impacts should be negligihle with the 72-hour 
trap and weekly snare checki ng requ irements 
which would provide appropriate opportunity for 
animal release if not injured or precluded from 
maintaining itself in the wild . APHIS-ADC 
reponed for the years of 1991 , 1992, and 1993 
(Table III- I) , catching in traps and snares 69 
nontarget species (1.7 percent of the total 
animals taken), with 45 of the animals being 
released, leaving 0.6 percent actually killed . 
The impact, therefore, on non-target species 
would remain low. M-44's are very selective to 
the canine family. Implementation of the 
Stipulations and Restrictions would reduce or 
eliminate potential adverse effects . This impact 
should be insignificant. 
Raptors 
Under the Proposed Action, with implementation 
of the Stipulations and Restrictions, panicularly 
numbers 4, 7, 10, II, 13 , and 16, impacts to 
raptors would be expected to be minimal to 
nesting and fledgling raptors , and to wintering 
concentrations. Potential impact to ground 
nesting raptors and burrowing owls would be 
mitigated by the requirement that all vehicular 
travel across public lands be confined to ex isting 
roads and trails (see Chapter II , Assumption F) . 
Predators 
The coyote and red fox are the primary targets 
of predator control activities; not for eradication 
but for damage control within local ized areas : 
No control activities conducted by APHIS-A DC 
are for the purpose of extirpat ing a species . The 
APHIS-ADC program operates in accordance 
with international , national , and state laws and 
regulations enacted to ensure species 
maintenance and viability. Eradication may be 
an achievable goal only in limited cases, such as 
on islands or in isolated areas where the target 
species population is confined to a relatively 
small . well-defined area. 
The effects of control would not adversely 
impact these species under the Proposed Action 
with implementation of the Assumptions and the 
Stipul ations and Restrictions defined in Chapter 
II . The objective of cont ro l is to take offending 
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animals, thus the effects to the coyote or fox 
populations would be local . The substantial 
removal of predators within the localized areas 
around lambing, calving, or winter range would 
result in an influx of a new predator population 
and an increase in productivity. The control 
effect would be shan term ; a new population 
will have moved into the vacated territory by the 
following year; thus, the reason for continued 
control within the lambing and winter range 
areas year after year. Livestock producers 
contend that control must continue if livestock 
losses to predation are to be kept under 
reasonable control. 
As noted in the studies cited in Chapter III , the 
coyote and fox are very adaptable, prolific, and 
opponunistic and occupy almost every habitat in 
North America. Because of their omnivorous 
natures, the coyote has expanded its range by 
adapting to all habitat types within the District . 
and the red fox has expanded to many of the 
previously unoccupied farm and wetland/riparian 
habitats. The effect of predator control activities 
on the coyote and red fox populations would 
continue to be negligible because, overall, the 
populations will continue to maintain themselves , 
with highs and lows in populations influenced by 
prey availability . Sheep loss figures in Table 1-2 
and the coyote and fox taken figures in Table 
III- I provide indices on population change. 
They indicate that predator populations have 
steadily increased over the past five years. 
When fur prices are high (e.g. , $50 to $100 per 
coyote pelt) there is active trapping and hunting 
by the general public. Under these conditions 
APHIS-ADC activities could reduce th; 
successful opponunity for the public to take 
coyotes or fox for their fur. On the other hand , 
if fur prices go up, the public take of the coyote 
and fox would go up and the need for APHIS-
ADC would he reduced. However, for the past 
ten years, fur prices have heen low with no 
increase in sight , and the public take of coyotes 
and fox has been low; therefore the need for 
APHIS-ADC activities has increased , but would 
have liule effect on this form of public 
recreation. 
Non-Target Animals Taken During 
Predator Control 
For the APHIS-ADC program within the Rock 
Springs District , the percentage of non-target 
animals that were inadvenently destroyed as a 
result of being captured (percent of total 
captured) by traps or snares was 0 .6, 0.9, and 
0.4 percent, respectively for the years 1991 , 
1992, and 1993, for a three-year average of 0 .6 
percent (Table III-I). These data demonstrate 
the impact of traps and snares on nontarget 
species directly affected were minimal. The 
impact is locally specific and shan term. 
The added use of the M-44, although canid 
specific, would increase the risk of taking non-
canid, nontarget species. These would include 
badger, skunk, raccoon, black bear, mountain 
lion, bobcat, and domestic dog and cat. 
However, with implementation of the 
Assumptions and the Stipulations and 
Restrict ions defined in Chapter II, including the 
EPA Use Restrictions as discussed above under 
Predator Control Methods, the likelihood of 
non-target species being taken can be reduced 
substantially. 
Threatened 
Species 
or Endangered 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service consultation 
memorandum and biological opinion to USDA-
APHIS , Washington, D.C., dated July 28, 1992, 
is referenced in the assessment of potential 
impacts to threatened or endangered species . 
Listed Species 
Black-Footed Ferret 
Although there are no known black-footed 
ferrets within the Rock Springs District , there is 
the potent ial for an adverse impact on the black-
footed ferret from the use of leghold traps wi thin 
active prairie dog towns by trapping a ferret. 
There is also the potential for a beneficial impact 
on the ferret from the use of M-44's and leghold 
traps by controlling the coyote and fox within 
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the vicinity of prairie dog towns . APHIS-ADC 
personnel believe that if coyotes and other 
predators are controlled, there will be less 
chance of their killing a ferret or prairie dog, the 
ferret's primary food source, although coyotes 
probably would not kill enough prairie dogs to 
adversely affect black-footed ferret numbers. 
Predator control (primarily for coyotes) in and 
around prairie dog towns would also decrease 
the possibility of introducing diseases which may 
adversely impact the black-footed ferret . 
The likelihood of black-footed ferret occurring 
within the Rock Springs District is low to 
nonexistent. Over the past ten years , there have 
been numerous projects (over 50) constructed 
throughout the District. These projects have 
included such construction-related activity as 
surface coal mining. trona mining, oil and gas 
field developments , major pipelines, fiberoptic 
cables, gas processing facilities , powerlines, 
etc. , all of which required inventory for prair ie 
dog town occurrence and a black-footed ferret 
clearance survey. No ferrets nor ferret sign has 
been found . The U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service 
estimates that it requires an active white-tailed 
prairie dog town of between 196 and 475 acres 
to suppon a single ferret (USFWS Biological 
Opinion 1992). Because the potential exists, 
however, precautionary measures will continue. 
A determination that the Proposed Action is "not 
likely to adversely affect" the black-footed ferret 
is made on the basis of the above information 
and implementation of Assumption F, the 
Stipulations and Restrict ions, numbers 2, 5, 7, 
and 16, defined in Chapter II , and the EPA Use 
Restrictions (numbers 8 and 9) . With these 
provisions, the Proposed Action is not likely to 
affect the black-footed ferret. 
Gray Wolf 
The use of M-44s , leghold traps, and snares to 
control coyotes could adversely affect the gray 
wolf. The accidental shooting of a wolf while 
hunting co),otes is an extremely remote 
possibility because wolves are distinguishable 
from the air, but such incidents have occurred . 
There is no documented evidence of gray wolf 
occurrence, nor is there any defined "occupied 
gray wolf range" within the Rock Springs 
District. The nearest recovery area for wolves 
is in Yellowstone National Park, approximately 
100 air miles nonh of the District. Because the 
potential exists. however I precautionary 
measures will continue. 
A determination that the Proposed Action is "not 
likely to adversely affect" the gray wolf is made 
on the basis of the above information and 
implementation of Assumption F, the 
Stipulations and Restrictions, numbers 2, 5, 7, 
and 16, defined in Chapter II, and the EPA Use 
Restrictions (numbers 8 and 9). With these 
provisions. the action is not likely to affect the 
gray wolf. 
Bald Eagle 
Leghold trap and snare sets commonly use bait 
to attract the target species to them. Many non-
target species are also attracted causing them to 
be captured . However, APHIS-ADC's policy of 
not setting traps or snares within 30 feet from a 
draw station to prevent the capture of non-target 
species should eliminate the potential of an eagle 
being captured. Aerial hunting could cause 
harassment of nesting or winter roosting birds. 
This could adversely affect nesting success or 
result in collision loss(s) . However, BLM has 
identified bald eagle nesting and winter roost 
areas and these will be avoided during aerial 
hunting. 
A determination that the Proposed Action is "not 
likely to adversely affect" the bald eagle or 
adversely modify its critical habitat is made on 
the basis of existing information and 
implementation of Assumption F, the 
Stipulations and Restrictions. numbers 2. 5. 7, 
13 , and 16, defined in Chapter II, and the EPA 
Use Restrictions (numbers 8 and 9). With these 
provisions the action is not likely to affect the 
bald eagle. 
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Peregrine Falcon 
A determination that the Proposed Action is "not 
likely to adversely affect" the peregrine falcon 
or adversely modify its critical habitat is made 
on the basis of existing information and 
implementation of Assumption F, the 
StipUlations and Restrictions. numbers 2, 5, 7, 
13, and 16. defined in Chapter II, and the EPA 
Use Restrictions (numbers 8 and 9). With these 
provisions the action is not likely to affect the 
peregrine falcon. 
Whooping Crane 
A determination that the Proposed Action is "not 
likely to adversely affect" the whooping crane or 
adversely modify its critical habitat is made on 
the basis of existing information and 
implementation of Assumption F. the 
StipUlations and Restrictions, defined in Chapter 
II, and the EPA Use Restrictions (numbers 8 and 
9). With these provisions the action is not likely 
to affect the whooping crane. 
Candidate Wildlife Species 
Implementation of Assumption F, the 
Stipulations and Restrictions, numbers 2, 5, 7, 
13, and 16, defined in Chapter II, and the EPA 
Use Restrictions (numbers 8 and 9) would be 
required . With these provisions the action is not 
likely to affect candidate species. To ensure that 
adverse impact does not occur to these species. 
a conservative and cautious approach to protect 
any potential populations will be implemented. 
APHIS-ADC control activity in potential habitat 
areas of these species, where they are observed 
or sign of use is observed, wi ll initiate 
consultation with the U.S . Fish and Wildlife 
Service, and WGFD to cooperatively identify 
alternative means to accomplish the identified 
goals (control of target species) while 
minimizing the potential for accidental take of a 
non-target sensitive species . 
Mammal. 
The Preble 's shrew, Allen's 13-lined ground 
squirrel , and Pygmy rabbit are not likely to be 
adversely affected by the proposed action. The 
Preble's shrew is not known to occur within 
southwest Wyoming. The only Wyoming 
specimen was collected from Lamar Valley. 
Yellowstone National Park. at 6,000 feet . The 
Allen's 13-lined ground squirrel has been 
observed in the Green River Basin and the 
Pygmy rabbit has been observed in Uinta and 
southwestern Sw-!\water Counties. None of the 
methods APHIS-ADC would use as pan of their 
Proposed Action are likely to adversely affect 
these species or their habitat . They would be 
too small to activate the leghold trap or the 
snare. A beneficial impact is more likely 
through the control of the coyote and fox which 
are predators of these species. 
The Nonh American wolverine has been 
observed in the coniferous forests of the 
Wyoming and Wind River Mountain Ranges. 
However I its main distribution is north of 
Wyoming . The Nonh American lynx has been 
observed within the District (Pine Mountain and 
Wyoming Range) in the past, but breeding 
cannot be assumed . Lynx are associated with 
dense coniferous forests and throughout their 
range depend on snowshoe hares for most of 
their diet. It is very unlikely that the wolverine 
or the lynx occur within the District because of 
the lack of suitable habitat. For this reason it is 
not likely that they would be adversely affected 
by the Proposed Action. However, because 
wolverine and lynx habitat occurs within 
National Forests adjacent to the District. there is 
the potential for one to venture onto BLM-
administered lands. Leghold traps. snares. and 
the M-44 could inadvenently capture or kill a 
wolverine or lynx . To guard against this 
happening, APHIS-ADC would implement the 
Stivulations and Restrictions listed in the 
introductory paragraph for Candidate Wildlife 
Species. 
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Bird. 
The candidate bird species would not be 
adversely affected by any of the proposed 
APHIS-ADC control activity or methods of 
control used. None of the methods APHIS-ADC 
would use as pan of their Proposed Action are 
likely to adversely affect these species or their 
habitat. APHIS-ADC implementation of 
Assumption F, and the Stipulations and 
Restrictions listed in the introductory paragraph 
for Candidate Wildlife Species would reduce or 
eliminate the likelihood of birds being taken. A 
beneficial im~dct is more likely through the 
control of the coyote, fox , and skunk which are 
predators of these species. 
Amphibians 
Neither the Western boreal toad nor the Spotted 
frog would be adversely affected by any of the 
proposed APHIS-ADC control activity or 
methods of control used . A beneficial impact is 
more likely through the control of the coyote. 
fox, and skunk which are predators of these 
species. 
Special Management Areas 
No significant adverse impact to wilderness 
study areas. ACECS. or wild horse herd 
management areas would occur under the 
Proposed Action with implementation of 
Assumptions F and G. the Stipulations aOO 
Restrictions. numbers 2. 3, 4. 5. 9, I I . 13. 14. 
15. and 16, defined in Chapter II . and the EPA 
Use Restrictions. With these provisions. the 
likelihood of any adverse effects would be 
minimal. 
Tables 111-3 and 1114 list the wilderness study 
areas and areas of environmental concern. and 
the wild horse herd management areas are 
described in Chapter III . Use of the M-44 
within the wilderness study areas and ACECs 
would be considered onl y after other me' hods 
have failed to acceplably control predation . The 
Sand Dunes. Buffalo Hump. Red Creek. and 
Oregon Bunes Wilderness SlUdy Areas are the 
most frequented for recreation uses by the public 
throughout the year . All may receive heavy 
visitation during the fall hunting season . The 
Cedar Canyon. NalUrai Corrals. and White 
Mounlain Petroglyphs ACECs receive high 
public recreation use during the summer and fall 
periods. Cognizance of this use and care in the 
consideration of control methods and activities 
used would be required within these areas. 
Aerial hunting within the wild horse herd 
management areas and within the areas oUlSide 
the wild horse herd management areas could 
cause harassment of wild horse herds. 
Harassment would be a violation of the Wild 
Horse and Burro Act. Since horses are rounded 
up annually in the late summer and fall and 
removed to meet coun-crdered population 
levels . they have become conditioned to reacting 
to low Oying aircraft . especially helicopters. by 
the perceived need to escape. running from the 
threat of caplUre. Spring would be the most 
suscept ible per iod, when the mares are foaling . 
PilolS would be instructed 10 take extreme care 
to avoid horse herds when conducting aerial 
gunning within these areas. 
Public Land Uses 
livestock Grazing Operations 
Under the Proposed Action the APHIS-ADC 
predalOr contro l program would be maximized 
through the integration of non-lethal and Ielhal 
predalOr cont rol techniques. APHIS-ADC 
would be able 10 provide optimal predalOry 
animal damage control assistance to livestock 
producers. The Proposed Act ion would be the 
most beneficial to the livestock producer . 
panicularly the sheep producer during the nine-
month period most ut ili ze public lands in the 
Rock Springs District. 
Th ro ugh th e APHIS -ADC integrated 
management system (i.e . . the combined use of 
non-lethal and lethal methods of controlling 
predalO ry animal damage). livestock production 
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losses could be kept 10 minimum 
(approximately I to 3 percent per year tolal 
sheep loss). Loss of livestock and economic 
impact on livestock producers would be 
optimally reduced from current levels by 
approximalely 620 animals with the added use of 
the M-44 on publ ic lands . A slUdy of coyote 
lake in 15 western slates showed thai between 
1980 and 1986 the M-44 accounted for 14.0 
percent of coyotes lOken (Connolly 1988). More 
coyotes were taken by aerial hunting. with 
leghold traps second . and the M-44 third . This 
suggeslS thai livestock losses could potentially be 
reduced by approximately 620 coyote and fox 
with the M-44 as one of the control tools. I! 
could be surmised that without the availability of 
the M-44 as a co ntrol tool. the trend in losses 10 
predation over the past five years (0 .9 percent in 
1989 to 3.5 percent in 1992) would continue. 
No compensation. either tax credit or WGFD 
wildlife damage compensation. is available to 
livestock producers for losses to coyote and fox 
predation. Compensation is provided fo r 
predalion by bear or lion. for which the WGFD 
will reimburse the liveslocic producer. 
No significant adverse impact would be expected 
to the livestock producers under the Proposed 
Action with implemenlation of the Assumptions. 
the Stipulations and Restric tions. defined in 
Chapter II , and the EPA Use Restrictions . With 
these provisions. the likelihood of any adverse 
effeclS should be minimal . 
Recreation/Public Health and Safety 
No adverse effeclS should resul! 10 public land 
recreation uses o r users o r to public health and 
safely with implementation of the Assumptions 
and the Stipulations and Restr ictions numbers 3. 
4.5. 6. 8.9. 10. I I , 15 . and 16. defined in 
Chapter II , including the EPA Use Restrictions 
listed in Appendix B. Through the careful 
administration of these measures the risk. of 
adverse effeclS can be reduced to a negligible 
level. 
Although it has never happened . there is the 
potential fo r a recreation user 10 be harmed by 
reaching down and pulling on an M-44 or 
stepping into a leghold trap. The use of the M-
44 and leghold traps would also pose a threar 10 
domestic dogs !hal may be ruMing on public 
lands in areas where and when these control 
methods are being used (i .. .. sheep winter and 
lambing ranges. December I through June .!O). 
There are dog sledders residing in the Rock 
Springs-<ireen River Area who run their dogs 
and sleds on the public lands in the vicinity of 
these communities. Since sheep winter within a 
20- 10 4O-mile radius of these communit ies and 
the use of the M-44 would be made under the 
Proposed Action. the potential .xists for a sled 
dog 10 locale and pull one of the M-44s. The 
public has expressed grear concern over the 
possibility of this occurring to any domestic dog. 
APHIS-ADC. in addition 10 enforcement of EPA 
Use Restrictions (Appendix B) numbers 7. 8. 
10. I I. 12. 14. 15. 16, 17. 18, and 23. proposes 
two mitigat ing opponunities 10 add assurance 
thai such an event would not occur. 
I . To discourage domestic dogs from 
activaling an M-44 when conlacting one. 
APHIS-ADC has M-44 capsules filled with 
pepper that they use around sheep camps 
to train sheep dogs 10 avoid the device. 
When pulled . the dog receives a dose of 
pepper thai causes it 10 avoid these in th. 
fulUre . I! has worked very effectively . 
APHIS-ADC personnel would make 
available to concerned individuals the 
opponunity 10 .xpose their dog to an M-44 
pepper capsule thereby reducing th. 
likelihood of them ever pulling one on the 
public rangelands. This would be arranged 
by appointm.nt aI the APH IS-ADC office 
facil ity in Rock Springs . 
2 . To protect hunting dogs. sled dogs, or 
domestic pets, there will be no steel traps. 
snares. o r M-44s sel in grouse , chukar. o r 
pheasant range dur ing the open hunt ing 
seasons beginning September I and ending 
about November 30; or within one-half 
mile of open walers used by waterfowl 
hunters dur ing the ent ire hunt ing season 
begi nn ing October I through January 31. 
To protect sled dogs. upon request. 
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APHIS-ADC would provide a deuiled map 
(I :24,000 scale) 10 dog~ledders showing 
areas of M-44 and tnp placernenl. 
Socioeconomics 
Sociocultural - The APHIS-ADC Program 
SupplemenllO the Draft EIS ( 1993) cites a study 
thai renects the same concerns expressed by the 
publics responding 10 the scoping conducted for 
the Rock Springs District proposed predalOr 
conuol program. Thal study was by SlUby. or 
aI . (1979). Parts of !hal study are repealed bere 
becaIse of the close similarity in responses . 
The researchers found an almost equal co""""n 
for the killing of coyotes by humans as for the 
killing of sheep by coyotes. Although n 
percent supported the right of a randier to 
destroy an animal thai had killed bis livestock . 
less than one-hal f of these individuals approved 
of killing odIer animals 10 prevent funher loss . 
With respect 10 the animal damage control 
program. several interests were identified thai 
are likely to respond d ifferently 10 wildlife 
damage contro l options because of vary ing 
views. These intereslS were grouped inlO four 
categories: t nvironmt!nlai , animal we/fart . 
animD/ righJs. and reapienls of prtdmor COnlrol 
urvices. 
The environmenlai view favored the protection 
of n31Urai ecosystems and TIE species. Th is 
view is held by many individuals in society. 
including wildlife managers . Their v iew is to 
appropriately manage wildl ife. thai managers 
must undersrand the bio logical systems 
(ecosystems) they work with and try to protect . 
The aninwl w"/fare view is concerned fo r the 
well-being of the individual an imal . Their goal 
is to minimize the pzi n inflicted on animals and 
the unnecessary kill ing of an imals . Most an imal 
welfare organ izat ions do not oppose the concept 
of wi ldlife damage control but support more 
restrict ions on contro l methods such as poisons 
and traps. research into improved methods o r 
contro l. and greater applicatio n of nonlethal 
contro ls such as guard dog> . They maintain that 
the predawr control program needs 10 be . , 
sensitive 10 animal pain and suffering and the 
risks of releasing IOxicants inlO the environrneni . 
The animJJJ rigluJ vi~ is the philosophical and 
political position thar animals have inherent 
rights comparable 10 humans. Animal rights 
advocares oppose killing or harming animals for 
human gain. 
The rtcipi~fUJ of predaJor COfUrol program 
serviu.hold strong opinions concerning wildlife 
damage control. There are many segments of 
society thar benefit from the predator control 
program. These groups generally feel tb3I the 
APHIS·ADC predawr control program should 
be stro· .. g and have a major role in reducing 
wildlife damage affecting their interests. There 
are strong feelings on the part of ranctJers thar 
predawn and other wildlife adversely affect 
their oper3Iion by killing liveslOCk. With this 
group are individuals who attach high positive 
values 10 wildlife and understand tb3I 
conservarion is a part of good environmenuJ 
stewardship. This group is also economical ly 
tied 10 animal welfare and possesses a general 
interest in outdoor experiences. Probably the 
largest group within American society th31 
benefits from the APHIS·ADC pred3lOr control 
program (i.e., coruumers of liveslOCk protected 
by the program) is completely unaware of the 
program's existence. 
The Proposed Actio n would most s3lisfy the 
views of the recipiefUS of IhR predaJor cOfUrol 
program services. partially S31isfy the views of 
the en\'ironmefUai group. but adversely effect the 
views of the animlll welfare , and animlll riglus 
groups. Appendix A provides a summary of the 
concerns and questions raised by the p~blic in 
response 10 scoping for the APHIS· ADC 
pred3lOr control program within the BLM Rock 
Springs District . 
Economics • The Proposed Action ..... ould 
have a positive economic effect on livestock 
producers and rural communities because it 
would provide optimum control of pred3lOrs and 
the fewest liveslOCk losses. Expenditures by 
APHIS·ADC within the Rock Springs District 
were $249.360 in :992 and S302 .900 in 1993. 
Table 1II·5 shows the breakdown of the funding 
source and amount for each year . Under the 
proposed action. expenditures for predator 
damage control "'QUId average about the same as 
during Fiscal Year 1992. 
Within the Rock Springs District. the economic 
loss 10 livestOCk producers due 10 predators in 
1992 is estimated 31 S507.460. This loss is 
inclusive of the marka value of th, animal.s as 
well as the animal damage control COSlS. Other 
standard livestOCk production COSlS tb3I are 
involved. but not included in the cost estimat.e 
are direct and indirect investment and 
oper3Iionai COSlS 10 the producer for feed . 
supplies. herders. dogs. fencing. etc. The 
cumulative economic loss W livestOCk producers 
due 10 predarion ov... the past five years is 
estim3led 31 SJ.9 mill ion. Losses would have 
been much greal ... (S5 10 SIO mill ion more) in 
the absence of pred3lOr control. 
Under the Proposed Act ion. the number of 
livestock lost could be expected 10 decline 
approximately 630 animals since the M44 
would be authorized , making predawr control 
more efficient. The economic loss 10 livestOCk 
producers due 10 pred3lcrs would be an 
estim3led 5470,516. a dedi"" of approximately 
9 percent. This loss is incli!$ive of the marlet 
value of the animals as we!I as the animal 
damage control costs. 
" 
On the basis of 1992 livestock loss estimateS and 
pred3lOr control costs. th is ..... ould indiCllle a 
pred3lOr control costlbenefit r3l io for the 
Proposed Action of an estimated SO.87 mill ion. 
or. for every dollar spent on animal damage 
control. a savings of approximately S3 .50. 
Losses would be expected to be much less than 
estimated with the additb n of the M44 as a 1001 
for pred3lOr control. The Proposed Action 
would result in the least economic impact 10 the 
liveswck producer. particularlv since livestock 
producers are not compensat~ for pred3lOrv 
animal losses. either through t.a:< credi~. 
insurance. or by the WGFD for wildlife damage 
(except for predation by bear or lion). 
ALTERNATIVE A (PRESENT 
MANAGEMENT PLUS 
LIMITED M-44 USE) 
A1u:rnative A would be the same as the 
Proposed Action excep! tIu1I use of the M:'4 
" 'QUId be more restricted . Tbe lDMe restnctrVe 
measures would be: 
Preveotative leIh;oI dlImage rontJ;oI in 
Planned Control Areas and Restricted 
Control Areas would only be authorized 
for conventional methods. i.e.. aerial 
sbooting. calling and shooting. lnIJIPing· 
snares, denning. and decoy dogs. No M· 
44 sodium cyarude devices would be 
authorized for preveotative leIh;oI control . 
Within Planned Control Areas. the u. ... of 
the M44 would be authorized by the BLM 
District Manag ... only on a case-by·case 
basis and only in sheep al~ afu:t 
losses have been confirmed during wimer 
use (January J to April 30) and during 
lambing (May 15 to June 30). Within 
Restricted Control Areas. no M44 use 
would be authorized during the restricted 
periods. 
EPA restriction 7 would change to: The 
M44 device shall only be used on or 
within three (3) miles of a r.mch unit or 
allotmenl where losses due to predation by 
wild canids are occurring on the ranch unit 
or allotment . 
EPA restriction 8 would change to incl ude: 
The M44 devi e shall not be used: ... (4 ) 
in federally recorrunended or designated 
wild .... es'-areas: and ..... ildlife refuge areas. 
EPA restriction 14 would change 10: The 
M44 de"i e shall ~ placed at 1..,,1 one· 
guart ... mil e distance or at such a greater 
distanCe from any public road or 
parbway ... 
EPA restriction 20 .. ould change to An 
M-U d""ice shall ~ r"moved from an 
~o 
area if. afu:t li:IDi. the:r;e is sig;D 1llat 
• l3f'J:'" pred:.iowr has visited the site. 
Need f"" use of the M-44 ,.ould be 
deunnined by repor1!'ll Josses as 
doaImeDted. A hi.<IIl>ry' of ~fuld J(!)Sses 
over the pr<vious 3 J __ • ;md .. i>er,e !!!!her 
tools ~'e !>em ,used but failed 1\l rom: 
IMses under """,,,01 !I!f .. i>ere tm]in 
" .. d udes the use o f aerU! shootin: ... 
Use of M-445 will !!m be authoriz,ed wirhin 
the bound;ories of the folkJwing additionaJ 
areas: wilderness SIiIldy area. ooe milt C>f 
the White MoutJWn Paro gly,tJs ACEe. 
and Cedar CiID)'On ACEe. 
The prCllpOSed CODIrol " 'auld be e<>nduct.ed within 
the planned ;md r...n,,1.ed C@IIlJ'QI ....... sro..l1 
on the maps in Appendix D and in acrordmce 
with the Assumptions. Sripu1Itions and 
Restrictions in Chapter n. and the EPA Use 
R.estricrions (Appendix BJ except as chanJ>ed. 
Wildlife Resource 
Game Animals 
Bk. Deer. and Pronghom Antelope 
Same as the Proposed Acuo 
Mountain Lion and Black Bear 
With the M~ device use re!-1rit.1~on to winl.er 
and lambing ranges on! y. the potential for U!lr.ing 
mountain lion (If lac"~...ar ~ it DOn-target 
species should ~ minimal Implementat:ion of 
the Stipulations and R ... lrictions. parucu1!tly 
numbers 5. 6. 8. 12. and 16. would ensure this 
protec . .-tion. Other UnpiK.1..S .... pwd P:! tre ~ame as 
the Proposed A cOon 
Upland Game and Waterfowl 
~ame as the Proposed Ac'Uo H" .<\ er. the 
beod'icial eft ect of prediltor: an.unal . lllIol to 
upl and game and walNf" ... ' m.) pe shgbtl) 
lo-.-.er ~ince the M-A4 -'-'(lwd ~ Te!.tric:t..ed \.{I 
",inter and lampi granges " y The M-U 
accounted for 14.0 percent of the coyotes taken 
between 1980 and 1986 in 15 western states 
(Connolly 1988) . 
Nongame and Furbearers 
Same as the Proposed Action. 
Raptors 
Same as the Proposed Action . 
Predators 
Alternat ive A would be essentially the same as 
the Proposed Action. The more restricted use of 
the M-44 would mean Slightly fewer coyote and 
fox taken as well as some non ~target species. 
The effects of control would not adversely 
Impact the coyote or fox under this alternative 
with implementation of the Assumptions and the 
Stipulations and Restrict ions defined in Chapter 
11 . 
Non-Target Animals Taken During 
Predator Control 
Same as the Proposed Action . 
Threatened 
Species 
or Endangered 
Potential environmental consequences to 
threatened or endangered and candidate species 
and concl usions as to adverse affect would be 
the same as the Proposed Action. The same 
constraints and cautions would be applied . 
Special Management Areas 
Same as the Proposed Action. 
Public Land Uses 
i..ivestoc~ Grazing Operations 
Same as the Proposed Action except. under 
Alternative A. M-44s would he au thorized onl y 
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on a case-by-case basis by the District Manager. 
The use of the M-44 on puhlic lands would he 
restricted . in addition to the EPA Use 
Restrictions (Appendix B). 
This alternative would continue the present 
APHIS-ADC predator control program ~ 
make ava ilahle lim ited use of the M-44 . This 
alternative would adversely affect the livestock 
producer in that some additional sheep losses 
would be expected that could have been 
prevented with the less restricti ve use of the M-
44 of the Proposed Action. Th rough the 
APHIS-ADC integrated management system. 
Iovestock production losses could be kept low 
(approx imately 2 to 3 percent per year total 
sheep loss). Loss of livestock and economic 
impact on livestock producers would be reduced 
from current levels hy approxi mately 315 
animals with the added limited use of the M-44 
on public lands . It is estimated that this 
alternative would reduce the use of the M-44 by 
half that wh ich would occur under the Proposed 
Action. 
Recreation/Public Health and Safety 
Same as the Proposed Action. 
Socioeconomics 
Sociocultural - This alternative wouid satisfy 
the views of the recipients oj predator control 
program services. but adversely effect the views 
of the enVironmental. animal welfare. and 
animal rights groups. 
Economic - Under Alternative A. a positive 
economic effect on livestock producers and rura l 
commun it ies would be expected. simil ar to the 
Proposed Action, but to a lesser degree hecause 
the use alld number of M-44s would be 
considerahly restricted . However. fewer 
livestock losses to predators wuuld be expected 
than under the present predator cont ro l program 
(Alternative B) whk h lH1fh,1rizes onlv 
co nve ntio nal lethal co ntro l meth ods-. 
Expenditures hy APHIS-A DC within the Rock 
Springs District would be expected to he the 
same as in 1992. $249.360 . 
Under Alternative A. the numher of livestock 
lost could be expected to be reduced by 
approximately one-half the reduction for the 
Proposed Action. or 315 animal s. with the 
authorizat ion of the M-44 on a restr icted hasis . 
The estimated economic loss to livestock 
producers would he $489 , 190. a reduction of 
approx imately 4 percent from 1992 levels. Th is 
loss is inclusive of the market vaiue of the 
animals alii well as the animal damage control 
costs. 
On th e hasis of 1992 livestock loss eSli mates and 
predator control costs. this would indicate a 
predator cont rol costl!",enefit ratio for Alternative 
A of an estimated $0.85 million. or. for every 
dollar spent on animal damage cont ro l. a savings 
of approximatel y S3.43. 
Loss~s would he ~xpected to he less than 
estimated with the addi tion of th ~ M-44 as a tIIo l 
for predator cont rol. even though restricted . 
Alternative A would result in th e second highest 
economic impact to the livestock producer. 
ALTERNATIVE B (PRESENT 
MANAGEMENT - NO M-44 
USE) 
Alternative B represents the present predatory 
animal damage management program within the 
Rock Springs District. Alternat ive B would 
provide fo r APHIS-ADC operations the same "' 
th ~ Proposed Ac tion except there would he no 
use of M-44s on the public lands administered 
hy BLM . All reference to M-44s included in 
the description under the Proposed Action would 
h~ dropped. However. APHIS-ADC would 
reserve the right to use M-44s on intermi ngled 
private lands in accordance with the EPA Use 
Restrictions. 
Techni~ues that would he used and authorized 
on public lands would indude all non-lethal 
t~..:hniques th3t help I f) pre·.'ent or r.!dllCe 
prt!tialiull It'!.g .. hushanul Y tt.:..:itni~l"':~. guanj 
dogs. fl ashing lights. noi, ·-making devices. 
distress and alarm calls. and electrified f~nces. 
herding. night corralling. human harassment (If 
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predators, and live traps): and the lethal 
techniques of aerial hunting. shooting (calli ng 
and shooting). trapping, snaring, and denning 
(sodium nitrite gas cartridge). The same 
procedure would be utilized for approval and 
authorization of a predator control program for 
the Rock Springs District as described under the 
P"Jposed Action. The proposed control would 
he conducted within the planned and restricted 
control areas shown on the maps in Appendix D 
and in accordance with the Stipulations and 
Restrictions in Chapter 11 . 
APHIS-A DC. under agreements with County 
Predatory Animal Boards. would still conduct 
animal damage control activit ies on priv3te and 
state lands utilizing all methods of control 
previously discussed. includ ing use ~f M-44 
devices . The same constrai nts and cautions for 
the use of the lethal conventional methods and 
the M-44 would he applied hy APHIS-A DC on 
private lands as in the Proposed Act ion. 
Wildlife Resource 
Game Animals 
Elk . Deer . and Pronghorn Antelope 
Without the use uf the M-44 as a tuol fu r use on 
puhlic lands in comhination with the other 
convent ional methods. predation on the young 
would be expected to continue at a rate 
comparable to that which ex ists now or slightly 
higher than under the Proposed Action or 
Alternat ive A. Other impacts would he the same 
as the Propnsed Actiun . 
Mountain Lion and Black Bear 
No potential adverse impact to mou ntain lion t) r 
hlack hear would occur. 
Upland Game and Waterfowl 
Predat ion un up!and game and · .... J.terfo·,,: .. 1 · .... ould 
he expected to he Slignti y higher than {he 
Proposed A..:tiun or Alternativt: A. The 
heneficial efft!l.: t of predatory animal control to 
upland gam!! and watl!rfowl may h!! slightl y 
lower in some areas since the M-44 would !ll1l 
be authorized . 
N· game and Furbearers 
Same as the Proposed AClion. 
Raptors 
Same as the Proposed Aclion. 
Predators 
Allernal ive B could have an adverse impacl upon 
the efficIency andlor effecliveness of the overall 
comrol program, panicularly coyole conlrol. 
be~ause more employee lime would be required 
uSing the other methods. Slighlly fewer coyole 
and fox would be laken. The effecls of conlrol 
would ~Ol adversely impacl the coyole or fox 
populallons under this allernalive with 
implemenlalion of the Assumplions and the 
SllpulallOns and Reslrictions defi ned in Chapler 
II . 
Non-Target Animals Taken During 
Predator Control 
Present methods of conlrol authorized under 
Allernalive B would cominue. Use of Ihe M-
44 's would conlinue on private lands , includ ing 
the private lands wilhin the checkerboard , as 
they are presemly . The same conslraims and 
caU!lons for the use of Ihe lethal convemion.1 
methods and the M-44 wou ld be applied b 
APHIS-ADC on private lands as in the Propos~ 
ACllon. . Allernalive B would reduce the 
posSlbllny of non-Iargel spec ies such as bear 
fox. badger, dogs ~ and cals being inadvenenll; 
anracled 10 and kIll ed by the device on public 
lands. Thus . slighli y fewer non-Iargel species 
wou ld be laken on puhlic lands. The ad verse 
effecls on non-Iargel species laken by Ihe M-44 
would be reduced bUI nOI eliminaled. 
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Threatened 
Species 
or Endangered 
~otential env ironmental consequences to the 
IIsled threalened or endangered and candidale 
species and conclusions as 10 adverse affecl 
would be the same as the Proposed AClion. 
excepl the el iminal ion of the M-44 as a 1001 
would eliminale the risk (chance) of an 
Inadvenenl loss of a black-fooled ferrel gray 
wolf, wolverine. or lynx due 10 the unexpecled 
occurrence of one of the species . The same 
conslrainls and caulions fo r the use of the lethal 
convenl ional methods and the M-44 would be 
applied by APHIS-ADC on private lands as in 
the Proposed AClion. 
Special Management Areas 
Same as the Proposed AClion. However the 
eliminalion of Ihe M-44 as a conlrol 1001 within 
these areas would eliminale the risk of adverse 
Impacl 10 recrealional uses (e .g .. domeslic dog 
use). Sheep use w~" ld be wilhoul the benefil of 
the added predalor proleclion. however. irs 
ellml~allo n should nol seriously impacl liveslock 
loss since comral methods aUlhorized would slill 
mcluiJl,! conventional methods . 
Public Land Uses 
Livestock Grazing Operations 
Under Ahernal ive B. non-Ielhal melhods would 
cominue 10 be applied. bUI only the convenlional 
lethal m elhods of predalOr comrol would be 
aUlhorlzed on public lands. Adverse effecl 
would he expecled 10 livestock . principall y 
sheep. and Ihe livestock producer. Sheep losses 
would cominue 10 range bel ween I and 3.5 
percenl .• ' prey and predalor (coyole and fox) 
popul allons nucluale. Elim inaling Ih e M·44 as 
an avaIl able comrol 1001 could make predalOr 
comrol less effic iem and effecli ve . A study of 
coyole lake in 15 weslern slales showed thaI 
bel ween 1980 and 1986 the M-44 accounled for 
14.0 percenl of coyoles laken (Connolly (988). 
More coyoles were laken by aerial huming, with 
leghold Iraps second and the M-44 th ird . This 
suggesls thalliveslock losses could polenliall y be 
reduced significanlly with the M-44 as one of 
Ihe conlrol lools. It could be surmised thaI 
withoul the availabilily of the M-44 as a conlrol 
1001. presenl levels of liveslOck loss (I 10 3.5 
percenl) 10 predalion would conlinue. 
Recreation/Public Health and Safety 
The pOlemial for adverse impacl 10 health and 
safely of recreal ing public would be reduced 
under Allernalive B since the M-44 would nol be 
auth~ ri zed on public lands. No adverse effecls 
from Ihe use of convenlional methods and the 
gas cartridge should result to recreation uses on 
Ihe public lands or 10 public health and safely 
with implemenlalion of the Assumplions and the 
Slipulalions and Reslriclions defined in Chapler 
II . Through the careful adm inislralion of these 
measures. lhe risk of adverse effecls wou ld be 
negligible. 
Socioeconomics 
Sociocultural - Allernalive B would panially 
salisfy Ihe views of the recipients oj predator 
control program services. and panially sal isfy 
the views of the environmental . animal welfare . 
and animal rights groups . 
Under Ih is allernalive an adverse effecl 10 
liveslOck grazing operalors would occur. 
Withoul lhe M-44 as a 1001. predalOr coolrol 
would be less efficiem and effeclive. 
Economic - Under Allernalive B, Ihe 
economic effect on livestock producers and rural 
communili es would be comparable 10 Ihe 
presenl. The economic effecl would be less 
beneficial than either lhe Proposed AClion or 
Ahernalive A. because the use of M-44s would 
nOI be permiued on public lands. Livestock 
losses 10 predators would be expecled 10 
continue in the same cycl ic trend as the past fi ve 
years. Expendilures by APHIS·ADC wilhin lhe 
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Rock Springs Dislrict would be expected to be 
the same as in 1992. $249.360. 
Under Allernal ive B. for purposes of analysis. 
the number of livestock losl could be expecled to 
cominue as in 1992 or approximalely 4,450 
animals without the M-44 as a management tool . 
The estimated economic loss to liveslock 
producers due 10 predalors under this allernalive 
would be expected to be as presenl. 5507.460. 
Th is loss is inclusive of the market va lue of the 
animals as well as the animal damage control 
costs . 
On the basis of 1992 livestock loss est imales and 
predalor control COSIS. this would indicale a 
predator control cost/benefit ratio for Alternative 
B of an eSl imaled 50.83 million. or. for every 
dollar spent on animal damage control. a sav ings 
of approx imalely 53 .35. 
Alternative B would result in the th ird highesl 
economic impact to the livestock producer. 
AL TERNATIVE C (ADC 
WITH NO LETHAL 
METHODS) 
Under Alternalive C. APHIS -ADC would nul be 
availahle to provide assistance in situations 
where lethal mel hods of control are needed on 
publ ic lands . APHIS·ADC would onl y be 
available to provide assistance with non·lethal 
methods of I.':ontrol. These would include 
working with livestock operators to improve or 
try new animal hushandry practices: live 
trapping animals and mov ing them to a rea~ 
where prohl em~ would not be I!XPl!ctc.!d: 
increased use of frightening devh:es to scare 
animal s from damage sites: and physical 
exclusion methods to prl!v~ nt or roou l.':~ aL':l:I!SS of 
predawrs to li vestod . 
Although there are large blocks of puhl i.: land 
within the d i~tri c t . the !'outhern pl)rt ion uf the 
district is IOl:ated with in a "l:hel:kerboard " land 
pattern area where nearly every other section i~ 
privatd y owned 20 mil es north and 20 mil t:s 
south (I f the Union Pad Ii ..: Rail roitd (U PR ) 
tracks. Also, relatively large blocks of private. 
interspersed with state and/or federal land. exist 
in the southwest corner of the district and in the 
northern parts around Pinedr.ie and Star Valley . 
APHIS-ADC. under agreements with County 
Boards, would still conduct animal damage 
control activities on private and state lands 
utilizing all methods of control previously 
discussed. including use of MA4 devices. 
As noted in Assumption H. lethal control of the 
coyote and red fox will continue to occur on 
publ ic and private lands by the general publ ic 
for recreation. by stockgrowers to protect their 
livestock _ and by independents for the 
stockgrowers. These animals are cl ass ified by 
the WGFD as predators and are hunted and 
trapped for sport and fur. Under State law. the 
taking of predators can occur on public lands by 
anyone. using such methods as trapping . 
snaring. ae rial hunt ing. ground shooting. or 
calling with the aid of decoy dogs. so long as 
they compl y with Wyoming State Statutes (e. g .. 
aerial hunting requires a permit from the 
Wyoming Department of Agriculture: pilots 
must ohtain landowner permission prior to 
hunting: trappers must have a current trapping 
license and comply with specified WGFD 
Trapping l aws. 23-2-303) . No chemical cont rol 
may be used on publ ic lands administered by the 
BlM without BlM authorization. 
Without the avai labili ty of APHIS-ADC to 
conduct leth . 1 methods of d limal damage control 
on puhlic lands. li vestock producers could take 
personal action to protect their investment and 
livestock from predation. They may form an 
organization of control agents through the 
County Predatory Animal Board _ conduct 
individual coyote control programs. or hire 
independent trappers. and hunters. including 
aerial hunters. Th is could lead to the 
inadvertent use of chemical toxicants illegally on 
public lands. since M-44s and 1080 collars are 
avai lahle fro m the Wyoming Department of 
Agrkulture to certified pest icide operators. In 
add ition. chemical toxicants such as insecticides 
that art! usahle as pred iddes are avail ahl t! on the 
legal market and could be inadvertentl y used 
illegall y on puhlic lands. Because of the vast 
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and remote areas involved. it would be 
extremely difficult to monitor animal damage 
control activities on puhlic land. 
Under this scenario. without APHIS-ADC 
administering predator control act iviti es on 
public lands. there would be liule or no 
accountability for control methods used: less 
consistent and accurate monitoring of livestock 
losses. predators and non-target spec ies taken : 
and less professional help at conducting cont rol. 
This could increase the opportunity fur abuse of 
control techniques. subsequent environmental 
damage. and potent ial fo r danger to humans. 
their pets. and non-target animals. 
Wildlife Resource 
Game Animals 
Elk . Deer. and Pronghorn Antelope 
No direct adverst! impact to el k. deer. or 
pronghorn antelope should occur. However. 
indirect impacts may resull in luwered 
reproduction success without continuation of 
lethal control methods. 
Mountain Lion and Black Bear 
No potential adverse impact to mountain lion or 
black hear w:luld occur. 
Upland Game and Waterfowl 
Under Alternative C. predation on upland game 
and waterfowl wou ld he expected to increase 
substant ially. particul arl y with the current high 
populatiun levels of fox and cuyote. With no 
lethal methods of control authorized . increased 
predation on sage grouse and other upland gu;;:c 
and waterfowl wou ld he ex pected . Predator 
popul ations would he regulated through natural 
functions. including predation. resulting in cyclic 
affects of predator/prey relationships. Adverse 
impacts to sage grouse and lither game hirds 
from pri vate control activitit:s are not I.!Xpt!c tl.!d 
unless spring or wi nt t!r disturhance occurs from 
this ac ti vity . 
Nongame and Furbearers 
Alternative C should have no significant impacts 
to popul ations of nongame or furbearing species. 
Raptors 
Under Alternative C. impacts to raptors would 
be negligible. However. uncontrolled private 
predator control activities may occur within 
raptor concentration areas during the nesting or 
winter roosting season which could adversely 
impact successful nesting or fledgling of raptors . 
or cause winter mortality . Private control would 
not be regulated as closely as APHIS-ADC 
control activities nor would private control 
involve trained professionals as APHIS-ADC 
personnel . 
Predators 
Under Alternative C. none of the lethal methods 
of predatory animal control would be authorized 
on public lands. However, use of these methods 
would continue. including the M-44. on private 
lands throughout the District and within the 
checkerboard by private predatory animal 
cont rol activities . Under this al ternative. there 
would still be impacts to non-target species and 
to predators. particul arly coyotes and foxes 
because of private control activities . Thus. onl y 
sl ightl y fewer coyote and fox may be taken as 
well as non-target species . Other furhearers and 
trophy game would be adversely affected if 
pri vate individuals did not exercise restraint in 
their control activities and avoid non-target 
species. There could be abuses because of the 
restriction on the use of lethal control methods 
on puhlic lands. Ina~vertent illegal use of the 
M-44 and other toxicants could occur on puhlic 
lands with their increased use on private lands. 
There would be a corresponding reduction in 
non-target species. such as hear. fox. badger. 
dogs. and cats. being inadvertentl y killed by the 
M-44 device. 
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Non-Target Animals Taken During 
Predator Control 
Under Alternative C. impacts to non-target 
species and to predators would still occur. 
particularly to coyotes and foxes because of 
private control activities. Other furbearers and 
trophy game would be adversely affected if 
private individuals did not exercise restraint in 
their control activities and avoid non-target 
species . There could be ahuses by some 
individuals because of the restriction on lethal 
control methods on public lands. Inadvertent 
illegal use of the M-44 and other toxicants may 
occur on public lands with their increased use on 
private lands . 
Threatened 
Species 
or Endangered 
Under Alternative C. the potential for an adverse 
affect to a listed threatened or en~angered 
Species or candidate species from one of the 
lethal control methods would be eli minated . 
However. this assumes private and state 
predatory animal control ac tivities comply with 
the provisions of the Endangered Species Act. 
If they do not. then the possibility of an adverse 
impact exists . APHIS-ADC would not be 
available to assist in si tuat ions where lethal 
wildlife damage control activ ities are necessary 
to protect a threatened or endangered species 
fro m other wildli fe . Fur example. assistance 
would not he availahle to the Seedskadee 
Wildlife Refuge III help contrul predation on 
nest ing waterfowl. The U.S. Fish and Wild life 
Servi : e would have to conduct all required 
damage control act ivities . APH IS-ADC would 
onl y he availahle to provide ass istanct! with non-
lethal methods uf control on public lands. These 
would include worki ng with the WGFD and lor 
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service to improve 
or try new wi ldlife management practices: live 
trapping animals and moving them to areas 
where prohlems would not he expectt:d: 
increased use of frighteni ng devices to scare 
animals fro m damage s ites; and physical 
exclusIon methods to prevent or reduce access of 
predators to endangered wildlife. 
Special Management Areas 
There would be no adverse impact to wilderness 
study areas . ACECs. or wild horse herd 
management areas under this alternative. 
Public land Uses 
livestock Grazing Operations 
Alternative C would be expected to cause 
slgnrficant adverse impact to the livestock 
producer. panicularly the sheep producer. The 
econo.mic viability of maintaining a sheep 
ranch 109 operation by those dependent on public 
rangelands would be jeopardized . Sheep 
operators would be forced to conven to cattle or 
I~prove or try new animal hUSbandry practices: 
iJ ve trap predatory animals and move them to 
areas where problems would not be expected: 
In: rease the use of frighteni ng devices to scare 
anrmals from damage sites: construct fences to 
prevent or reduce access of predators to 
livestock: hire more herders: obtain more guard 
dogs. etc. To implement any two or more of 
these measures would likely be cost prohihitive 
fo r most, if not all. sheep operators . In most 
cases. the operator may be left with onl y one 
chOIce. get out of the business ent irely . 
The imponance of predatory animal damage 
control and the effi Ciency of these act ivities is 
best d~monstrated in three studies comparing 
losses mcurred with and without lethal methods 
of damage control in place. The three studies 
cued are in US DA 's Animal Damage Comrol 
Program Supplemem to the Draft Environmemal 
Impact Statemem (1993). and are summarized as 
10 the fo llowing : 
A 3-year s t"dy of ' heep losses to predators 
(mo,tly coyotes) on L~C 8.000-acre Couk 
Ranch in Florence. Montana. recorded a 
44. percent reduction in sheep depredation 
uSing conventional and experimental coyote 
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damage controls (USDI 1978). Controls 
were purposely withheld during years I 
and 2 to document loss levels without 
predator control. 
An assessment of seven years of data on 
sheep losses and coyote removal on a 
ranch in Whitman County. Washington. 
showed an mverse relationship between the 
number of sheep kill ed by coyotes and the 
number of coyotes ki ll ed by a government 
trapper (USDA 1978). The lowest number 
of sheep killed per week (two) uccurred in 
1970 when the government trapper killed 
the highest number of coyotes (23). 
Conversely. the highest loss (8.3 sheep per 
week) occurred in 1972 when only nine 
coyotes were removed . 
Studying the effectiveness of denni ng. Till 
and Knowlton (1983) reponed a decrease 
o f over 90 percent in the numher of sheep 
kIlled when coyote adults and pups. and 
pups only. were removed from study areas 
on the open range in south-central 
Wyoming . When both adults and pups 
were removed . predation incidents declined 
98 percent . and the number of sheep kill ed 
was reduced by 99 percent. When onl y 
~e.pups were removed. recorded predation 
mCldents decreased 88 percent . and the 
numher of sheep killed decreased by 92 
percent (U SDA 1993) . 
Recreation/Public Health and Safety 
Under Alternati ve C. no adverse impacts to the 
recreatmg public or to the health and safety of 
the public would he expected . However. the 
potent ial for adverse impacts could increase 
because of unregulated use uf predator control 
methods. Use of these methods would ,~ntinue . 
mcludmg use of the M-44. on pri vate lands 
th roughout the District and within the 
c h~c~~rhoard hy private predator control 
~CII.V!.t:es There may he ahust:'s hv some 
IIIJ ""h:"Uo!S ~ccauo;;e of the re!:!rkl ion on· th~ use 
of lethal control methods on public lands 
Inadvenenl ill egal use of the M-44 and othe; 
toxicants may occur on public lands with the 
expected increased use on private lands. 
Socioeconomics 
Sociocultural - This alternative would be 
completely contrary to and adversely effect the 
views of the recipients oj predator control 
program services , and most satisfy the views of 
the environmental. animal welfare. and animal 
rights groups. 
Economic - Under Alternative C. an adverse 
effect to livestock grazing operators would 
occur. Loss of all lethal methods of predatory 
animal control would be devastating to the sheep 
producer and industry. Without lethal methods 
of control permitted. the number of livestock 
lost could be expected to increase fro m 18 to 30 
percent or approximately 23.000 tu 38.000 
animals. The estimated economic loss to 
livestock producers due to predators under this 
alternative could range from $1 .300.000 to 
$2.200.000 . This loss is based ent irel y on the 
market val ue of the animals . Other standard 
livestock production costs are also involved . hut 
are not included (e.g .. direct and indirect 
investment and operational costs to the producer 
fur feed. supplies. herders. dogs. fencing. etc . ). 
Under this alternative. a direct impact to the 
local economy would also occur. It is 
anticipated that without a predator contn') 
program that incl udes lethal methods of cont ru l. 
sheep loss to predation would he significant. 
The effect of this could mean that the liv estm.~ 
producers. grazing approximately 141.650 sheep 
on puhlic lands. would he forced to make a 
choice. including one or more uf the following: 
develop a private predator control program. 
convert to catt le. go out of husiness. improve or 
try new animal hushandry practices . increase th t! 
ust! of frightening devices. co nstruct prwator-
proof fences. hire more he! rders. t1 htain morl:! 
guard dogs. etc. To implement any two or m(lre! 
\.I f t.h ~!'I t: ml!a:,u fl!S wtluld !:kely he cost 
pruhibitive fur most sheep operalu f ~ . It not ali . 
In some cases. the operator may he Jd t with 
onl y one choice. get out (I f thl! huo;;ine!!'-!- enti r ~ly 
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Alternative C would resu lt in the founh highest 
economic impact to the livestock producer. 
ALTERNATIVE D (NO 
ACTION NO ANIMAL 
DAMAGE CONTROL) 
The No Action Alternative is not a BLM 
prerogative which can be selected without 
elimination or modification of the Animal 
Damage Q)ntrol Act oj 1931 . as amended. It is. 
nevenheless. within the discretion of BLM to 
restr ict or deny use of individual methods or 
techniques. either seasonall y or by locale where 
justification warrants . Th is Alternative would 
also he unrealistic for reasons ex plained in 
Assumption H and in Alternati ve C. 
Alternative D wuuld alisume there would he no 
form of animal damage control occurring on 
public lands within the Rock Springs District. 
As research has demonstrated. if this were in 
fact possibl e to implement . sheep predation 
would r ise such that the levels of loss would 
range between 18 and 30 percent or higher. At 
this level of livestock loss. sheep operators could 
not maintain an economically viable operation 
and would quickly be out o f business. 
Realisti<ally. as stated under Alternative C. there 
are large hlocks of public land with in the 
district. but the southern ponion o f the district is 
located within the '\:he!ckerhoard " area 20 miles 
nonh and south of the UPR tracks where nearl y 
every other se!ction is privately owned . Large 
hlocks of pri vat I:! land interspersed with state 
and/or fl!deral land exist in th e southwest corner 
ofth. dimict and in Ih e nonhern parts . APH IS-
ADC. under agreements with County Predato ry 
An imal Board s. would still i.:ondu~ t animal 
damage control acti vi ti es on pri vate and state 
lanos uti lizing all methods of ~() ntn l l previously 
di s~ussed . ind uding use (I f ,\1~ dev ices. 
As in Alte rnative C. ",ithuut APHIS -ADC to 
,.\lrdu(T it! lt·:tl rr!dhllJo;; Ill' :t n!m~ i (lam~ve (u :1trul 
tin puhl ic lands. Ii vl!s tock produ !.: ers wl~uld Iikd y 
take pao;;onal a,,;tion to protect thd r invl:!s tmcnt 
and Iivco;;HI!.:k from p r~ation . The same! 
concerns over the inadvertent use of chemical 
tox icants on public lands would apply. To hire 
additional rangers to monitor animal damage 
cont ro l activities within the Distr ict would be 
required . 
As in Alternative C. without APHIS-ADC 
administering predator control activities on 
public lands. there would be little or no 
accountability for control methods used . 
monitoring of livestock losses. predators and 
non-target species taken. and less profess ional 
help at conducting control. This could increase 
the opportunity for abuse of control techn iques. 
subsequent environmental damage. and potent ial 
fo r danger to humans. their pets. and non-target 
animals. 
Wildlife Resource 
Game Animals 
Elk . Deer. and Pronghorn Antelope 
Same as Alternative C. 
Mountain Lion and Black Bear 
Same as Alternative C. 
Upland Game and Waterfowl 
Same as Alternative C. 
Nongame and Furbearers 
Same as Alternati ve C. 
Raptors 
Same as Alternative C. 
Predators 
Same as Alternat ive C. 
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Non-Target Animals Taken During 
Predator Control 
Same as Alternati ve C. 
Threatened 
Species 
or Endangered 
Same as Alternative C. except APHIS-ADC 
would not be available to assist in any situations 
where wildlife damage cont ro l activities are 
necessary to protect a threatened or endangered 
species from other wildl ife. even with non-lethal 
methods . 
Special Management Areas 
Same as Alternative C. 
Public Land Uses 
livestock Grazing Operations 
Same as Alternat ive C. 
Recreation/Public Health and Safety 
Same as the Alternative C. 
Socioeconomics 
Same as Alternati ve C. 
CUMULATIVE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS 
Cumulative impact of predator damage control 
would he the impact on the envirunment which 
results fro m the incremental impact of predator 
control when added to other actions (past. 
present . and reasunahle foreseeahlc! ). regardless 
oi who umJc!rtakes .such other :tclions. 
Cumulitti vc! Impacts can result from IntJ ivICJuaJl y 
minor but collectively signifi cant actions taking 
pl ace over a period of ti me (40 CFR 1508.7). 
The effect of predat0r control is the removal of 
offend ing predators .0 reduce livestock losses . 
Cumulative impact consideration is given to the 
coyote and fox as target species of predator 
cont rol. In the process . local populations would 
be reduced and non-target species would also be 
removed . Other actions that . when added to 
predator animal control activities. could 
incrementall y impact the predator populations or 
non--target species include: hunt ing coyote and 
fox for recreation or value of the pelt . or 
predator control act ivit ies on private lands. 
No significant cumulative environmental impact 
should occur to coyote or fox popul ations or to 
non·target species populations . Th is conclusion 
is based on the premise that the overall goal of 
the APHIS-ADC program is to minimize 
predatory animaJ impacts on livestock and the 
livestock industry while complying with the 
strict measures (the Assumptions. Stipul ations 
and Restrictions . and EPA Use Restr ictions 
specified in Chapter II ) to ensure mai ntenance of 
predatory popul ations and non-target species as 
well as the protection of domestic animals. 
public safety. and threatened and endangered 
species . Predator control has been ongoing 
since the beginning of th is century and 
populations continue to thri ve - cyclicly 
fluctuating under the infl uence of prey 
availab ility. Predatory animals on public lands 
with in the Rock Spri ngs District are not in 
danger of eradication. Research has 
demonstrated that the coyote and fox. the 
principle targets of pred ator control. readily 
adapt to changes in their environment. and that. 
because of their prolific nature. they are not 
threatened with decline or eradication. In 
addition. large areas ofthe Rock Springs Distr ict 
will not receive any predator cont rol. These 
incl ude all human safety zones. no pl anned 
control areas. and many of the cattle aliotmenL, . 
The primary areas of predator cont rol are the 
sheep winter anrl lamhing r :!!1g~s. For the most 
part . these areas do not overlap . so that it is 
unlikely that even lucal p,.pulat ioos will ever he 
eliminated . 
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Recreational or fur hunt ing/trapping of coyote or 
fox occur within the District. Presently th is 
activity is low. When fu r prices are high (e.g .. 
$50 to S lOOper coyote pelt ) there is a t ive 
trapping and hunt ing by the general public. 
Under these condi tions . APHIS-ADC activit ies 
could reduce the successfu l opponunity for the 
public to take coyotes or fox for their fur . On 
the other hand. if fu r prices go up. the public 
take of the coyote and fox would go up and the 
need for APHIS-ADC predator control would be 
reduced . However. for the P"'t ten years fu r 
prices have been low. wi th no increase in sight. 
The public take of coyotes and fox has been 
low. and therefore the need for APHIS-ADC 
activities remai ns high. APHIS-ADC predator 
control. for reasons explained above. wou ld 
have no significant cumulative impact on the 
coyote or fox population!' or the recreat ional 
pursuit of the public in hunt ing and trapping. 
Private predator control programs will occur 
only if APHIS-ADC is denied lethal methods of 
cont rol. As discussed under Alternat ives C and 
D. APHIS-A DC would not be available to 
provide assistance in situations where lethaJ 
methods of cont rol are needed on public lands. 
They would he abl e to assis t with the appl ication 
of lethal cont rul onl y on private lands. 
However. as noted in Assumption H. lethal 
cont rol of the coyote and red fox will cont inue 
to occur on publ ic and pri vate lands by the 
general public for recreation. by stockgrowers to 
protect their li vestoc k. and by independents for 
the stockgrowers. These animals are classified 
by the WG FD as predators and are hu nted and 
trapped for spon and fur. Under Alternatives C 
and D. the potentia l for significanr cumulative 
impacts is higher than under the Proposed 
Action or Alternat ives A and B. Without 
APHIS-A DC administering predator control 
activit ies on pu hl ic lands. there would be little 
or no accoumabi Jity for cont ro l methods used : 
less cons i~te nt and it Cl:urate munitoring of 
livestock lusses. predators and nun· target species 
taken: and less professiunal help at conducting 
controL Th is !:{II1Irt !!!cre:!.o;;e rn;: 0pPNtunity f(lr 
ahuse of ~untru l techniques. suhsequent 
t!nvironmt!ntitJ damitg~ . and pOkntlal ffl r dang<r 
to human!'. thei r pel, . and non-target ani mals 
MITIGATION MEASURES 
In addition to the miligalion measures presented 
in the description of the Proposed Action and 
Alternatives. others measures that could be 
considered for APHIS-ADC research and use 
include the following : 
Develop and adopt the use of tranquilizer 
tabs for use on leghold traps to immobilize 
captured animals. tJ-,us reducing trap-
related injuries and increasing the 
likelihood that non· target animals may be 
released successfully . 
Adopt a requirement for checking snares 
every 72 hours (3 days, to minimize the 
time that snared animals will be retr J . 
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thus reducing the snare-related injuries and 
increasi ng the likelihood that non-target 
animal s may be released successfully . 
Adopt the use of padded·jaw traps to 
reduce trap-relaled injuries to captured 
animals . 
Develop agreements with two or three 
sheep operators within the Disrr ict to test 
the use of burros as a supplement to the 
non-lethal techniques of animal damage 
comrol. It is reponed that burros are very 
intelligent animals that have a natural 
dislike for foxes. coyotes. and dogs and 
will anack or aggressive I v chase them 
away from herds they have -adopted . 
CHAPTER V - CONSULTATION AND 
COORDINATION 
In April 1992. the BLM k Springs Oistri 
and APHIS-ADC . ued a ping i e 
annou ing plans begin an en ,ironrnentaJ 
anal is on APHIS ' pro ed Pred- Anim4J 
Damage Control Plan . 
In June 1992. the BLM R k Sprin Dis 
and APHIS-ADC held a pu Ii meeting in 
Sprin pro ide the pu Ii the op nuni. 
ask qu and expres their 
In No m er 1992. the Ro 
publi hed the Grt:en Ri er 
Management Plan and Ora En 'ironmentaJ 
Impact Statement (RMP/OEIS). Th i resul ed in 
additional mmen on pred r nl 01 ~ ith in 
the Oistri . 
A wide range of i ues. neems. and questio 
were ident ified through the ping r es . 
(Appendix A). The ha 'e een addr ~ ed . 
appropriate in the en ironmentaJ as es men . 
Ineragen s ping es ions were 
etween the BLM and APHIS Ii 
ummariLe the is ues and neer 
during the s ping pro es . The 
predator damage otwl program w' 
with the Ro k Springs Oistri t Multi Ie e 
Ad isor Coun il and Grazing Ad ' ry Board . 
The Bridger-Teton. Ashle . and Wasat h-Ca: he 
National Fores and BLM Rawlins and ernal 
Oi tri ts were conta: ted 0 inform them 0 e 
tart of the Oi tri 't en ironmental anal c;i 
pro es on predator ntrol and 0 l.<jin a py 
of their re pe ti e preda or 'ontrol 
en ironmentaJ do 'umen . 
Periodi briefings of the Congres~ional 
repre entati es for Craig Thomas. Alan 
Simp n. and Mal 1m Wallop were mduc ed 
t:J j .ffJ::-n L'1em u. ~~e i ~es ~nd vi progr ~,:, jn 
the preparation ofthi en ironmentaJ it c;es-.ment. 
3 
.erview 
resulted in 
new p' 
r arc ion 0 
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APPENDIX A 
ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL 
SCOPING 
Summary of Comments Received 
APPENDIX A 
ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL SCOPING 
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED 
ISSUES AND CONCERNS - SCOPING RESULTS 
In April 1992, the BLM Rock Springs District and the APHIS-ADC issued a scoping notice 
announcing plans to begin an environmental analys is on APHIS 's proposed Predatory Animal Damage 
Conrrol Plan. The scoping notice was distributed to the general publ ic. livestock industry . and local. 
state. and federal governmental agencies . The scoping notice was issued fo r the purpose of soliciti ng 
comments on the APHIS-ADC proposed Predatory Animal Damage Control Plan to help BLM and 
APHIS-ADC identify issues and concerns regarding animal damage control on puhlic lands within the 
Rock Springs District, and to help identify reasonable alternatives. In addition. in June 1992 the 
BLM Rock Springs District and APHIS-ADC held a public meeting in Rock Springs to provide the 
public to opponunity to ask questions and to express their concerns. In November 1992. the Rock 
Springs District published the Green River Resource Management Plan and Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (RMPIDEIS). This resulted in additional comments on predator control within the 
District. A wide range of issues, concerns. and questions were identified through this scoping 
process . and have been addressed and anal) ,,!d as appropriate in this environmental assessment. 
Summary of Comments Received 
In total comments were received from 1,536 individuals . 
TYPE OF COMMENT NUMBER RECEIVED 
Wri!ten and recorded statements 124 
Name~ on petitions 1,391 
Phone calls 21 
TOTAL 1.536 
The actual comment letters are not contained in this document. However, they are available for 
review in the Rock Springs District Office. A summary of each comment letter received has been 
prepared and a copy is available for public review upon request. Overwhelmingly , the majority (97 
percent) of the comments received opposed the use of the M-44 , but recognized the b,dc need for 
predator control: 1.4 p",cent supported predator control; 1.2 percent indicated no position relative to 
predator control: and 0.4 percent opposed predator control entirel y. 
Most comments raised similar issues and concerns as well as. questions pertaining to predator control. 
Therefore. they have been grouped into c;ght subject categones . The eIght categones are. 
1. Predatory Animals 
2. Predation Impact On Agricultural Industry 
3. ADC Cost/Benefit 
4_ ADC Control Methods 
S_ ADC Objectives 
6. ADC Ohjections 
7. ADC Control AreaslPlans 
8. Cumulative impacts of the ADC program_ 
A summary of the issues/concerns and questions identified during scoping follows. The issues and 
questions are followed by a page number(s) corresponding to the page m the environmental 
assessment where the subject is addressed or an answer to the quesllon can be found . 
1. Predatory Animals 
Issues: 
The coyote is the main predator. although the fox has increased dramatically and has become a severe 
problem in the last 15 years. (pages 12 #E . and 38-42 Predators) 
Coyotes kill sheep. calves and colts, and fox kill lambs and sheep . Coyotes will o ften kill sev:ral 
lambs at one time, far more than they eat. (Pages 38-42 Predators. and 51-54 LIvestock Grazmg 
Operations) 
Questions: 
How many coyotes (predalOrs) are there killed each year? (pages 38-42_ and Table III-I.) How 
many sheep (Iambs/ewes) , calves and colts are killed each year by predators? (page 4, Table 1-2 .) 
Who did the counting? (page I. Table 1-2 Footnote 3.) Is it possible that the hIgh mortalIty of sheep 
is a fu nction of a larger sheep population? (Page t . 5. and 38-42 Predators) 
2. Predation Impact On Agricultural Industry 
Issues: 
Sheep ranchers have no way of being reimbursed for losses to predators. The losses cannot be 
deducted off taxes. Ranchers pay an average of $3.10 out of each sheep sold for predator control. 
(Pages 7-8, 54-55 Livestock Grazing Operations. and 55-58 Socioeconomics) 
Within the checkerboard and other areas of the Rock Springs District, the livestock producers own 
private lands which are open 10 recreation: private lands provide food and fiber to the public: federa! 
lands intermingled should be open to predator control. (pages 12 #H. 18-20 Proposed ACllon. 28-3 
Alternatives, and 74-75, 78-79 Alternatives C & D) 
Predatory animal control is necessary for the liveslOck producers to survive: w produce red meal and 
beneficially support the local economy. Wyoming is the largest sheep State m the Nallon. Herem 
lies the need for the M-44 . (Pages 1-5.38-42 predators. 51-54 Livestock Grazi ng Operations. and 
55-58 Socioeconomics) 
Agriculture contributes $1.4 billion to the State's economy annually. Ranching industry is vital to the 
welfare of rural communities; they serve as the market place; they are dependent upon new dollars 
and tax dollars generated by livestock industry. (Pages 1-5.5 1-52.55. and 69. 71. 74. and 78 
Socioenonomics) 
3_ Predator Control Cost/Benelit 
Issues: 
A cost benefit analysis should be completed for predator control. The environmental analysis should 
address cumulative impacts of the APHIS-ADC program with and without use of M-44s . (Pages 55-
58 Socioeconomics, 69, 71. 74, and 78 Socioenonomics. and 79-80 Cumulative Environmental 
Impacts) 
Questions: 
What is the cost of predator control each year? (Pages 1-5, and 55-58 Socioeconomics) How does 
predator control benefit the American people? (pages I Purpose and Need. and 17 Proposed Action) 
What is the effectiveness of the predator control program? (Pages 1-5. 38-42 Predators. 51-54 
livestock Grazing Operations, 55-58 Socioeconomics. 69 , 71. 74. and 78 Socioenonomics) Are we 
spending a lot of money on a program that doesn't work? (pages 55-58 Socioeconomics) Is the total 
annual loss to farmers from predation really higher than the cost of lethal predator control? (Pages 1_ 
5, 38-4: Predators, and 55-58 Socioeconom ics) What is the source of the funding to conduct 
predator control? (pages 56-58) Is it the sheep ranchers contention that the minute loss of I or 2 
percent is intolerable? (pages 1-5,53-54, and 67, 71 , 73, 77 livestock Grazing Operations. and 69, 
71,74, 78 Economics) 
4. Predator Control Methods 
Issues: 
Seek non-lethal means of predator control. Explore effective. non-trad itional , non-lethal methods . 
livestock operators should improve herding and control of sheep. The environmental analysis should 
address use of decoys, live natural enemies, use of live traps and relocation of captured animals . 
(pages 6, 11#0, 14, 18-20. 27 #18, 28-34. 61-62 Proposed Action. 72 Alternative B. 74-75 
Alternative C. and 78-79 Alternatiw D) 
lethal control should require concrete, site-specific data which conclusively proves that lethal control 
is nec""sary to adequately protect livestock. lethal control measures should be specific for the 
offending animal(s), not merely species-specific. Aerial gunning may be species-specific but is not 
specific to the coyote with a taste for livestock . lethal predator control efforts should be 
concentrated only in areas where predation was reported and verified . (Pages 6. II #0. 14-17. 18-
20, 20-27 , 28-34, and 59-61 Control Methods) 
Use of M-44s should be limited to circumstances where other methods are not effective. M-44s will 
kill animals other than coyotes. The M-44 is cruel and inhumane and should never be considered as a 
predator control method . (Pages 17.20-24.2517.26110 & III. 28-34. 38-42 Predators. and 59-61 
Control Methods) 
There has never been a death of a human being from an M-44. however there have been numerous 
deaths of children by coyotes . M-44s cannot be put in place where not dangerous to small children 
and non-target species. no matter how careful. (Pages 12 IF. 19-24. 2518 & 10. 27 #15 & 16. 
Appendix B Is 3. 7. 8. and 23. and 38-39 Predators. and 59-61 Control Methods) 
The 26 EPA M-44 use restrictions will mitigate concerns on the use of the M-44. (Appendix B) 
APHIS proposes they be allowed to set cyanide guns. leghold traps and snares on public land which is 
not compatible with recreation. How can the public he warned when access can come from all points 
of the compass? The sign placed within 25 feet of each M-44 is very small and it is doubtful that 
everyone will notice it before their pet smells the scent. (pages 18-27 . 2013.2114.2215. 27115. 
and 38-39 Predators. and 59-61 Control Methods. and 66-68 Special Management Areas and 
Recreation/Public Health and Safety) 
Questions: 
What has changed in recent years to require a reversal in tile position of no M-44 use on public land' 
(Pages 1-5. 38-42 Predators. 51-54 Livestock Grazing Operations. 67. 71. 73. and 77 Livestock 
Grazing Operations. and 69.71.74.78 Economics) If M-44s are placed on public lands. who will 
be in charge of maintaining the site. ensure signs are up. and that the device is removed? (pages II 
lB. 13 Il. 22 15. 27 115. Appendix B 126) How will record-keeping required by EPA be dealt 
with? (Pages II lB. 13 Il. 18-19. and 22 15) Who is responsible for disposal of the M-44 device' 
(pages 27 #16 and Appendix B #22) Would a citizen like myself be able to visit your office 
unannounced and do a check of recordkeeping that the EPA guidelines require and maybe do an audit 
of a couple of them in the field (e.g .. are signs properly placed)? (pages 13 #l and 22-24 #5) 
It was stated by APHIS that there is no desire to decimate the coyote population. but to cont rol 
problem animals. Does this mean that when no sheep herds are between Green River and Rock 
Springs or betwee, Rock Springs and Flaming Gorge there won't be any M-44s placed in those 
areas' (Pages 19-27.28-34. and 38-39 Predators) 
Is APHIS-ADC trying to say the M-44 is going to cure the predation problem? (Pages 5. 14-17.38-
39 Predators. 67. 71. 73. and 77 livestock Grazing Operations. and 69. 71. 74. 78 Economics) 
There has to be a compromise; with all the scientific technology today. can't something better than 
the M-44 be used' (pages II #B & 0 , 19-2 1. and 81) 
What will the densi ty of M-44s be on public land and in the checkerboard' (Pages 38-39 Predators. 
59-60 Control Methods. and 74-78 Alternative C) Would ranchers not be allowed to place M-44s on 
public land either for themselves or as employees of BlM or APHIS-ADC? (pages 12 #H. 17. 22-24 
#5, 72 Alternative B. and 74-75 Alternative C) Would M-44s be used only to protect herds and not 
left year round? (pages 23 #(20). 30 #(29). 38-39 Predators, 60-61. and Appendix B #20) Would 
BlM office be able to tell me the location of these devices with any accuracy , hould I WISh to go out 
to the field? (Pages 23 1(10). 24 1(26). and Appendix B Is 10 & II) What evidence is there on the 
effectiveness of each type of lethal control method proposed? (Pag;:s 59-60 Control Methods) 
S. Predator Control Objectives 
Issues: 
Some fell the liveslock producers objeclive was 10 eradicale coyoles . Some liveslock producers 
commemed thaI they don'l wanl 10 eradicale cOYOles . Rather. they only wanl 10 comrol some so thaI 
ranchers can make a living. They acknowledge the fact thaI coymes are heneficial. they help conlrol 
rodents and other wildlife . (Pages II lB. 12 IE. 38-42 Predalors. and 63 Predalors ) 
Public lands should be managed for a natural balance of wild animals. Nature is no longer able 10 
control predalors naturally: man has emered the scene. The APHIS plan should slale the goals and 
objeclives concerning coyme populalion including how will success be measured . The environmemal 
assessment should analyze how conlinued predalor killing will affect predalor/prey relalionships and 
the balance of the ecosyslem. (pages II lB. 12 IE. 13-14 Il. 38-42 PredalOrs. and 79-80 
Cumulalive Environmenlal Impacts) 
APHIS-ADC responsibility is nol jusl 10 kill predators bUI 10 also evaluale effects on ecosyslems. 
Before predalor conlrol is implem~med. BlM should eslimale the number of coyoles. fox elc .. using 
public lands and whal percemage IS causong damage. BlM should consider the type of threshold 
level eslablished in a recem decision by Manli la-Sal Nalional Fores!. (pages 13-14 Il. 38-42 
Predators. 51-54 Liveslock Grazing Operalions. and 70 Ahemalive A) 
Queslions: 
What proof is there to suppon the need for lethal comrol? (Pages 1-5. 38-42 Predalors. 51-54 
liveslock Grazing Operalions. 51-54 liveslock Grazing Operalions) What objectives have APHIS-
ADC and BlM set upon which the plan can be evaluated for annually? (pages II lB. 12 IF. 13-14 
IL. and 27 117) What wOllld a study of coyote food habits show? (pages 39-40 coyote. and 41 red 
fox) What IS the Impact of predalor control on biodiversity? (pages 79-80) What is the effect of 
predator control on the target (coyote and fox) population and prey species? (pages 38-42 Predators. 
63 Predators) Whal are the ranchers responsi~ilities in regards to minimum level and types of animal 
husbandry and herd protection? (Pages 14. 18-19. and 51-54 livestock Grazing Operations) 
6. Predalor Conlrol Objedions 
Issues: 
Ranchers should accept losses to predation as pan of cosl of doing business. Stray sheep left behind 
get reponed as loss due to predation . Some reponed losses are awfully suspect, e.g .. reponed loss of 
200 t0300 one year and 1.300 the nexl. (pages 5, 38-42 Predators. 51-54 Livestock Grazing 
Operatoons, 67, 71. 73 , and 77 livestock Grazing Operations, and 69. 71. 74, 78 Economics) 
Disapprove of the use of the M-44 (1080) poison used by APHIS-ADC on public lands. Oppose L~e 
use of POISOns. The. poison 1080 is still being used . Concerned about the health and safety risks to 
choldren and domestoc dogs. The issue is safety. APHIS cannot insure protection of the public 
safety, domestoc anImals, nontarget species and threalened and endangered species. The M-44 cannot 
be implemented in accordance with the 26 EPA use restrictions. (Pages IlIA. B. & D. 12 IH. 13-
141l. 17, 19-27. 59-{j(). 6Hi2 Proposed Action, 67-68 Recreation/Public Health and Safety. 70 
Allemalive A) 
Don't use public money to kill the public ' s wildlife on puhlic land 10 benefit a few people. Tax 
dollars could be better utilized to clear the nat ional defici!. Predator control onl y benefits a few 
people. (pages 1-5. 55-58 Soicioeconomics. 69. 71-72. and 78) 
Queslions: 
Why are some sheep ranchers losing more lambs than others? How accurate are reponed losses? 
(pages 1-5. 18- 19.38-42 Predators. 51-54 livestock Grazing Operations) 
7. Predalor Control ArasIPIans 
Issues: 
Expand -Open Control Area- to include all of Uinta County. Use Highway 530 south as the 
boundary between the 'Op,n Control Area' to the west and the 'No Control Area' to the east within 
the Flaming Gorge National Recreation Area. (pages 19. 21. and 22-2415) 
All areas designated big game crucial winter range and elk parrurition range should be placed in the 
category of '{)pen Control With Restriction. ' During severe winter there should be no control on 
occupied crucial winter ranges . Elk calving grounds should be protected (restricted) from May I to 
June 15. (pages 21 -22 14. and 27 114) 
APHIS-ADC plan must address how each of the 26 EPA Use Restrict ions are going to be enforced. 
The APHIS plan should provide for yearly evaluation of the effectiveness of the predator control 
program and any additional recommendations should be incorporated . The APHIS-ADC plan needs 
to ensure compliance with applicable laws. APHIS-ADC plan must consider non-lethal contf')1 
including use of guard dogs. herders and the effective actions. (pages II IB & C. 12 Is F. G. H. & 
I. 13-14 Il. 18-19.27 '17. 28-34. and 74-78 Ahernative C) 
Queslions: 
What are the APHIS-ADC enforcement and penalties for not complying with the law? How does 
predator control conform to the BlM's District planning documents? (pages 6. II lB. and 12 IF & 
G) 
8. Cumulative impacts of tbe predalor rontrol provam. 
Issues: 
The cumulative impact of predatory animal control needs to be evaluated in relation to ecological 
diversity. including the predator populations . (Pages 79-80) 
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M-44 CY.~"mE CAPSULE 
M-44 USE RESTRICTIONS 
JEPA Registration No. S622S· I 51 
July 15. 1993 
I . C" of the M-44 d~·ice shall com""" 10 all appliClih3e Federal State. and }c'clll law, and 
regulations . 
2. -\pplicllUlr, shllll he ;:I1~i«l1 to ,nch <'!her regulllticm., and restrictIon; a< may he prescrihed from 
nme-lc>-time by the U .. 5. En"iromnontai PrCTtecDC1n Agency (EPA I. 
3. Each applicator of the M-44 dev;ce shall he rrained in: (1 ) safe handli ng nf the cap;:u! c,> and 
d",i ce. (2) prr>per use of the anridNe kit.. (3 ) proper placement of fle de";"", and (4 ) necessary 
rerordkeeping. 
4 . M-44 dev;c..-s and sodi um cyanide cap;:ules shall "'" he ",ld or tran,f=ed. m entru;wd 10 the 
CHr< of my person nN >upervi sed or mmritored by the .~ and Pllllll Health Jnspe.cticm Sen·ic. 
(APHIS). Animal Damage Ccmtrol (ADC) pr" WaID or my agency not 'Worl;;ing tmder an APHIS· 
ADC cooperative agreement. 
5 . The M-44 device shall <,nJy he u,ed 10 talte ",;ild canid, suspected nf preying em (1 ) Iives'lOck m 
pouJIT)': (i ) F ooerally desijlIUtted threlltened or endangered species. C>r; (3 ) that Hre v em:m, 
oomm-.mica!>le dj,ea.<e.. 
6. The M-44 device shall llO1 he u,ed "'lely to taloe ammlll' fm the value oj [boo fur . 
7. The M-44 dev;ce Shall mily he 'used em 0r withi n 7 mJles of • rancb unit or allc>tmem ·,,'bere Ic",= 
due to predati"D by ",ild canid, au ""'-"tIrring m wbere los,es can he rea<onahly "'--peeled 10 c'ccur 
ha<oo upon recurrent prim experience of predlltiem e>D the ranc unit m aUCltmem. Full 
documentation nf livestock de,...-edati including ",Udence that sue los"", were caused hy " ,Id 
c.anids. will he requirod hd'ore application.-. of me M-44 i~ unden.aken. Th~ u~e restrictioll i~ nm 
app);ca!>l< .. nen .nl d canids Hre CODl:rolled to pr= Federally d"';gnated threllIoned m endangered 
species or are "=5 of . rommmricahle di,ease. 
S. The M-44 dev;ce shall n(l! he u;:ed : (1) In area. ,,·ithin nlIti<mal jorest' or other Federlll lands set 
.. <ide for recreati aJ u'e.. (2 ) Hrea;: where exposure 10 the puN ic and flIm:~y and POI' " prohatile.. (3 ) 
in prairie dOlllOll-'DS. or. (4 ) e1Ccept fm the prmecticm of federally de;~gnllltld ihreaumed m 
mdangered species. in Notional and State part.<. l'aticmaJ or State Monument. federaUy deslgnllltld 
",ilderness area.<. and wildlife refuge area<. 
1', 
9. The M-44 device shal l not be used in areas where fed erally listed threatened or endangered animal 
species might be adversely affected . Each applicator shall be issued a map, prepared by or in 
consultat ion with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. which clearly ind icates such areas . 
10. One person other than the individual applicator shall have knowledge of the exact placement 
localion of all M-44 devices in the field . 
II. In areas where more than one governmental agency is authorized to pl ace M-44 devices, the 
agencies shall exchange placement information and other relevant facts to ensure that the max imum 
number of M-44s allowed is not exceeded . 
12. The M-44 device shall nO! be placed within 200 feet of any lake, stream, or other body of water, 
provided that nalUral depression areas which catch and hold rainfall only for shon periods of time 
shall not be considered "bodies of water" for purposes of this restriction. 
13. The M-44 device shall nO! be placed in areas where food crops are planted . 
14. The M-44 device shall be placed at least at a 50-foot distance or at such a greater distance from 
any public road or paLlway as may be necessary to remove it from the sight of persons and domestic 
animals using any such public road or pathway. 
15. The maximum density of M-44s placed in any 100-acre pastureland area shall not exceed 10; and 
the density in any I :;quare mile of open range shall not exceed 12. 
16. No M-44 device shall be placed within 30 feet of a livestock carcass used as a draw station . No 
more than four M-44 devices shall be placed per draw station and no more than five draw stations 
shall be operated per square mile. 
17. Supervisors of appl icators shall check the records, warning signs, and M-44 devices of each 
applicator at least once a year to verify that all applicable laws, regulations , and restrictions are being 
str ictly followed . 
18. Each M-44 device shall be inspected by the applicator at least once every week. weather 
permitt ing access, to check for interference or unusual conditions and shall be serviced as required . 
19. Damaged or nonfunctional M-44 devices shall be removed from the field . 
20. An M-44 device shall be removed fro m an area if, after 30 days . there is no s ign that a target 
predator has vis ited the si te. 
2 1. All persons authorized to possess and use sodium cyanide capsul es and M-44 devices shall store 
such capsul es and devices under lock and key. 
22 . Used sodium cyanide capsules shal l be disposed of by deep burial or at a proper landfill site. 
Inci neration may be used instead of burial for dispcsal. Pl ace the capsules in an incinerator or refuse 
hole and burn until the capsules are completely consumed . Capsules may be inci nerated using either 
wood or diesel fuel. 
23 . Bili ngual warning signs in English and Spanish shall be used in all area~ containing M-44 
devices . All such signs shall be removed when M-44 devices are removed . 
a. Main entrances or commonly used access points to areas in which M-44 devices are set shall 
be posted with warning signs walen the public to the toxic nalUre of the cyanide and to the 
danger to pets. Signs shall be Inspected weekly to ensure their continued presence and ensure 
that they are conspicuous and legible. 
b. An elevated sign shal: be placed within 25 feet of each individual M-44 device warning 
persons not to handle the device. 
24. Each au~orized or Iice.nsed applicator shall c~ an antidote kit on his person when placing 
:md/or Inspecllng ~-44 deVICes. The kit shall contain at least six pearls of amyl nitrite and 
Instruct~ons on theoru~e. Eac~ autho~ized o~ licensed applicator shall also carryon his person 
instructions for obtaining medical assistance In the event of accidental exposure to sodium cyanide. 
25 .. In all areas where the use of the M-44 device is antic ipated , local medical people shall be 
notified of the Intended use. This notification any be through a poison control center local medical 
socIety, the public health service or directly to a doctor or hospital . They shall be ad'vised of the 
anlldotal ~d first-aid measures required for treatment of cyanide poisoning. It shall be the 
responslblhty of the supervisor to perform this function. 
26. Each authorized M-44 applicator shall keep records dealing with the placement of the device and 
the resul ts of each placement. Such records shall include, but need not be limited to: 
a. The number of devices placed . 
b. The location of each device placed . 
c. The date of each placement, as well as the date of each inspection. 
d. The n~mber and location of devices which have been discharged and the apparent reason for 
each discharge. 
e. Each species of animals taken. 
f. All accidents or injuries to humans or domestic animals. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
Hyattsville, MD 20782 
July 15, 1993 
PRECAUTIONARY STATBMENTS 
HAZARDS TO lIUMAHS AND 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
DANGER 
Sodoum Cyarude may be fa1aI d swallowed 01 IIlhaled 
u. orIy WIllI eoequa .. "lnlilallOn end dO noI btNh 
h gas 01 dull When NndIIng. IeIIInO OUt 01 checktng 
M... cyarude ~.. ".ya 11ft. at I.ut 'I. 
peat1s 01 AmyI ·NI\tlIe readily 1Y8IIIbiI in case sodium 
CYMtIOe " swallOwed a 1MaIed. 
Willie handhng sodium cyanide cap,ule.. prOl8ct 
n.nda WIllI gloves end stIIIIId eyes II) prwvent 8Y'I 
burna and sklfl Ifn\a1lOn. Wash1nOlOuOhIV before NIIng 
01 smoiling. 
00 no1 uSl III Al8a5 Ir uen1ed by humans 01 ()()meSIIC 
dOgs. 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
ThiS pesIICIOe It TOXIC TO WILDLIFE. Keep OUI O • 
..... pondI 01 _ Do not alfIt.Imon." wa .... by 
cIearWIg 01 lQuopment a dIIOOIIII 01 wU18a. Tile 
M·« I ,Ktor dlYlQ c.nnOI be u.1d In .. I ... 
oMabotalolCl by endangered c.-la end feIicI • . 
CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
ConIM:1 wrlh 8CId 1ItlIt.... pooIOI'IOUI and IlAmma.ble 
~ cyaniOe gas. 
DIRECT IONS FOR USB 
It oS • voOl.lton 01 F 8dlral law II) use .... prOduC1 III a 
manner n:ot\IIftlnt WIllI III \MIeIIng. 
FOI use on specl'lC 'ItuatlOn1 10 reduci canoe'l 
(c:oyoIeI. ,., loa. gray 10J and wild dogl' that 
dl.,rldall ",,"tOCk and poultry or IId.,.IIV 
dIIIgn..s fIrMIened 01 tndIngIrId apeciQ. Fa 
u. on .,..".".. range land end 0... lind orIy. Do 
not ~ III areas "'*1 Iood CtOCIII _ planled. 
IMPORTANT . BelOll harding 01 ploOCIng M·u 
cyrodI ~ a M-44 ~ 0IM::eI, conau:t 
.,. U.. RlltrlClIon Bull.tin lor lpeelllC use 
dftcIIona. adcSol1Onai pr~l. Iftronn.lIOn on 
~ aptCIN, .aming IIQIII and IIIIId0lai 
--
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 
FOI re1aol sail 10 and uSl CIfll)' by ~ AppoCUn 01 ~ UI'der Ir'oeor 
dor8CIlUpeMSIOn and CIflly 101 1hOM usee ~ by 1Ile AppIalCtl 
certlhcallOn 
M-44 CYANIDE CAPSULES 
For use In the M-44 elector deVIce /0 conlrol coyotes (Cams 
la/rans) . red fox (Vulpes vulpes) . gray fox (Urocyon 
cmereoargenteus) and WIld dogs that depredate lIvestock end 
pouJlIy or federally deSIgnated threatened or endangered 
specIes. 
ACTIVE INGREDIENT: 
Sodium Cyanide 
INERT INGREDIENTS: 
TOTAL: 
50 Capsule' Net W8IQht 45 5 gr~. 
88.62-'" 
11.38·'" 
100.00% 
IEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
DANGER-POISON 
* STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT IF SWALLOWED: CALL A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL CENTER 
. IMMEDIATELY! 
IF SWALLOWED OR INHALED· Prompt treatm.nt " 01 Ihl utmOIl 
ompcnanc:e. Cany .,...."t 10 Irull _ . hi-.. 110m lie dawn. PaDenl IllOUId Drean 
h con"",, 01 ., Amyl NrtnII I)Nr1 15-30 aeconciI NdI ninuIe iI neoNUry. 
unlll five put1a hi-.. been uaed. U. I/IifIc:III rwepnIion if bfMII\Ing hal 1IOpped. 
RIn1O\Ie con~ d01tWIg. but Uep paIIIr1I .ann. CAU A PHYSICIAN 
IMMEDIATELY. 
IF ON SKIN · Immed<ataly ftuSh wI\II plenty 01 water. 
IF IN EYES . IrmwdIa18Iy IIuIII WIllI plenty 01 ... and call I physoan 
SEE LEFT SlOE PANEL FOR ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULT\JRE 
ANIMAL AND PlANT HEALTH INSPECTION SERVICE 
NAnONAL TECHNICAl SUPPORT STfJF/A!)C 
... ,......MO 20712 
EP~ E .. No. 5122.1·10-1 
er'A Reo. No. 51221·15 
/tJ 
STORAGH AND DISPOSAL 
STORAGE SlOIe M_ cyanll1e c~s • .ltlS uno.., 0vC . 
and kay III I dty piIOI away Irom 1000. oorrodSbC 
anomals anti aada Do no! conldmln818 1000 or 100d 
S1It"~ 
DISPOSAl. Olspoae of delOCltve anJ US8.! M 4' 
~ by burial III a IIle IDCabClfl .n tilt. loeld or 8t • 
proper lind iii "" 
PRECAUTIONARY STATEM:NTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
WARNING 
Allor Ig""ioo. car1ridge produces ttlO 10llC gas. 
catbon monOlldo. Fumes may be harm luI il 
Inhaled 
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
ThIS prodUCI is "'IIh/y lOJUC 10 wiId~le. Check all 
b\",ows 10< sogns 01 non1a:gol spocios. If ploscnl 
do nol ~eal buroows. 
CHEMICAL HAZARDS 
Onco 'Onlled by lIle luse. l/lis car1rdge w.u bum 
v'Oorously unlll complolely Spenl and IS capable 01 
causlllQ sevllfe burns 10 .. posed slun and clOl/lo.'" 
and of IgOllmg dry gl ass. loaves anI! olher 
combuSllble maler.als. 
ENDANGERED SPECIES 
CON~ UERA TI ONS 
NOTICE: 11 IS a Federal offense 10 use any 
pe$\IOde ,II a manner IhaI rasoflS on 1110 doalll 01 a 
membor of an endangoled speoes. 
00 nol use on \llose areas where lIle lollowrng 
EndaOQored SpecIes may be f<noo,o.n 10 havo dons: 
red Wolf. gray wolf. and San Joat;uin kll fo .. 
GAS CARTRIDGE FOR COYOTES 
For control of coyotes (Cants la/rans) In dens Ollt} 
NOT FOR SALE TO PERSONS UNDER 
16 YEARS OLD 
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS : 
Sodium Nitrate . ... ........ . 
Charcoal . . . . .... . . .. •.... 
TOTAL . .. . .. . . . . . 
6S . 0~~ 
35.0% 
100.0 % 
KiEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
WARNING 
ST ATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT 
CALL A PHYSICIAN OR POISON CONTROL CENTER 
IMMEDIA TEL YI 
H InhJJed and person hilS poIsoning symplOmS (hOdllaClle. nausoa. dlllinoss. 
woa)..noss). I/ansler vlCltm 10 flosh M Have V1Cbm ~o down and koep warm. If 
resporalton IS adoQuale. recovory Wi ll be rapId If brealllrng has slo~pod. uso 
artJf,claI rcsptr allOn. If aVilJlable. pure oxygen shOuld be glvon. 
SEE LEn SIDE PANEl fOR ADOITlONAl PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
ANIMAL AND Pl)\NT HEALTH INSPECTION SERVICE 
ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL 
HyallSVille. MD 20782 
EPA Est No. !l6228·ID· 1 
EPA Reg. No. 56228·21 
Nal Wetghl 240 orams 
j() / 
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
00 nol COOl.lmlrlalO walor . lood or Icod by SlOI ago 
0< clISposai. 
STORAGE: SUlfe on CC>CI. dry pla: o awa( Itom hl c. 
11031 and dlrOCI sunJrghl 
PESTICIDE DISPOSAl: To dispose 01 unu, oO 
Cat1rdges. soaJ< on wabCr. Clush ilIld bury al 103S1 6-
on lOose SOIL 
CONTAINER DISPOSAl: Place on ~ash coIloCbon 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
II IS • YlOIalrOO of Fedoral La .. 10 uso 1/"5 prO<lcd In 
a manner ~S18n\ ",111 lIS LlOOhng 
USE RESTRICTIONS 
For conUOI 01 COY018S (Canos lalfltns) on dOns only 
on raOQeiands, and ClOp and non 'ClOP areas. Do 
nOI use neat Rammable malorral or Insldo bUIldings 
APPLICATION DIRECTIONS F." selocl den lor VealmOnL Malle sure carllK.l~e 
WIn pass aasrIy 11'110 openrng and OOlaln malor.al 10 
plug Iha en\nlnCe. Then. WlI11 a narI alleasl 1/8' VI 
dramel8r. puocture cap II end 01 cartndge al polnlS 
marIIed. Insert fuse 11'1 ono 01 cenlOl hoIos. Insure 
lila .. IS a mrnunum 01 3 Inches 01 olposod luse 
HOld cartndgo away Irom laco and body. l11en hghL 
NOTE: Th. minimum burn limo lor Ilion lusos 
Is 5 seconds. 
Place cartrrdge, luse ·end Irrsl as lar InlO Iho 
envance as POSSible. CI018 anvance 10 burrow 
tmmed1.110ty. (II burrow is ""P. conlcnlS 01 
carIndge may now 0..1 of ~Ohled end. II so. place 
Cat1rdge as deep on bunow as possrOlo wI1I1 fuse· 
and up, trghl and close burrow. 
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APPENDIX C 
APmS-ADC MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM FORMS 
FOR DOCUMENTING PREDATOR CONTROL ACTMTIES 
• • BASIC DATA 
DIRECT CONTROL 
• CHEMICAL CONTROL DATA 
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APPENDIX D 
MAPS 
Map A - PrcdJaory Animal DlIIIlllge O:mtr<>'l Areas 
Map c -Wild Horse MJmag= Areas 
Map D - R.pmr Concentraticm Areas 
Map E - Sbeq> Wmter Range 
Map F - Sbeq> Lambing Range 
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D Wild Horse Management Area 
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General Wild Horse Management Areas 
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Map 0 
General Raptor Concentration Areas 
Rock Springs District 
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Rapier Concentration Area 
Nesting March 15 to July 15 
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Map E 
General Sheep Winter Range 
Rock Springs District 
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Sheep Winter Range 
November t to May 30 
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Map F 
General Sheep Lambing Range 
Rock Springs District 
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Sheep Lambing Range 
April 1 to June 30 
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APPENDIX E 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
ROCK SPRINGS DISTRICT ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL PLAN 
POTENTIAL THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST 
/ /11) 
UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Ecological Services 
, I.. 
2617 East Lincolnway 
Cheyenne, WY 82001 _ l J Cr L . " . 
IN UPl Y ~(FU fO , 
ES-614ll June 2. 1993 
spb/W .02(blmrsadc. spl) 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Mr. Bill McMahan, BLM, Rock Spring District, WY 
From: State Supervisor, ES . Cheyenne. WY (ES-6141 i) 
Subject: Rock Springs District Animal Damage Control Plan 
This responds to your scoping notice and request for a list of threatened and endangered 
species potentially affected by the subject plan. 
In accordance with Section 7(c) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973. as amended (ESA). 
my staff has determined that the following threatened or endangered (TIE) species may be 
present in the project area. 
SPECIES 
Black-footed ferret 
(~~ 
Bald eagle 
(~ leucoceohalus) 
Peregrine falcon 
(~ pereerinus) 
\l,1hoop:ng Cr:l.~e 
(Q.r.us americana) 
Gray wolf 
(~ !.I!i1lW 
STATUS 
Endangered 
Endangered 
Endangered 
Endangered 
EXPECTED OCCURRENCE 
Potential resident in prairie 
dog ~ sp.) colonies. 
Nesting. Winter resident. 
Migrant. 
Potential nesting. Migrant. 
Mignn!. 
Potential resident. 
I.' your proposed action will lead to water depletion (consumption) in the Colorado River 
System. you should include the following species in your evaluation: 
Colorado squawfish 
(Ptychochejlus ~ 
Humpback chub 
(Qila &YI1IW 
Bony tail chub 
(Qila~ 
Endangered 
Endangered 
Endangered 
Downstream resident of Green 
River System. 
Razorback sucker 
(Xyrauchen texan us) 
Endangered 
Candidate species that may occur within the project area are identified below . . Many . 
. h I' . s to protect candidate species from further populauon dechnes. I Federal agencIes ave po ICle . . 
would appreciate receiving any information available on the status of these specIes In or near 
the project area. 
~ CATEGORY· SCIENTIFIC NAME EXPECTED OCCURRENCE 
2 SQrg~ W. Wyo. Preble's shrew 
Allen's 13-lined Spermoohilus W.slope BH mts. 
ground squirrel 2 lrill~mlin!:illll~ lIlkni & upper Green R. 
Pygmy rabbit 2 Brachylagus ~ S.W . Wyo. 
Nonh Amer. wolverine 2 Qy!Q~~ mountains statewide 
mountains statewide 
Nonh Amer. lynx 2 £dis In!! cani!!lensis 
Birds 
2 ~ buccinator NW Wyoming Trumpeter swan 
2 ~d!ihi wellands statewide White-faced ibis grasslands statewide 
Ferruginous hawk 2 ~rwfu 
2 ~~ forests statewide Nonhern Goshawk grasslands statewide 
Mountain plover I Charadrills~ 
Long-billed curlew 3C ~americanus grasslands/wellands 
2 Chlidonias niW wellands statewide Black tern 
woodlands/shrublands 
Loggerhead shrike 2 ~Iullovici~ 
. \mphibians MB mts. western mts Western boreal toad 2 fu!f2 l!2rW l!2!m NWWY; YNP 
Spotted frog 2 ~~ 
Thh 
Colorado cutthroat 
SAI.ml! illl!Ii ~ L.Snake R.,Currant Lt. trout 2 
Bonneville cutthroat 
~ illl!!i l!li!l Bear R. trout 2 Green & Lillie Snake 
Flannelmouth sucker 2 Calostomus ~ Rivers & tribs. 
Roundtail chub 2 Qila IllI2lIm Green & Little Snake River drges. 
l.catherside chub 2 Qili~ Bear & upper Snake Rivers, and Slate Cr. 
fIanU 
2 ~ammwhjJa Sublette County Tweedy's sand verbena 
2 Antennaria ~ South Pass area Meadow pussytoes 
/17 
Mystery wormwood 2 ~l!imnjj~ Red Desert 
Small rockcress (I) AIilm Pl!.ill!i South Pass area 
Bastard draba milk-vetch 2 Astragalus llrabelliformis Sublette County 
Precocious milk-vetch 2 Astragalus proimaothus Henry's Fork area 
Wyoming tansymustard 2 Pescuraina ~ Red Desert 
Large-fruited bladderpod 2 Lesguerella macrocarpa Steamboat Min. \ 
Continental Peak 
Payson ' s bladderpod 2 Lesauerella 0iWQIlii Pinedale area 
Cary beardtongue 2 Penstemon gOO Henry's Fork area 
Opal phlox 2 £Ilk!! sp. nov . Kemmerer area 
Oem's twinpod 2 ~lIsm!ii Nugget Canyon area 
Uinta greenthread 2 Thelesperma ~ Hickey Mt. area 
*1 = Federal TIE listing appears appropriate aod is anticipated. 2 = CurreDt da1a iDlUfficieot to support listing. JC 
= More widespread or abuodaot than previously believed. or DO immediate threats identified. ()=SlatUs peodiD& 
Director's approvaJ. 
Please note that the status changes recommended by the Wyoming Rare Plant committee in 
1991 for candidate plant species have been accepted by the Washington, D.C. office of the 
Fish and Wildlife Service, and may now be considered official. Publication in the Federal 
Register is anticipated, but we do not have any indication when this will occur. These 
changes are reflected in the list above. 
Section 7(c) of ESA requires that Federal agencies proposing major construction actions 
complete a biological assessment to determine the effects of the proposed actions on listed 
and proposed species. If a biological assessment is not required (i.e., all other actions), the 
lead Federal agency is responsible for review of proposed activities to determine whether 
listed species will be affected . I would appreciate the opportunity to review your 
determination document . 
For those actions where a biological assessment is necessary, it should be completed within 
ISO days of initiation, but can be extended by mutual agreement between the lead agency and 
thP. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) . If the assessment is not initiated within 90 days, thl! 
list of TIE species should be verified with me prior to initiation of the assessment. The 
biological assessment may be undertaken as pan of your agency 's compliance of Section 102 
of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and incorporated into the NEPA 
documents. The Service recommends that biological assessments include: 
I . a description of the project; 
2. a description of the specific area potentially affected by the action; 
3. the current status, habitat use, and behavior of TIE species in the project area; 
4. discussion of the methods used to determine the information in item 3; 
5. direct and indirect impacts of the project to TIE species; 
6. an analysis of the effects of the action on listed and proposed species and their 
habitats including cumulative impacts from Federal , State, or private projects in the 
area; 
//1 
